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NOTICES.

McNEALLY RELEASED.

!

W. D.LITTLE & GO.,
His Brother

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,

Halifax

Reaches

and

Has Some Difficulty,

K.tnblUhrd in IMS.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
All kinds of properly Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
sntf

oci20

Resulting in the Surrender of the City
Authorities
I-.'
Who Set the

ocl8

NOTICE, NO. 3.

POWDE

NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOUR
FADED or SOILED
Rrnovaled

1'or Winter.
llirni to

Authorize the Action.

A marvel of purity
never varies.
and wliolesomeuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, sliorl
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only Ir
cone.
Koval Bakiko Powder Co., 10« wall
St., N. Y.
iy2d&wtf

strength

NO. 13 PRESLE ST.
Pn-auar. Kuiployed-

Tailor.’

sneodly
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RUDKATIUNIU,.

BOSTON.

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART

Near Boston ami Maine. Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business aud places

of amusement.

DRAWING SCHOOL

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, aud now kept on the

D«t I, INS7, and c*ntiau«
fiv«* inoufliM.
F. \V. Hcuhob, of Hoatou,
(Into of Faria. Franco,) Inetruetor
and Critic.
fomimun

members of P. 8. of A.
member of their families.

Tuition Fro* to

Day Class, 'Life and Antique,1 $20,
By the month.
6,
Eren g Class.
10,
By the month.
3,

non
"

EUROPEAN PE AN.
Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men’s cafe and billiard-room added, aud flrst-cluss
In every respect.
KOOMft FICOtl $1.00 A DAI UP.

auy

or

members $25
6
“
10
3
"

oct27

The evening class has been arranged expressly
to accomodate those whose occupation or engagements prevents their aliendauce on the day class.
The oo'y differences In the classes (excepting Oil
Painting of course) Is In ihe number of hours
available for work. Those who Intend to become
members of either day or evening class, or to fur-

of Enunetsburg, Iowa.
Authorized

3 DEERING PLACE.

Literature.

Delsarte Expression

Established 1872.

Capital.,000.000

000.000
Paid Up Capital.
75,000
HurpluN.
offers for sale, at par and accrued interest, 6 pe
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farms
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three and four times the amount loaned thereon,
and fully;guaranteed by this company. Also its
own 6
per ceut debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
collateral,with Mercantile Trust (<•.. of New York,
trustee
A supply of mortgages and bonds constantly on hand,which investors are invited io call
and eximitie.
Coupons cashed oil presentation.
Please apply personally, or by letter, for list of
references ana other information. C. U. CH A PBI 4 N, €ien. Agent, Oxford Ruildmg. IM5
Middle Mfreel, Kodui 2.
<lec20eod0m

A LICK €. MOSKS,

and

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.
eodSm

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO.

nish scholarship for friends, and who have not
already given notice of sucli intention, will confer
a favor if they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard,
87 Emery St
immediately or leave word at the
Society Booms, Deeriug Block. For more complete information, apply to any member of the
committee in charge.
E. It. Pierce, C. F. Davis, J. C. Stevens, Inez A.
Blanchard, Committee in charge,
uovL7eodtf

Elocution

Specialty.

a

Kekekence—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
decs
eodtf

BEESWAX,

Crude, imported and domestic, by the evsk
only. Price 22Vic. to 24c. per iti. Also,

Refined
PARAFFINE
kl
Portland Hchool of

W.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

COLCORO,
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ten’s* to DT TDDFDO

Gentleseen In Portland.
made FM11R0IDEREDBL1PPKK8, all sizes and half sizes
at 76c, 85c, and $1 per pair.
tine hand

Just Arrived !
pail’s CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS in one lot to
be sold at 75c per pair, former retail price
them In show window.

FINE SLIPPERS
MAMMOTH GOLD
Don’t mistake the place.

sign

at

bOOT.

in Kansas.

IN

DEALERS

&CO.

—

full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
plank in stock at our yard on Brown’s Wharf,
special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.
A
md

Office 322 Commercial St.,

of

POBTLAKD, ME

no29eodtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
‘ubli'lied every day (Sundays excepted) by the

has ever before been

for everybody,

Mortgages

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
In

NOTHING LIKE IT

see

CO.,

NT., BOMTOIV.

During the next 90 days we shall give our customers 8 per cent, on any money they may send
ns tor investments we have for sale.
We have on
liaud First Mortgages and applications for money
upon flist mortgage loans, mostly upon ICO acre
arms, amounts ranging from $260 to $600. We
lave also mortgages in amouuts $1,000 to$20,000
it 7 per cent, which wre offer. How much money
;an you furnish us for these loans?
They are A 1
lecurity. The stringency in the money market
inables us to cut down amounts applied for m
ach case to ail amount that is
safe beyond a
ioubt. Now is the time to get a nice line of small
in ttuge iwaiis.
write ior our new
investor s
luitle. Remit with advice to, JOHN I). KNOX
t CO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents,
opeka. Kan. Boston Office: Room 24, No. 36
►ronifleld Street.
dec6eod&wlm

—

every day. New and elegant designs in
embroidery, made un in the latest style and selling at 50 per cent discount, or Just lialf price.

$1.50;

&

rlAINES,RICHARDSON

creases

men’s

147 PEARL

i Per Cent First

INSTRUCTION INRUSH MO CLASS
1CAL ST HUES

jan?-*

WAX

H. BOWDLEAR

nov24eod3m

L. Sawyer. 537 Congress St.. Portland, Mr.

w.

bbl

only.

case

Send for circular.
Agent fort he Caligrapt,.

J.

or

In tliln cakes In cases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
and white M. F. 130°. Price 10c. per lb. by the

metrography.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

MjuA.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subici ioers. Seven Dollars a Year.II paid in advance
Kates of advertising—One Inch ot space
he length ol column, or twelve lines nonpariel
Destitutes a “souare.”
$1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
veek after; three insertions or less, 31.00 conI tnulng every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents;
me week, ,1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and Auction
sales,” ,2.00 per square per week; three insurious or less, ,1.50.
it

j

Harry McAeally Says the Bonds Will
be Returned.

Halifax, bec.25.—F.C.McN eally,the Saco
His
bank embezzler was released tonight.
hrntliMr iTorrv

BROWN,

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; II paid in advance, ,2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
’rkbs” (which has a large circulation In every
iart of the State) for ,1.00 per square for first Inertlon. and 60 cents per square for each subse-

461 CONGRESS STREET,
Market Square.
eodtf
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1

luent

insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

The Musical 1888.

As the musical New Yeak heaves In sight, we
greet it with the “sound of Cornet,” (or anv other
musical instrument, for all of which ffliver
l> iiMMi A C-'oo. provide the very best Instruction
j looks )
With the New year, many new pupils will commence to learn the
Piano; to them and tbelr
teachers we coimneDd

Washington, *f)ec. 26.
New Ilauiphire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Connecticut are slightly colder fair weather,
I ight to fresh
winds, generally northThe indications for Maine,

,

RICH 11!USOVS HEW METHOD
a

FOR THE PIANOFORTE,
peerless book, which has held the lead for many

WEATHER.

THE

*

lasterly.
For Vermont and Eastern New Y'ork,
lightly colder fair weather, light to fresh

ariablc winds, generally northeasterly.

unaffected by the appearance of other
undoubtedly excellent instructors, still sells like
Price $3.
anew book.
years, and.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Dec. 26,1887.
I 7 A M I 3 P M lTT~P M
taroineter.129.71 ,29.79 ,29. 94
16.
18.
riiermometer.ilG.
6.
15.
Jew Point. 10.
67.
77.
107.
tumidity.
N
IN
Yind. N

CHILDREN’S DIADEM L30«&

and beautiful Sunday School Bongh, and Is
of the best of its class. The newest book.

one

CATTED VOICES nisbes abundance of the ffest
School

for

Bongs

a

book.

whole year. Twe newest

15
ffeatiier. Pair

Collegr Hong* 60 cts., War ttong* 60 cts.,
J ul>il« <- and Plantation Mont* 30cts, Min*lrel Kong*, new and old $2, Good old
Nous* we mat'd to Niug $1.

ilean
dean
dean

KIINKKI/m COPY HOOK [75 cts.] with the
Elements and Exercises to be written, Isa useful book for teachers aud scholars.

T*

Any Hook Mailed for the Retail Price.
eod&wtc
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Maximumther....22.7
Minimum tlier....l6.1
Max. vel. wind.... 15

dally bar...29.87
daily tber..l(>.3
7.0
daily d’wpt.
I.xn.
f!7 t\

Tntal

nrooin

T •Smu

Indicates traces of precipitation.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Dec. 25.1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time

Boston.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
dec24
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Clear

Velocity.

Books that sell everywhere and all the time:

stations.__
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£astport, Me 29.98

ft

’ortfand, Me

30.04
Sorthlleld... 30.06
loston,Mass 30.00
29.98
Hock

B

H_

Island

*7Ti

Santucket... 29.96

llbany,

t

y

Sew

Jalveston.... 29.82

A GREAT DISCOVERY!

It Is acknowledged to be the boat, safest and
most potent ami effectual remedy known for
tills cblld-kllltngdiHeese.
& old toy all Dr\iRRl»ta.
PKICK

3fl«>

50c. and 81.00.

Pr. JOHN P. TRUE & 00.,

Proprietors,

AUBURN. MAINE.
ajrTnpe Worms a Specialty. Tape

removed In
to tliree

from

on"

Ti'orms

hour and thirty minutes

hours.

ntKioy

advantage

] latteras.

a

doutgomery

home_lor thew'nter
proprietor,

to

cousiiit

3“-'-

the

houses ana rooms

30.00

Orleans 29.98
( lincInnatl.O. 80.00
'ittsburg.... 29.96
N.Y. 29.98
! luBalo,
Iswego. 30.02
( lleveiand.... 29.96
letrolt. 29.98
Sew

lodge City..

30.00
irandllaven 29.88
daruuette... 29.90

Ihicago, ill.. 29.96
les Moines..

30.00

lulutb,Minn 29.88

t o.

pleasant
to tbelr
delightful climate will find Itl»K is.

29.98

J £1 Paso. 29.94
lacksonvllle. 29.96

belleview,
FMiBiDi.

Those wlslilng:i

month- In

Vasliington.. 30.02
Sorfolk, Va. 30.00

lsaiitaria

II

N. Y 30.00

York... 30.00
80.02
i •hlladelphia.
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BARGAINS- A (arm ol 170 acres, large house,
(1,80V: one of 60 acres, small house (HOW. r nr
the owner, E. H. WITMr.lt,
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lenver,Col..
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ialifax. 29.921
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E. P. Joke*. Prv’t S. C.. D. 8. A.
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ials of tlie Saco and Biddeford Savingslnstitutlon appeared this afternoon and inquired

why his brother

The

prisoner.

was a

mar.

jhal stated that he was arrested on the authority of a proclamation offering a reward
for hi9 arrest. Harry answered that there
was no charge against the prisoner.
The
marshal said he had no such information
and did not know any reason why the prisoner should be discharged.
Harry then produced a letter signed by M. H. Kelly, treasurer of tlie Saco and Biddeford Savings Institution. It set forth that the hearer was
Harry A. McNeally, a man in whom the
writer had the utmost
confidence, and
prayed the officers holding his brother to
hand the latter over to his charge, as the
bank believed Frank’s release would be the
only means of obtaining the stolen bonds.
Harry refused to give up the letter. Counsel
whether Frank
for the marshal doubted
could be liberated on the strength of the letter and said that, in any case, he could not
release him till Harry had been identified.
The letter was read and re-read.
Finally
it got into the hands of ths lawyer and’ Detective Power, who kept it and expressed
their intention to keep it despite thelprotesta
tion of Herry, who claimed it has been torn
from his grasp. The lawyer said he had not
used force, and anyway the letter should be
delivered to the authorities here.
Harry then left to get Consul Phelan, and
the marshal left to consult the city stipendiary. narry soon returned with the consul
and Mayor O’Mullin. The consul demanded
to know who the person was who had forcibly dispossessedllarryMcNeally of his property. Harry, pointing to Mr. Smith said he

Smith denied the charge.
The consul then asked who had the letter,
and Smith replied he hadn’t it and didn’t
was

the

man.

know where it was. The consul and mayor
then decided to await the arrival of4the marshal and stipendiary. They came presently
and Mr. Phelan outlined the situation. Harry produced another letter from President

Goodall, of the Saco and Biddeford Savings
Institution, dated Friday night, which read
as follows:
To Whom it 'May Concern:
Since the embezzlement by F. C. McNeally of
the funds of this institution in August last, the
officers of the institution have known no other
person who has so severely, and disinterestedly
labored for the return of the bonds and the reclamation of tbe offender as his brother, Harry
A. McNeally. who now goes to Halifax again with

made the statement that he expected to go to
Europe after the bonds, but said he had
often asserted that he should like to go to
Europe after them, as he was convinced
they were there. When asked if he would

repeat that expression now, ho answered:
“Yes, I should like to go if I thought they
were there.”
"But, would you like to go because you
think they are there?”
This he refused to answer.
Mr. Kelly
said that he thought the statement in this
morning’s papers, that only $55 was found
on McNeally’s person, was most likely true,
as he hardly thought be would have a larger
amount with him. Mr. Kelly said that, to
his knowledge, the officials had sent no in-

structions to the authorities at Halifax either
to hold or to release the prisoner.
"Don’t they want him held?”
"Certainly, if there is enough to hold
him.”
Mr. Kelly also said that, personally, he did
not think the defaulter could be brought, or
would be brought to this country; that the
officials were well pleased with the results
they had accomplished lately, but he positively declined to give an opinion as to the
probabilities of their ever recovering their
stolen property; that in the light of a business transaction he would rather recover the
bonds than bring McNeally to punishment,
and that, although he had great sympathy
for the family of the defaulter, for him he
iiad not the least, nor did he think the officials of the bank would let up on him, if it
were possible to bring him to justice.
If, on
the other hand, Frank came back penitent
and returned everything in his possession,the
officials might use their influence to have
him dealt with as lightly as possible.
The following conversation took place last
evening, between Harry McNeally and a
Saco gentleman of undoubted veracity;
“What is your great hurry to go down
there and get your brother Into the State

prison?”

“I don’t want to get him into State prison,
neither do the bank officials. What I want
is the bonds. Frank is the only person alive
wh» knows where the bonds are.
“Well, why should they hold him on the
strength of a telegram from you?”
“Because mine is the only name upon
which they would hold him. Even a telegram from the bank’s attorney was not
enough for them without my name being at-

tached.”

“Were you surprised when you heard of
Frank’s arrest?”
If it could only have been
"Yes, I was.
kept iiuiet one week longer, everything
would nave been settled.”
"I suppose sooner or later everything will
be made public, will it not?”
“1 should like to make everything public,
but there are some things that I cannot.”
"Well, if there is anything to benefit Frank
in the eyes of the public, of course you will
make it known, though 1 don’t suppose you
think any one else was mixed up in the affair,
do you?”
“Well, he was pulled into it reluctantly.”
"Do you really thinK he was?”
unn

uuuk

anyuung

uuoui
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he was.”
Treasurer Kelly positively denies that lie
sent a despatch to the defaulter, as reported
in one of the Boston papers.
The Biddeford Journal says that it Is able
to atute upon the, host of authority that the
tin* saint**, ends in view and iiearintr out ourueut I bank
offered Frank McNeally $7,500, the
amount of the reward, for the return of all
hopes and wishes lor his success.
and that the defaulter dethe
securities,
the
letter
characterized
StipendiaryMolten
manded $20,000, which the bank refused to
as encouraging embezzlement, and being
is
And
that
give.
why the matter has been
shown a copy of Kelly’s letter, made a simihanging tire.
lar comment. The consul and Harry Slaving
Not Returned Friday.
told their stories called on Mr. Smith, who

claimed that the treasurer’s letter was handAfter coned him in an ordinary manner.
sultation Detective Power produced ;the
letter and the stipendiary.taking possession
of jit for safe keeping,ordered the prisoner to
remainwhere he was till tomorrow,when the
question of releasing the embezzler on Treas-

Kelly’s order would be discussed.
Tonight the city marshal and Detective
Power handed Frank over to Harry, upon
the authority of the letter from Treasurer
Kelly. Harry said tonight that the Saco
bank would not lose a dollar through his
brother’s embezzlement. Everything is arranged. How this is to be accomplished he
would not state but assued the reporter such
would be the case.
urer
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4’lnpp'a Block,

Kelly

This powder

Take

Foster’s Forest City Dve House, i
i«'tl7

President GoodaU and Treasurer

Absolutely Pure.

GAR1MIE1VT8

840

Young
Liberty.
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DYE HOUSE

Will

Bank Thief at

MAINE, MONDAY

having seen Frank, his brother, on his recent
trip, and stated that Frank was in a terrible
condition ^physically and mentally.
Harry
also said that he had fears that Frank might
take his life if given a chance, and for this
reason he had telegraphed the authorities to
hold his brother until he could arrive, and
that it was on his authority that Frank was
There is a deep seated connow being held.
viction among many people in Saco that the
bank officials have already recovered either
the whole or a part of the stolen securities,
although it is impossible to ascertain the
truth of
the conjecture from the officials
themselves. A gentleman who has very
close social and business relations with the
bank officials, and who has been on the inside in this matter from the first, and undoubtedly knows everything that the Saco
and Biddeford Savings Institution has done
in the case since McNeally’s flight, said in
public last night in reply to a queery: “I
tell you the stolen securities are now in the
vaults of the Saco and Biddeford Savings
Institution.” This statement he repeated
this forenoon.
Treasurer Kelly refused to answer this
morning as to whether the bank had recovered any of the stolen securities or not, but a
few moments later said that if they had recovered them they would he only too glad to
He denied ever having
make it known.

Hon. H. B. Cleaves, who is, with his brother, Judge Cleaves, the attorneys for the
bank, said Saturday morning: “I bad a talk
yesterday with President Ooodall and gave
him advice on some legal points. Up to last
night I do not think that the securities had
been returned.” Mr. Cleaves could give no
information about Harry McNeally or his
mission to Halifax.
McNeally occupied stateroom No. 43 on the
Polynesian. He was seasick the greater part
of the time. After he got his sea legs he
made friends with the servant of A. White of
Quebec. He walked about with him a great
deal, and, apparently, they became confidential friends. McNeally was very quiet and
was rather a favorite on board the steamer.

ly

apparently contented
City Marshal Cotter’s office in
building, where he sleeps soundly
quite heartily, receiving meals
is still an

of

_if
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n!i..
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He

Contagious

the city
and eats
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Diseases.
the Press.]

Augusta, Dec. 25.—Cases of infectious
diseases were reported to the State Board of
Health during the week ending Dec. 24th as
follows:
Tvpliold fever—Bootlibay.l; Iiouiton, 1; Keimebunkport, 1: Leeds, 1.
Diphtheria—Bangor, X; Carthage, 1; Deering,
31layette, 1; Haltowell, 6; Leeds, 1; Sherman,
2; Tbomastou, 2; West Gardiner, 2.
Scarlet lover—Bangor, 1; Boothbay, 2; Cumberland, 1: Deering, 1; Hallowell. X; Jonesport, 4;
New Gloucester, 3.

Measles-Boothbay,

40.

Placed Under Bonds.

Biddefokd, Dec. 24.—Fred L. Andrews,
the firm of James Andrews
& Son, who was arrested last night for eir
bezzling $1(100 belonging to laborers in the
granite quarry, was arraigned in the municipal court this afternoon, pleaded not guilty
and a partial examination was held.
After

representative of

them that the prisoner was
arrested and is held under the authorrity of
Treasurer Kelly’s circular offering the reThe onward, and asking for instructions.
ly answer to this is that the bank officials
are advised that the prisoner cannot be extradited for embezzlement, but that Harry
McNeally is on his way here, and it is li oped

five witnesses had testified in the State's betill
half the examination was continued
Tuesday, and the prisoner was placed under
$1000 bonds.

In answer to
that his mission will do good.
a message asking for directions, the s tate
attorney at Augusta telegraphed to Marshal

Company.

telegraphed to

Cotter that he has! no definite information,
and says the local authorities at Saco may
give him what is required. There is little
difference of opinion here on the question

whether the prisoner’s extradition can be
secured,tho case being regarded as similar to
the colony of bank defaulters and embezzlers
at large in the upper provinces, who cannot
be taken across tho line.
It is considered very likely that after his
brother arrives the prisoner will demand his
releas-e. in that event the police will consult the city stipendiary on what course to
pursue, and unless the bank asks for McNeally's discharge, or signifies its intention
not to prosecute, it is not likely he will secure his liberty without a struggle.
When interviewed today the prisoner
said: “Remember, I am arrested without a
warrant; 1 knuw they have no authority to
hold me; I could employ a lawyer and obtain my freedom today if 1 chose; but I prefer to await the arrival of my brother, who
will be here tomorrow, when this thing will
be settled once and forever. I broke no lock
in the bank; I used no skeleton key; the
whole of the security and money was temporarily in my charge; therefore I am only
guilty of a breach of tnist. That is not an
extraditable offence, and not being extraditable, the police have neither the authority
nor the right to hold me here for one hour.
They had no right to arrest me; they were
not asked to do so.”
McNeally then talked about his European
trip, and told how he enjoyed himself in
London. He made many pleasant acquaintances abroad, including several army officers and officers of the army medical staff In
While at
England, Gibraltar and Egypt.
Port Said, on the Suez Canal, he became
her
of
three
officers
with
majesty’s
friendly

ironclad Dreadnaught.
Subsequently Detective Powers attempted to pump him, but
without success.

Interesting

News from Saco.

S\.co, Dec. 24.—Before Harry McNeally
started for Halifax last night, be admitted

WASHINGTON.

IN

Holiday Scenes
Nation’s

and Calety in the

Capital City.

About Salaries and Receipts In Maine Post Offices.

Something

[Special

to

The Houses

Inter-State commerce law had not cut off
passes. The host of the department people
are here, and the host of people who dwell
here simply to enjoy themselves, and between the two the shops havo been crowded
with holiday tourists. Washington is a poor
place to shop in, but all the city trade is at
holiday time, land the comparatively few
The great
stores are crowded with buyers.
Center market Is a bright scene almost any
day, but it possesses a peculiar fascination
The green that one
about holiday time.
sees on the street adorns the o>arket stalls as
well. The colors in the great heaps of vegetnKUn

flirt

Fire at Norway.
Norway, Dec. 24.—Friday morning about
half-past nine o’clock a fire broke out in the
bark mill building of the Norway Tannery
fire was completely extinguished. It was the first time that a fire has
occurred here since the water works were
put in and but for this protection a large
amount of property and the leading industries of the village must have been destroyed.
The

Jury Work In Sagadahoc,
Bath, Dec. 24.—The grand jury of the
December S. J. Court adjourned Saturday
noon until Monday.
Three parties examined, informed the Jury
where they obtained liquor. Monday the indictments will be reported.
To

Buy

a

Short Sentence.

Bangor, Dec. 24.—There is a report in cir*
sulation to the effect that the Plymouth robbers will restore, the balance of the money
stolen, if assured that a short sentence, instead of a long one,"would be given them.
Claims an Alibi.
Dec. 24.—The tramp “Irish,”
trial for burning Constable
Stevenson’s buildings, claims that he was
given supper in Augusta on the night of the
Ire and the people at the house bear out his

Augusta,

low

held

for

statements.
Look Out Boys.

Mauitias, Dec. 24.—Ernest, son of Chas.
Preble, aged fourteen, was drowned near the
The
Mills while skating this afternoon.
body was recovered an hour later.
Seamen
who boarded the abandoned
schooner I). and E. Kelley report that they
Found the body of captain on board and indications of murder. The three members of
the Kelly’s crew who reached New York will
be arrested.
The bodies of a number of persons have
been found in a house recently occupied by
a man named Kelly, near Oak City, Kansas.
They were all murdered. Kelly has fled.

varied career before the mast.
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coat of rabbits make tbe picture one that
In tbe Center market you will
never tires.
see old darkey women,with headdresses that
went out of fashion sixty years ago, with
faces so full of wrinkles that they never
could be counted; old colored men bent and

tattered, but all, jolly, grinning, happy joking one another and always expecting a

gift.”
Harry Smith’s Hard Luck.
There were notlmanyChristmaslpresents in

“Christmus

the departments. That is the employes have
wisely dropped the custom of making a present to the head of the.bureaus. It never obtained any wide lpractice and was rather
foolish, besides not being wholly given out
Senaof a bountiful supply of generosity.
tor Stanford made all the people in the Senate happy by dropping a $5 bill to each
through Captain Bassett,the old door-keeper.
The resolution, however, (trying to make up
to the employes who are pretty sure to loose
their places by the assembling and organizing of a new Congress, by voting the discharged ones a months’ salary, failed. There
was one case where it would indeed have
been a worthy act as well as it was a truly
needed one. This was tbe case of the journal clerk, Harry Smith. There probably was
not one man in the employ of tbe House who
felt surer of his place than Harry Smith.
He had been in tbe House corps for twenty
years or over, had done good and faithful
work, and was very popular amoDg tbe
members. But un comes the fight over the
organization of the House. Geu. Clark, the
clerk, got scared at first, and thought tie
would hardly be likely to get votes enough
in the canvass unless he made some special
arrangement for|securing.them. The Indiana
Democrats held off a little, and to get them
It was hard
he promised them this place.
for Smith to go. His wile was sick and he
had not been very successful in saving
It is one of the little lessons with a
money.
moral which every now and then attaches an
It is up
occurrence in a governmental office.
and then down, in and out.

Ex-Secretary.-The Story

Death of the

of His Life.

Albanv, N. Y., Dec. 24—Ex-Secretary
Daniel Manning died at the home of his sou
in Albany, New York, at 1.40 o’clock this afternoon. He was unconscious at the end and
his death was calm and peaceful. From the
beginning of the illness Mr. Manning’s physicians had no hope of his recovery. They
knew the fatal nature of the disease and realized that the end must come sooner or later,
Mr. Manning was never well after his illness
a year ago last summer, when he was obliged
to leave his position in the cabinet. He died
01

ungiu

S Uisease.
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stroke in the treasury department, and it Is
attributed by his physician. Dr. Hun. to
blood poisoning, caused by the bad sanitary
condition of the office iu the department.
The diagnosis of the physician at the time of
the stroke showed Bright’s disease, but the
fact for private reasons was not made public.
The funeral will take place Tuesday next
at 2 p. m., from the St. Paul’s Episcopal

church.

Mr. Munning was a native of Albany, N.
Y., where he was born in 1831. In early life
he was very poor, and he began work at the
age of eleven, when he entered the office of
the Albany Atlas (now the Argus) as office
boy, but, making up his mind to acquire a
knowledge of all the branches of the newspaper business, he worked bis way through

printing office as compositor and foreman, then became a reporter, and afterward
an associate editor, rising finally to the p: st
of executive administration and business
management.His political was training under
the

William Cassidy

Calvert Causbeck and

presidentof the Argus company.
ning actively aided Samuel J.

as

Mr. ManTilden and

Charles O’Conor in the war against the
Tweed ring, and he was a member of the
State Democratic Convention at Syracuse in
1874, which nominated Mr. Tilden for goverIn 1876 he was placed upon the Demonor.
cratic State committee, and in 1882 was made
Mr. Manning warmly aided Mr.
chairman.
Cleveland in his run for the governorship,
although at first he opposed the nomination.
Mr. Manning was said to be a witty and !u-

loss of Daniel Manning.

Manning was kind to his followers, and was
But he was a great deal
a sympathetic man.
You will hear many a keen
of men about here say he was a hard
worker and studied finances closely after
coming here. He used to work late into the
night very often. Work was all he had here.
He cared not a snap of his fingers for the social pleasures of the capital city, as it was
easy enough for the commonplace observer
to see, watching the State receptions at the
White House, when his young wife dragged
him out on dress parade. He never took any
exercise, and plethoric, apoplectic as he was,
that was dangerous in the greatest degree.
His financial messages were a source of
much study to him. They were largely written by others, or so written to such a degree
Secrethat th6 work was out of his Minds.
tary Fairchild and Judge Maimard were very
ami Knew his leauiug.
The
close to him,
three worked well together, and since Fairchild and Maynard took control, the machine
has worked on in the same lines.
over-rated.

judge

The Cenerous Public.
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public takes an opportunity of helping the
One of the local papers
government along.
here the other day happened to speak of the
bad andj broken condition of Mr. Ingalls’s
gavel. At;once;a fine;,new one was brought
in.
The!patriot is Charles Ufferhast of
Charleston, S. C., a veteran of tho Mexican
war. The gavel does not weigh more than an
ounce or two, but it contains no less tiian
350 separate pieces of wood, of various
kinds and shades, composed into a beautiful
The gavel is enmosaic of bright colors.
closed in a T shaped, velvet lined casket,
which is also a pretty specimen of inlaid
woodwork. Tho whole Is the handiwork ef
The gavel was referred to
the old veteran.
the committee on rules for them to say
whether or not the gavel could he accepted.
The committee will probably report in the
affirmative, and Senator Ingalls will no lonhe under the necessity of using an ink
ottle to rap the table with.
Maine Post Offices.

The Postmaster General’s report shows
some
interesting figures bearing on the
Maine offices:
Net
Clerk
revenue.
litre.
Office.
Salary.
Auburn. $2,200.00$ 1,000.00 $ 8,206.23
Augusta. 3,100.00 11,898.60 30,455.63
6,160.00 30,094.49
Bangor. 2,800.00
221.74
3,179.23
Bar Harbor. 1,304.35
6.601.94
1.450.00
Bath. 2.100.00
603.46
4.743.31
Belfast. 1,700.00
5.647.91
Biddeford. 2,100.00
1,400.00
1,150.10
Bridgton. 1,000.00
408.42
4,036.81
Brunswick. 1,700.00
906.24
300.60
Bueksport. 1,100.00
700.00
2,971.38
Calais. 1,600.00
200.00
Camden. 1,100.00
1,148.95
398.89
Dexter. 1,400.00
1,562.18
508.42
1,544.31
Eastport. 1,400.00
800.00
Ellsworth. 1,600.00
1,778.53
Fairfield. 1,100.00
1,694.27
313.18
1,181.83
Farmington. 1,096.16
216.67
6.629.69
Uardlnei. 1,800.00
2.247.16
Hallowed. 1,400.00
300.00
lloultoil. 1,600.00
2,464.98
1,321.96
Kennebiuik. 1,000.00
Lewiston. 2,600.00
0,896 23
2,200.00
887.72
200.00
Macliias. 1,000.00
161.90
Mechanic Falls. 1,200.00
1,243.80
250.00
1,729.40
Norway. 1.400.00
1,166.86
Dak lain I
1,100.00
Portland. 3,300.00 20,196.60 50,629.23
2,135.08
Richmond. 1,300.00
012.54
Rockland. 2,000.00
1,104.95
1,798.54
Sacearappa. 1,000.00
400.00
2.889.06
Saco.
1,600.00
243.00
3,451.41
Skowhegan. 1,700.00
1.094.16
South Berwick.■ 1,600.00
100.00
1,378.54
fhomaston. 1,200.00
879.70
162.00
\Va.doboro. 1,000.00
700.00
Waterville. 2,000.00
6,105.25
262 62
Wiscasseit. 1,000.00

1,018.17
VVinthrop. 1,200.00
The President’s Christmas.
Washington, Dec. 25.—The President
spent Christmas very quietly at the White
In the morning, with Mrs. CleveHouse.
land, he attended divine service at Rev. Dr.
Minaenaua

s cmiruu.

lucre nac uu

bubbl*

dinner. The general public spent the day
juietly in peaceful enjoyment at their homes
The churcnes all had special services, which
were well attended.
at

A Veteran.

John M. Barclay, for many years journal
derk of the House, died last night, aged 71.
He was anpointed through the influence of

PresidentXincoln.

'^3!wSm^
HON. DANIEL

The following Maine pensions were

one who
feet at a State convention
ami even when called on temporarily to organize one, vacated the chairmanship as soon
as possible.
His ability lay more in quietly
talking with men at his headquarters to win
their support, and in what was termed “fine
work.” Mr. Manning managed thecampaign
of Mr. Cleveland before the Chicago convention, and it was largely to his persistence
and tact that Mr. Cleveland owed first, the
favorable character of the State delegation
to the National Convention, and then his
nomination for President.
He was long the
director for Albany in tho Albany it Susquehanna Kailway Company. From 1809 to 1882
when he resigned, he was a director in the
National Savings Bank of Albany. In 1873,
he became a director in the National Commercial Bank of Albany. He was park commissioner of the city, a director of the Albany railway, a director of the Electric Light
Company, and one ol the trustees of the

teresting

conversationalist, but

jpua his

run viauac viui'i

INCREASE.

Henry C. Kandall, Fort Fairfield.

Theodore B. Taylor, Greenville.
Win. F. Overlook, North Harmon.
RE-ISSUE.

Adna T. Cushmau, Caribou.
Benj. H. Ciossmau, Wiscasset.

Wyman Turner, Saturday, was appointed
postmaster at Whitelield, Lincoln county,
vice Hiram M. Turner, resigned.
Twenty-Seven Years of Service.
Boston, Dec. 24.—Mr. George G. Stuart,
of the oldest and best known officers of
Division 2, died at his home, No. 3 Goodwin
;ourt, South Boston, euriy this morning of
pneumonia. No officer on the police force
was more highly esteemed by his fellow offl:ers or by the public.
Patrolman Stuart
ane

thorough geutlemau and a fearless,
lapable, efficient officer. For nearly tweutyleveu years he guarded the interests of property owners around the markets, lower State
was

a

wr

uiccc
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in-

Action in

Washington.

Washington, Dec. 24.—The President has
sent the following telegram to Mrs. Manning:
Though in this hour of unutterable grief your
sorrowTs too great to be shared, and too deep to
be reached by earthly comforts, may 1 express to
you my sincere and tender sympathy, saddened by
my own affilctlon at the loss of a true aud trusted
Eriend and associate who had lately stood at my
side iu the discharge with patriotic zeal of a solemn public duty.
Gbovku Cleveland,
(signed)
Secretary Fairchild issued this afternoon
the following order relating to the death of

ax-Secretary Manning:
Hon. Daniel Manning, late Secretary of the
rreasury of the United States, died today at Albaty.

Mr.

Manning

was

a

patriot

true

aud

llrm

Erieod, and he rendered his country great service
He
by Ills wise maurgement of this department.
was honored by all our people and especially euleured to all wllo were associated with him either
,n ills public or
private life. Asa mark of respect to
:iis memory, it is ordered that the treasury departucut buildings at the Capital be draped iu mounilig for ten days; that it be closed on the ilay of
:he funeral, and that on that day the nattoual flag
be displayed at half-mast on all public buildings
aider the treasury departmeht throughout the
United States.

The President, Colonel Lament, Secretaries
Bayard, Whitney, Fairchild and Endicett,
aaiuruey

creuerai

cturiaim

ana

osunasier

3eueral Vilas, will leave Monday night to
ie nresent at the funeral of ex-Secretary
_

GENERAL NEWS.

grant-

Israel H. Nutt, North Lee.
Daniel P. Colson, Brewer.
John E. Copeland, China.

vu»

terests he lias achieved a reputation as a successful organizer, careful financier and
shrewd busidess man.
Mr. Manning never
held public office until he was appointed
Secretary of the Treasury, March 5, 1885,hut
he had been more or less engaged iu active
In 1882 he became
business enterprises.
president of the National Commercial Bank
of Albany, of which he had previously been
director and vice president, a position which
he held at the time of his appointment to
the United States treasuryship. He resigned
his office as Treasurer in February last, to
take the presidency of the new Western National Bank of New York, and shortly after
his resignation went to Europe for his health
where he remained during the summer. Mr.
Manning was an able financier, and was esequipped for the duties of the
pecially well
important office to which he was appointed.
He discharged his duties conscientiously and
with distinguished ability, aud was one of
the mast influential advisers in President
Cleveland’s Cabinet.
Mr. Manning was
twice married.
His first wife, to whom he
was married in 1853, was Miss Mary Little, a
lady of English parentage. Bile died in 1882,
and in 1885 lie married Miss Mary Freyer of
Albany. He leaves four children, the eldest,
James Hinton Manning, being managing ed
[tor of the Argus.

Manning.

ORIGINAL.

MANNING, EX-SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY".

Maine Matters.

ed today:

ler Just Home From Peris.

What

Mr.

Blaine Says of

pean

His Euro-

Experiences.

Fifteen Detroit assemblies have withdrawn
from the Knights of Labor.
The steamer Hondo with Lieutenat Poavy
>nd party has arrived at Nicaragua.
The earthquake sufferers at llarispe, Mexco, are reported to be suffering for want of
ihelter.
The suffering in Kansas during the racent
levere weather is declared not to have been
;enerai.
Morey Hale Burton of New York, noted
n literary and scientific research, is dead,
tged 00.
Kiug Kalakaua has created trouble again
n the Sandwich Islands by vetoing bills
lassed by the legislature.
An apprentice to a Hint gloss maker in
Pittsburg, who attempted to strike, has
)een ordered back to work by the courts.
The National Wool Growers’ Association
las issued a circular calling for organized relistance to the recommendations of the Presdent’s message, threatening the wool growug

industry.

The burning of the premises occupied by
Jnell nudCrundeo, dealers in wooden ware,
ind the Charles K. Clark notion company, In
it. Louis, Saturday night, caused a loss of
(05,000; insurance, $30,000.

Lewiston, Dec. 24.—A special to Saturday’s Lewiston Journal says a gentleman
[probably Mr. F. L. Dingley] just returned
from Paris, wbo had good opportunities to
take the measure of Mr. Blaine’s visit to
Europe, and to observe the impression which
that visit made on the American colonies in
London, Paris and elsewhere on the con-

tinent, said
I met Mr. Blaine in Paris a couple of weeks
ago, and if ever I saw a man in the perfect
buoyancy of perfect health that man is Mr.
Blaine.
His cheeks are rosy, his appetite
good, and bis spirits those of the most
abounding physical vigor. I visited him at

ANDROSCOOOLN COUNTY.
Custor Post in I.ewlston' is said to have
definitely leased the building on Main and
Lisbon streets, formerly used by the Knights
of Labor, and will fit itup into a first class
Grand Army hall and headquarters.
The Lewiston Gazette presents many reasons why Lewiston should have a hospital.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

lie, alter a crisis phenomenal ana particular1 have been
ly interesting to an American.
very kindly received hy French statesmen,
and have had excellent opportunities to
The more I study
study Frencli politics.
legislative assemblies in the old world, the

A new industry that has flourished in Waldoboro during the month has been the harvesting of ferns for shipment to Boston to be
used at Christmas festivals and for mural
decorations of all kinds. Messrs. G. VV. Achorn and Silas Stahl have gathered more than
:»0,000 ferns this fall, which have been shipped for that purpose.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
It will be remembered that when the late
hearing in the Dexter bank case occurred
everybody thought that Cromwell would
break down and confess to complicity in the
affair. As yet Cromwell has not shown the
slightest indications of a confession to any
one who has visited the jail. Sheriff Brown
or his deputies have not yet observed any
sigus of relenting on the part of the man.
Both Cromwell and Stain are very social and
talk freely with visitors, but they cease talking at once when the Dexter case is mentioned. There Is no prospect of either man
making any admissions before the trial.
Three hundred heater cars are now. running back and forth through Bangor, carrying potatoes to the Boston market from
Aroostook and Provincial points. Even this
great supply of cars Is unequal to the demand
and many common freight cars have to be
litted up with stoves for use In the work.
These are not in the favor of the shippers,
however, for potatoes can hardly be kept
from freezing in them.

..
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covering the entire West and the Central
States, was the most remarkable political
And
campaign ever made by any one man.
do you remember that in this vast number of
speeches, Mr. Blaine never made one slip,
never said one foolish word, never made a
statement that his opponents could turn Into
a boomerang. The boomerang was another’s,

and the blunders were those that he was not
responsible for.
Let me add my own opinion that if Mr.
Blaine is again the candidate, the campaign
will not be managed by town meetings.
CENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.

PISCATAQUIS .COUNTY.
On the farm of C. N. Buzzell, at South Lefine
new slate ledge ha* been disa
grange,
covered. Mr. Buzzell and A. P. Nealley are
to develope it and have already commenced

operations.

SAOADAHOC COUNTY.

again

at

Klchirond

Thursday night, freezing over in good shape.
Unless the weather moderates soon, this will
probably be the final closing for the winter.
The planing mills at Richmond shut down

for the season Friday.
A new hose company has
ganized in Richmond.

Colleges.

St. Pbtbbsbubo, Dec. 28.—The latest uni-

versity

riot here was caused

by

the students

inviting the citizens to make common cause
with them. The disorder spread to the mili
tary academy, the medical college and the
school of forestry, all of which were closed.

recently

“The Braman-Lawr(^jce people have maintained that the old board of directors were
not giving their interest the proper care,
and that they were not managing affairs as

they believed they should be managed. They
also claimed that the board had on It men
who barely held enough stock to qualify as
directors. Hence they insisted on having
four men of their own. The Higginson party, so-called, assert, on the other band, that
one ticket was more of a stockholder's ticket than the other; that the entire voting was

done,

as

is well known, by the stockholders,

and that all the proxies were obtained and
cant legally. They say, further, that there
Is not the least occasion for a controversy,
and that they have made every effort possible to bring about a settlement ot the
trouble, but thus tar they have been unable
to do so. The directors, one and all, believe
that they have been legally elected, and It is
very natural, therefore, that noue of them
are willing to step aside.
Neither has anybody a right under the circumstances, to ask
them to do so. Two of the board have, however, in spite cf this and solely for the sake
of harmony, voluntarily offered to resign;
hut the Brarnan Lawrence people are not
satisfied with this, and the other side can do
nothing better. Both sides fear the controversy wllllnjure the chances for the passage of

the new king lias been
to serve the policy of
The whole plan of foreign
interference is represented by the German
plan of operations. This is steadily raising
strong opposition, and it is reported that
many of the most influential men of the islands and many members of the legislature
have seceded from the government. The arrival of the United States man-uf war AdThe
ams, Oct. 18th, caused much rejoicing.
men were not permitted to leave the ship,
because of the presence of German guards
and sentinels along the beach. The natives,
under their fighting chief, had a nance on the
Adams. The Germans expressed their annoyance at this, and the natives were virtually prohibited from giving any more such
A collision is reported beentertainments.
tween American sailors and Germans on the
streets.
Foreign Notes.

merely

The Mitchellstown land court has reduced
the rents on the Countess of Kingston’s estates 22 per cent.
A demand for 20 per cent,
reduction was refused one year ago.
German diplomatic circles expect war In
the spring.
The Crown Prince of Germany replies to
suggestions tha lie should abdicate by saying mat, wnue ne draws Dream, newiti never
surrender his rights or his duties.
Fresh charges of decoration selling are
made against M. Wilson.
BROKEN UP.
Thousands of Drifting Logs Found
by the Steamer Enterprise.
Nkw London, Ct., Dec. 25.—The United
States steamer Enterprise, Capt. McCulla,
arrived this afternoon after a successful
search for the big lumber raft abandoned by
tbe Miranda off Nantucket Shoals. When
the Enterprise was 135 miles southeast by
south from the Shoals, she fell in with an
immense number of logs from the raft, proving beyond a doubt that tbe raft bad broken
up. The steamer was among the logs all day
None of the logs
and part of Friday night.
were lashed together.
They Hoated singly
and spread as they travelled with the tide.
The logs are not in the line of ocean steamships and Captain McCulla does not fear any
damage. The revenue steamer Grant, also
cruising for the raft, has arrived. She did
not see any portion of the raft.
The New Democratic Daily In Blddeford.

[Biddeford Journal.]
The gentlemen interested in the Democratic
dally have so far perfected their arrangements that there is no doubt but Us publicaA
tion will be commenced in a few weeks.

stock company will be organized, subscripalready having been pledged amounting to over $4000. The enterprise will be
backed by some of the leadlug business men
of tills city and Saco. Among those interested are Siayor S. F. Parcher, ex-Mayor E.
W. Staples, O, II. Staples, Carlos Heard,
Postmaster Shaw, Street Ceramistioner Jere
Shaw, City Clerk Hubbard, of this city, and
tions

Quiet Reigns at Reading.
Keaihno, Pa., Dec. 25.—Over 5800 loaded
mal cars, tmaoe up into 53 trains, passed
hrough Reading from the Schuylkill coal raj tion for Port Richmond and other points
Today not a
louth of this city last Sunday.
The coal trade la
■ingle car has moved.
■ractlcally dead. During the forenoon, over
uo railroaders, whose trains were on sidings
lorth and south of the city, passed through
Their orders to
leading, bound home.
trike were received early this morning. As
ar as the railroad crews are concerned, they
General Manager Mc■romptly obeyed.
,eod immediately telegraphed that every ena
train
to
-ine
attached
dying on a siding be
i
This was promptly
loused and guarded.
lone, the engines being run to Reading,
Pottstown and other points. The company
< ■mnloy
at the shops in this city about 2<XX)
nen.

settled. A hard contest in the court Is promised now, and next week's adjuurned meeting or the stockholders promises also to be a
lively assemblage. It seems now that Mr.
Endfcott’s name was used on the Brarnan
and Lawrence ticket without his knowledge,
and he declines to accept a place ou the
board in any event. Just who will be put In
his place as a contesting candidate is not yet
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Commencing January 1,1S88, this
ny will be prepared to issue mileage

compatickets

lliey

win

not

go out,

as

tney

ciaiui

;hey are not Included in the order of the
Knights to strike. Their leaders in the city
expect such an order soon, however, so as to
A
more effectually cripple the company.
ueeting of the Railroaders’ Assembly was

today,

but no definite action was taken.
in favor of
.tanding by
agents of the
Heading Company today actively canvassed
his section lor men to fill the places of the
itrikers and enable them to resume the
novement of trains Tuesday morning. Maser Workman Harman today sent a telegram
lotifyiiiK all assmblies of the decision to
trike.
The Company’* Term*.
held
Die

the proposed consolidation hill, ami both, on
this account, are anxious to have the trouble

sentiment was
prevailing
the strikers.
The

Philadelphia, Dec. 25.—The following
lotice was Issued last nignt. signed by Uenral manager McLeod, of the Reading Com1 >any:
Work will be resumed Tuesday morning, Dee.
17, at Port Richmond. Yard employes will reThe places of men
ujrtiurduty at that time.
vho do not report will be filled.
The men disorders
In refusing to
for
disobeittene*
of
harged
Hove trains to their places of destination will not
| * permitted to again enter the service of the
< umpany In any capacity.

as follows; 500 miles for $13.00; 1,000 bBh
for $27.30; 1,300 miles for $33.75; 2,300 miles

THE TWO LEADERS.

for $36.25.
teed and Mill* and What will

Rules in regard to issue of such tickets to
remain unchanged. 1. e.: None of such tick-

Tickets as heretofore to he non-transfcrable, and no person to be permitted to ride on
same excepting the one In whose uarne they
are issued.
For the present the one thousand, fifteen
hundred and twenty-five hundred mile tickets -will be issued from this office only, and
orders for same through agents, or by mail,
or express, accompanied by remittance, will
receive prompt attention.

made use of
the Germans.

Determination at Shamakln.
Siiamakin, Pa., Dec. 25.—All coal and
freight trains on the Mahoney and Shamakln
llvislon of the Reading road have stopped
unning. The men are firm in their determination to u*.ve no traffic.
Owing to the
Christmas holidays, there is little or no coal
The general
it the mines for shipment.
ipinlon Is that this strike and the Lehigh
■trike will be adjusted in several weeks. The
upport now give the Lehigh men must necessarily be stopped.

THE EA8TEIIN.

The Samoan Islands.

ty represented by

presented by the Port Richmond representative.
The convention then went into executive
session, and upon its conclusion announced
:bat there would be a general tie-up of the
miners and of freight and coal trains on the
road. It was stated further that the passenger men would also be ordered out soon if
t should be found necessary.
General Manager McLeod said tonight that
;he Reading Railroad Company intended to
The question inmanage its own affairs.
volved, Mr. McLeod contended, was aot one
if wages, but the far more Important subje it
if whether the company should manage its
be maniwn atlairs or whether they should
aged by its employes. He had been forbeargranting requests
ng at all times, he said,
which were absolutely unreasonable, and
;his course was pursued with the sole purxise of preventing a sale of its property unler foreclosure, and a disintegration of the
whole system.
Another official said that the company inended to operate the road with labor picked
It was
ip wherever it could be obtained.
ntimati-d that the applications already revived (or work furnished an indication that
t would not oe difficult to obtain labor
, ■nough to keep the trains moving.
was

The controversy in the Eastern directory
is figured out by a contemporary In this way:

ets excepting the five hundred ..die tickets to
admit of but one person’s name, five hundred mile tickets good for man and wife on-

Francisco, Dec. 20.—The steamer
Mariposa has arrived with advices from Sa-.
moa.
She reports.thnt the Samoans are becoming keenly alive to the fact that the par-

pany’s mines. The order will affect nearly
00,000 men. Committees from Port Richmond an lElizabethport were presented to the
convention. The representative from Elizabethport stated that the Knights there were
discharged for refusing to load Cox Bros,
barge. They had understood that the Reading company was not to intefere In the
Lehigh strike but to load Cox Bros, barge
would be aiding the Lehigh operators, and
this the men refused to do, while many
Schuylkill barges were idle at the piers.
They stated that 130 men had been dlscharg-<l, the officials refusing to settle the trouble
by arbitration. A similar complaint of a
refusal on the part of the officials to arbitrate

been or

The recent rumor of an attempt to assassinate the Czar was due to the discovery of a
secret door beneath the imperial box in the
Marie Theatre.

San

convention was called to order, and after
over four hours’deliberation an order was
issued for a general strike on all lines operated by the Reading Company with the
exception of that in the passenger service,
the order to include all employes at the com-

RAILROAD MATTERS.

Russian IStudents Shut out
of Their

representing every branch of
the road, from the coal handlers
to the miners, and including all classes of
train men. It was after 3 o’clock when the

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Kennebec closed

Declares

attendance

several sleep-

determined.”
Riotous

Manager McLeod

employes of

HANCOCK COVNTY.

room ana

of Hun.

Rattle

Laden Trains.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 24.—The first
convention of the new district assembly of
Reading Railroad employes, was held here
this afternoon. The meeting was hurriedly
called to consider the troubles which have
arisen among the local handlers at Port
Richmond, and Ellzabethport during the
past few days. About 75 delegates were in

Mr. Frederick S. Hickson of Philadelphia
Mr.
has purchased Kam Island at Itangely.
Hickson is one of the gentlemen interested
in the project of building the proposed large
hotel at Kangeley. It Is also reported that
Heck Huntoon of Kangeley has received
word to order a schedule of 50,000 feet of
Imrhnr tn La /ttdivered on the island this
winter.

guest chamber, bath
ing rooms.

the

dreds of Coal

the Terms of the Road.

Mrs. George Place, one of the rich Bar
Harbor residents. Is having a three story addition built to her beautiful mansion, Clovecroft. It will contain a large music-room,

I perceive that our American Congress
is the most dignified and orderly of the lawmaking bodies on the globe.
“I think I never felt better in my life. I
ascribe my vigorous health to two causes. I
was born with a good body, and I worked on
farm in my younger days.
a Pennsylvania
Life on a farm in boyhood makes for vigor
of days in manhood.
Secondly, I have alI have eschewed
ways lived temperately.
intoxicants and tobacco from my college
days on, and I have never burned tne candle
at both ends. 1 always choose plain dishes
at table. Pastry I never take. Thus I owe
my good health to plenty of moderation and
a
good constitution to start with. My
and
a
has
been
life
one,
busy
has
taxed
it
in
some
respects
my physical forces severely. There has almost never been any respite until this journey. ‘Twenty Years of Congress' was written on the heels of a most exacting political
contest, and these were preceded by a public
life that gave neither mind nor body a rest.
Hence you may imagine that I am enjoying
this breathing spell.
Mr. Blaine goes to Italy for the winter.
Your Maiue sculptor, Simmons, has engaged
him a very camfortable suite of rooms in
Koine, to wich city be will devote the largest
part of the winter months. He will be accorded an audience with the King of Italy
and other notables.
1 heard a story in London which I think is
strictly correct. One evening Mr. Blaine
was being entertained at dinner by a distinguished Londoner, and the conversation
turned on the relations between Great Britain and the United States. One of the mem,
bers of the British Parliament, who sat by
Mr. Blaine, good-naturedly criticised Mr.
Blaine for the form of one of his despatches
to the English government when Blaine was
secretary of state. “It seemed to me at the
time,” said the English statesman, “that you
were a little discourteous to England when
you said in your despatch to Her Majesty’s
government that ‘The United States expects
such and such things of England.’” Mr.
Blaine turned to his critic with the utmost
noucbalance and remarked: “You forget,
my dear sir, that 1 merely copied a phrase of
a despatch from Her Majesty’s
government
to the United States in the darkest period of
The tables are now turned.
our civil war.
Then, when we were in trouble, England
‘expected’ my country to do such and such
tiiiugs. Now, if you will pardou me, the
United States is in a position to quote the
phraseology and send it hack again.”
Sneaking of Blaine in 1888, the gentleman
said: I aui not authorized to rpeak for Mr.
Blaine, but my conviction is that Mr. Blaiue
neither courts nor opposes in this matter.'
He is not a candidate, and more than that,
lie could not accept a nomination if he
thought any considerable number of Republicans thought another man stronger. But I
believe that if the Republican party, in convention, again declares with great unanimity
that lie is the man for ’88, that Mr. Blaine
will accept the nomination, though few know
at what sacrifice of comfort and strength.
The last ennipaiirn was a tremendous tax on
Mr. Blaine’s physical and nervous resourees.
Had he not been a giant both in body and
mind, he would have been broken down by
the incessant and exacting toil.

Quiet Succeeds

THE STATE.

his hotel, and in conversation he said:
I am not
“We lead a very quiet life here.
talking politics, ner rushing about in sightseeing to the exclusion of comfort. I was
out to Versailles (yesterday to see the election of the President of the French Kepub-

more

Help the Coal Handlers In Their
Quarrels with the Company.

To

General

and Intentions

DANIEL MANNING.

Manning :in Washington.
The treasury people seem to feel really
the

Recollections of an American Travel-

READING EMPLOYES OUT

Hampden Fairfield, Jos. G. Dee ring,Stephen
S. Mitchell and Horace Woodman of Saco.
The company will be organized next week.
Nothing has been done as yet towards selecting the editorial force or the business manager, and no definite action can be taken until
the organization is perfected. A refusal has
been obtained of the rooms Id Sweetser
Block on Main street in this city, recently
occupied by Freeman Spear, the harness
dealer, and they will probably be leased as
the location Is a desirable one.

for the Winter.

Daniel

very sorry for

MR. BLAINE IN EUROPE.

His Manner of Life

adjourned and

the members flitted, but.very uiauyimore of them, it
is said, went home, than last year, when the

idays.

brother officers and by all who knew him as au
honest officer and a kind-hearted friend. He
was born at Deer Isle, Me., in 1831, and joined the police force in 1861, after a long and

the Press.]

Washington, Dec. 34.—The departure of
leaves the city free to enjoy Its hol-

Congress

In those
and intervening streets.
years of service he never neglected his duty,
never disobeyed orders and always sought to
maintain the integrity and dignity of the
was
force. lie
respected by his
street

CL MS.

THREE

_PRICE

1887.

police

Journal Clerk Smith’s Removal and
the Lesson It Teaches.

MAINE.

occupant

used himself
today reading newspapers and looking
through a window which overlooks the
country market square. His last telegram, the only one received by him today
came this evening from his brother, dated
St. John, stating the latter would arrive in,
Halifx at noon tomorrow. The public mind
is convinced that the bank authorities now
have their clutches on all or most of the stolen bonds, and only send down Harry McNeally to carry out some arrangement under
which it was agreed the prisoner should not
be prosecuted. The Halifax police have so
far been unable to obtain any direct instructions from the bank as to what shall be done
from the Halifax Hotel.

CHRISTMAS

MORNING, DECEMBER 26,

§er

How McNeally Spent Saturday.
Halifax, N. S., Dec. 24.—Frank McNeal-

PRESS.

DA ILY

I’OUT LAY D

When

to Lewiston Journal.]
Now it is settled that Mills is to be chairuan of the ways and means committee, it is

lerhaps not entirely out of place to contrast
he leadeis of the two sides of the House,
dills is a man perhaps 55 years of age. He
his hair, moustache and
s rather tall, and
;oatee are tinged with gray.
Although he
tas been in Congress nearly fifteen years he
done absolutely nothing excepting to
ell for free trade. On the question of the
ariff he has been regarded as a sort of a
anatic, and the more conservative Demorats have looked upon him as a man who
Mills
hould be controlled with a curb-bit.
tas a high tenor voices, and uses the regular
He has a great fashion of
[Vxaii accent.
uoving his long arms above his head and
creaming at the top of his voice when raakug a speech in the House. Usually nobody
mid much attention to him, and when he
lot possession of the floor the House settled
tack with the general idea that it was about
which it could
o suffer au infliction from
Last year he was not even
lot escape.
honght of as a possibility as tar os the
eadership of the Democratic side was conerned. This year he bobs up serenely upon
very opportunity, and Invariably obtains
This is the man upon
he Speaker’s eye.
vhom the administration is willing to enrust the fate of its tariff measure.
Torn Reed is Mills’ opposite In almost
very particular. He Isa tall blonde—that
ins

NOTES.

A meeting of the Dexter A Newport Railroad directors will occur in Dexter Wednesday. Tomorrow a committee from this road
will meet one from the Maine Central and
decide upon the route to be taken in making
Much interest
the extension from Dexter.
is manifested in the coming action of the di
rectors in this matter. Guilford aud Dover
are both confident and in the latter town
they boast of being able to give three dollars to every one raised in Guilford for the
new road.
They all think that it will be
built, too.

IS IT SO?
Maine Winters

Said to

be Crowing

Shorter.
[Kennebec Reporter ]
fact beyond dispute that there has
been a remarkable change in the climate of
New England during the last half century,
and many reasons are advanced for this great
change. To those who remember the oldfashioned winters of thirty years ago, the
It is

a

; 1.1

H.on»l.oe

a.w.n.a

..

much out of place as would be frost iu July.
Years ago when snow fell early In November
and remained on the ground until spring,the
temperature was more even, and as a consequence the health of the lesidents was far
better, not beiug subject to the continual
changes now common in this section. Instead ol four mouths of snow and ice with a
uniform temperature throughout as formerly, New Euglanders now have to content
themselves with about three months of snow
with
each
unhealthy and
winter,
weather owdisagreeable
continually
chai
and an occato
the
„•
frequent
ing
sional chilling blast from ..ie northwest
known under the new ordt.'of things us a
What has taken place to
"cold wave.”
bring about this great change in the climate
is a question that has not yet been satisfactorily answered, but a most decided change
has occurrred nevertheless, a fact painfully
apparent to the average New Knglauder of
mature age.

Sporting Matters.
A new club has been formed here by some
of the young sporting men of Bangor to be
known as the Eastern Kifle Club.
They
have
engaged rooms in Exchange Block
be
which will be well fitted up to
occupied
by the club for social purposes. Erank McGuire is at the head of the organization.
Jimmy Carroll has begun to train for his
In ease
fight with Mike Dalv of Bangor.
MoAuliffe accepts Daly’s offer to fight at
catch
weight, which the new American
has made to the Brooklyn man,
champion
Carroll will be willing to postpone his match
with the Bangor boy uutil alter the battle
with MeAuliffe, and then Carroll will battle
the winner.

The Pittsburg flint glass workers who are
on a strike have bought a factory and will
do business on their own account.

Happen

Meet.

[Washington Despatch

I

ly-

They

10

say,

me

sugoi.

sample

ui

uair

uu

ms

iea<l Is light and his eyes are a deep brown.
I'liere is an expression ol boyishness on
its fat, round face, but otherwise he is of
Mills would have
tlderuianie proportions.
o be introduced
to a joke.
Keed, on the
>ther hand, is full of wit and sarcasm. There
UU wit is always
s but litte humor in him.
lnged with irony or sarcasm, and it generalAs a ten-minute
quick.
y cuts to the
penkcr, he has not his equal in Congress,
gills is nothing if not windy and verbose,
It would
feed is sharp, incisive and direct.
akc
Mills an hour to explain a prolositlon which Keed would elucidate in five
dilutes. But above all, Keed Is a better
moral on the fioor. Bo far, the Itepublican
ide has never failed to follow him to a man,
iecau.se he takes pains to first find out what
tepublicans what. There are no dessenions among the Republicans, no differences
f opinion which might work to the disadantage of the party, and what Is still more,
he members have the utmost confidence in
feed's judgment and ability.
Mills, on the
ther hand, has none of the qualities which
men
about
vould draw
him. He has no uiagletlsm. lie Is ever arbitrary and never concflatory, and the simple truth is, there is an
itter lack of confidence in his ability on the
iemocratic side of the House.
Borne time
go, Mills made a bitter personal attack upu Randall.
The Pennsylvanian has never
>een noted tor having a forgiving nature.and
ip to date he appears to be about the same
■am Randall that he always has been. Mills
ttempted to explain the matter since Confess met but Randall has never even taken
Ho ts quietly
lotice of this semi-apology.
vaiting as usual, and when the time cornea
le will see that no tariff bill passes which
vlil tend todescroy the great industries of
he country which have grown up under the
At
osterlng care of the protective system.
tie outset Mills will tie taxed with the que»the
within
ranks
of
his
reconciliation
of
1 ion
1 wn party, to say nothing of the antagonism
the astute Reed,
• f the Republicans led by
’ersonally, Roger tfueer Mills is a pleasant,
eulal gentleman, aud so is
Thomas B
teed, but when they meet in a hot debate
remind
us
of the terrier and
he scene will
It's dollars to buttons tbat Keed
t he rat.
ron’t be tbe rat either.

j
j

____

THIS

MELPOMENE.

MONDAY MORNING,

BIGHT YOU ABE.

DEC. 2«.

VVe do not read anonymous letters and commu
nlcations. The name and address of the writer
are in all eases Indispensable, not uecessar.ly for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
•
Communications that are not used.

The proposition that the State erect a
monument to Governor Bodwell seems to
meet the general approval of the newspapers
To the first Maine governor
of the State.
who died in office, Enoch Lincoln, the State
erected a granite monument in the Capitol
grounds. But a precedent is not needed to
justify such a tribute to Governor Bodwell’s
As a business man, as a philanmemory.
thropist and as a magistrate he did bis best
for Maine; and his memory deserves well of
Maine.

By hobnobbing

with John L. Sullivan the
Prince of Wales has got into trouble,not with
his royal mother alone, hut with the great
middle class of England. lie has done nothing in several years which has called down
such a storm of criticism as is now raging
around his head. Almost every nonconform-

ist pulpit has had a sermon on the scandalous fact that the future King of England has
been hobnobblDg with a prize fighter.
The
Uadical papers have taken it up and even in
the Court circle Albert Edward is unsparing-

ly

criticised._

Three hopeful Democratic sons who have
become estranged in the strife for power are
Vilas, Black and Bragg. Vilas and Black
eacn

wauv uie

v ice

1

which

resiliency,

ox

not more tlian one and probably neither of them can get; while Bragg, who used
to "love Cleveland for the enemies he has
made,” finds to his disgust that his own love
course

is not returned, while his rival, Vilas, ap
parently basks in the sunshine of the President’s favor. But like Tammany Hall and
the County Democracy these Northwestern

forget)

politicians
forgive
that is, forget everything but the spoils.
must learn to

and

Perham, Nelson Dingley, Jr., Selden
Connor, Daniel F. Davis, Harris M. Planted, Frederick Robie and Alonzo Garcelon.
To these may be fairly added the names of
Joseph H. Williams who became Acting
Governor when Hannibal Hamlin resigned
to take his seat in the United States Senate
in 1867. Mr. Williams yet lives at his home
in Augusta, and. though well along in years,
went to the State House on the day of Governor Bodweli’s funeral.
ney

Winter seems to have arrived finally; but
is much later than usual, if the closing of the
great rivers of the State is the signal for the
beginning of its reign. The Kennebec closed to navigation Thursday night, later than
usual, and the Penobscot froze at Bangor on
Friday. Last year the Penobscot closed
twelve days earlier, and not for ten years has
the (river remained open any longer than it
has this year. But the winter of 1877-8 was
exceptionally late, there having been but
one winter for sixty years when the cold
held off so long.
That was the winter of
1861-52, when navigation on the Penobscot
was not interrupted until Dec. 30th.
The Halifax correspondent of the Boston
Globe accuses the officers of the Saco and
Biddeford Savings Institution of compounding a felony, because, as he surmises, they
have received back a part of the bonds without prosecuting McNeally.
The accusation
is absurd. It does not rest with the officers in
question to say whether McNeally shall be
prosecuted or not. He is under indictment,
and the bank officers could not compound
his crime if they desired to without the consent of the county attorney which could not
be had.
But the question of prosecuting
McNeally is not a practical one at present.
He is out of the jurisdiction of the court, and
there is no prospect that he can be got into
it. If the bank officers have got back any
of the stolen bonds, they have not got them
back on a guaranty of immunity from prosecuuon, xor in.iue nrst place tney could give
no such guaranty if they wanted to and in

place McNeally

is not in need of

it, and would not be likely to dispose of his

stealings

on any

such terms.

Mr. R. T. Dow of Atlanta, Georgia, writes
to the Anti-Saloon Republican Committee as
—

—

follows:
I am organizing

association similar to yours
in some respects, but differing in otbers. Ours
will be known as the Anti-Bar-Room Society of
Atlanta. It will have no political complexion,
embracing in its membership Republicans, Democrats and Democratic Muginumps—a species of
politician developed during the visit of President
Cleveland to Georgia in October, and nurtured
into vigorous antipathy by the great free trade
pronuuciamento. The bar-rooms are again dominant here under a high license system, the license
being $1,500 now, against £500 two years ago.
Restrictions are to bo placed on the whiskey traffic, which it Is hoped will go far to lessen Its evil
influence. The people are determined, however,
never to rest until the bar-rooms are wiped out.
As tile Republicans of ilie North fight the saloon,
so do the Democrats of Georgia.
The Prohibition movement is fast disintegrating and dissolvlngjthe Democratic party of the South. Democrats nf Georgia are disgusted with the methods
of the Demoenrtsof New York and Pennsylvania,
and repudiate the upholding and glorifying of the
saloon power by their Northern nfefnWrr. Perhaps you think I’m not a Democrat myself? But
am a

ing

and should the Republican party nominate him or
any other good man and insert an anti-saloon
plank in tlielr platform, thousands of Georgia
We
Deinocrts will vote with the Republicans.
are not such free traders down here as the great
Democralic Jumbo thinks, and Cleveland will
realize ere long that tbe mistake of his life was
made when he exhibited himself to the Georgia
“crackers” as the great attraction of the Piedmont

Exposition.

When the politics of the South, some day
in the future, are arranged along some other
lines
than
the
color line,
there will
doubtless be a great many men of Mr. Dow’s
way of thinking. Georgia is fast becoming

manufacturing State, and a strong sentiment in favor of protection will eventually
be developed there. But at present the color
a

line is too distinct to justify the expectation that any considerable number of
white voters will follow Mr. Dow into

the
the

Republican party.
A few days ago the crews of tbo freight
trains on the Reading road ascertained that
men were

handling freight

on one

of the company’s piers at l’ort Richmond,
whereupon they refused to take freight to this

pier unless the “scabs” were discharged. The
general superintendent of the road

was

noti-

fied and promptly discharged the men who
had refused to take the freight to the pier in
question. This was tiie beginning of the
great strike now in progress which theatens
to paralyze the whole freight service of the
Reading railroad, stop all iwork in the anthracite coal regions in Pennsylvania, turn
fiO.OOO

ni#»n

nut of pmnlnvtnpnt In the rinari nf

winter,

and indict great loss and suffering
upon thousands of people in no way responsible for the quarrel.
Both sides appear to have acted very arbitrar ily. The attempt of the train men to
compel the company to discharge certain
employes because they did not belong to a
union was indefensible, but the refusal of
the company to give their employes a hear-

ing

IGNOMINIOUS DISSOLUTION.
[Philadelphia North American.]
The monster of the seas, the ill-fated
Great Eastern, lias passed through many
strange vicissitudes and transmigrations,but
it seems to have reached the end of its checkered career at last, for the news is that it has
been sold to a metal firm and is to be broken
up for old iron. What an ignominious dissolution for a vessel of its consequence and
fame. In its day it was the eighth wonder
of the world, and now it cannot even find
profitable employment as a barge, but must
lie disposed of for the value of its carcass.
It has
Yet it has served one good purpose.
shown how the vaulting ambition of the
shipbuilder may o’erleap Itself and fall on
the other side.
THE TRIUMPH OFTIMES:

Hi Lonaou aua

Algernon

alleged grievance

in which only a small
faction of them have an interest cannot expect to long command the confidence and
support of Intelligent workingmen.
an

IN

LONDON.

me

uotstooi

Tke

$1.50 each.

quantity

Or sold in any

White

king

A

when

New Mown

Hay,
YlangYlang,

ancient Britain ruled the brine.

Musk,
Heilotrope,
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

Violet,
Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West End,

Rose,

liKO.

the

pie.
Scene .—Printing House Square, before
temples of the Sun and the Times.
Sun.

the

Phoibus
Phcebub.
Columns and capitals ol tlie enshrined Sun,
What arc ye more, when all is said and done,
Than dull and empty double-leaded space—
Except ye bid men hear what thing the days
Behold, ere wings of that same hour shall droop
Which saw the deed whereof wo get the scoop?
And ere the high priest Chronos chronicle,
The Sun, which shines for all, must show and tell
That which was done—yea, to be synchronous
With him were hardly less than blame for us,
Since what Times’ tooth has mumbled, Is not new;
And truth, being tilte, becomes at last untrue,
And lies live in men’s minds upon long lease.
Enter chronos and a tribune.
Enter

M»V

Hold thy peace
Thou simultaneous saurian, sleep in slime
And darkness such as Chaos had ers Time
Brought forth the evil Times untimely thence,
A type of stereotyped false evidence,
A ravenous monster, preying upon men’s fame.
CHRONOS.

And does theiSun no evil with Its flame?
Dost thou defame not, is not thy desire
To smite with myriad tongues of flying tire?
Thou strikest with thy strength, and men are
slain;
Yea, With thy rising, Chaos comes again.
The sieger and slayer, the lord of shaft and lyre,
Thou drawest the long bow, or strikest the wire—
And lo, a life is lost and laid to waste!
PHCEBUB.

sharp and out of taste.

CHRONOS.

Yet are not tasteless,

bittayu e

they

as

brine.

TRIBUNE.

turn, and Sun, to shine.
Will ye yet All the hollow trump of Fame
With names which else were nothing but a name
Unnamed of men or nameless but in scorn?
Will ye yet cause to cry, at night and morn,
Latest editions of the Sun and Times
Fulfilled of men’s transgressions and their crimes,
Whose headlines like the headlands of the sea
Beckon with beacons where iniquity
A sunken reef lies mid the shoals of life—
Will ye yet do all this and be at strife?
Nay, rise to loftier levels, and ensure;
The laurels longer lived of literature.
Enter MELPOMENE.

Times, be content

to

MELPOMENE.

Hail! thou who holdest In thine hands the Times
whom the golden chariot climbs
With tireless tires upon its circling way—
Can 1 sell anything to you to-day?
And thou of

CHRONOS.

What are your wares?
MELPOM ENE.
A little thing of mine;

tragedy which treats of Lord Locrine,
Whilom the|Klng of Britain—

A

Was he so?
MELPOMENE.

of the hap whereby that king had woe,
Yea, thou shall hear therein such melodies
As sings the voice tumultnous of the seas
When bright brine breaks In billows, meeting

And

brine;
lordly song is this of Lord Locrine.
CHR0N08.
MELPOMENE.

Of priceless goods, the price
Who asks were more than foolish, less than wise;
Foolish for folly of his thought to deem
Gold brighter than the water of that stream
Around whose fountainhead the sisters nine
Sit singing, and the freshened laurels gleam
With sprinkled spray, whereon the rainbows
beam
With sevenfold color and curve ef dreams divine,
And who shall barter for this song of mine,
Gold, for the payment of my golden dream,
This song and story of the Lord Locrine!
CHEONOS.
name

MELPOMENE.

Leaves of laurel there
For Algernon, friend of the muses fair,
With myrtle and with passionate rose are woven;
And when he sings beside us, all the air
Thrills with the st rings that of our golden-hair
To chord his lute were timed of us and proven;
And when of his clear voice the clouds are cloven
With strenuous song, no lesser singers bear
Its fire, but are consumed as in an oyen.
CHEONOS.

Yea, high

V

verse ceme?

hearts of all who love his art,
Hearken his song, and stay to listen and wonder,
And sing no more, but break their lyres apart,
And string from string of their low lutes dispart j
Hearing his voice more strong and great than
as

I

give

Lubin’s at
“
Atkins’

art a

nonpareil and full face.
TBIBUNE.

Cease from these fruitless words of scornful strife.
Sun, how should any battle for his life

PHCEBUB.

Methinks the Times hath no great fortune found;
I sing the tragedy passed round and round:
“Had I wist,” quoth the Sun to Dana,
“That Times could afford to insist
On cabling across the main a
Poem of such extent.
No money of ours had been spent,
I had offered the Muse not a eent,
Had I wist.”
“Had I wist, O Sun,” said Dana,
"That Locrine would never be missed
Though our columns should not contain
ltepiiut of its tragic plot,
For the play I.had bargained not,
Nor paid a dime for the lot,
Had I wist.”

a

CHBONOS.

That song is hardly even as.wise as I.
Nay, very foolishness It is to cry
Over spilled milk whereon shall never cream
Arise to verify a vanished dream.
Are newsboys sad when there is naught to halloa?
Though none be now, there shall be news to
follow
In next day’s paper.
TBIBUNE.

Dost thou understand.

Child, what the press is saying?
CHBONOS.

All the land
Knows that. The editor’s pen his mind expresses;
Then the compositor, a man of saud,
Before bis case takes copy in bis hand
Setting the type; the proof-reader redresses
Wrongs of misprint whereof no writer blesses
The intelligent compositor—who can stand
To see his article so spoiled that guesses
Are vain to seek the sense the words enfold?
The stereotype, a lettered metal mould,
Lies underneath the rollers of the press,
And the stroug monster with an iron hold
Clutches an endless length of paper unrolled,
And sets thereon of the day’s deeds the ImpressBlack record on its blank white spaciousness.

CHHONOS.
MELPOMENE.

One hundred dollars. For no less
Will I rehearse this tale of old distress,
A monument of grief, a monolith
liaised up of sorrow and of bitterness
Of men long since forgotten in the stress
Of newer griefs of later men, therewith
Is made of Britain’s early lord a myth,
That, seeing these ancient deeds, men may confess
Their own are weak as reeds whose heart is pith.
CHHONOS.

Go to, extortionate Muse, I will not take

Thy tragedy.

MELPOMENE.

I am sorry for thy sake.
Phoebus perchance may buy It.
But not I.

Unsay thy foolish words.
CHHONOS.

I will rot buy.
MELPOMENE.

Thou that art mighty as the very Sun,
Clironos, a lord of Times till Time be done,
Thine heart is darkened that it will not see
That which had made thine high prosperity;
Lo! I turn from thee and return no more,
Save that my book, like that the Sibyl bore,
For lesser length be paid with higher price.
Alas for thee, that art so little wise!
Thou shalt repent the wrong which thou has done
When I have sold my drama to the Sun.
Yea have I prophesied, and spoken sooth.
CHHONOS.

Omnivorous, the orient ivory tooth!
Of Times bites more than It can masticate,
A press of matter, yet—
MELPOMFNE.

|I will not wait
To hear thee chaffer with perdurable chin.
Thyself of thine own self art taken in
And

GEORGE S FRYE,
Corner
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We

A celebrated manufacturer’s'stock of 800 dozen
Embroidered Undressed Kids has been closed out
at half their value.
We have the sale for Portland; they are beautiful
goods ; all new and fresh ; best shades and most

popular style embroidery.

PHtEBITS.
MELPOMENE.

Thou shinest indeed!

Sun,

con-

Neckwear, Fancy Silk Suspenders, Silk Handkerchiefs, Silk and Cashmere Mufflers,
Wristers, Hosiery, Gloves, &c., in
fact, a first-class line of Gent’s
Furnishing Goods, &c., &c.
These goods have just arrived from the factories
and consequently are all new. We have marked
them very low. We have also a large line of

Overcoats, Suitings, Ulsters and Reefers,

180—MIDDLE STREET -182
TNT ear

SPECIAL PRICES

DISCOUNT

-ON-

Bose Jars,

-FOR

Hath soared thee as a fowler when he limes
The twigs for birds, or sets his feathered mimes

Japanese Screens,

To call their winged fellows from the tree,
Decoying them to ruin and death.

Plush Work Boxes,
Jewel Cases,
Trimmed Baskets,

What crimes
Doth she so punish, neither will forgive?
MELPOMENE.
TRIBUNE.

STORE WILL BE OPEN THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY EVENINGS.

Behold, a poem;bardly passes.throngh
The sharp division as of fire and sword
Set by the law between a lord and lord
Of literature, who lack of right the might
Not having international copyright.
Tet Algernon, the laureate of the sea,
Shall not be left unholpen utterly:
The Sea hath served the Times j and yet hath not
The child, the poet of her praise, forgot,
And by mine hand her reckoning she hath sent—
Twolthousand dollars.

Rhadames, Black Faile Francaise, ColRhadames, Colored Faile Francaise, Black
Wool Dress Goods, Colored Wool Dress
Goods, Beaver Shawls, Hymalavan
Shawls, Long Wool Shawls, Shoulder Shawls and
ored

our

Nay!
not content?
_

CHRONOS.

TESTIMONY OF THE PEOPLE!
Mrs. L. E. Steele, of Yreka, Siskiyou
Co., Cal., writing under date of Feb. 8,
“I sent to Chicago for Dr.
1887, says:
R. C. Flower’s Brain and Nerve Pills;
have taken only a portion of a bottle,
and feel like a new person already. They
have worked like magic on mv system.
I was unable to do anything when I first
commenced taking them; now I can
work all day long.”

entire stock of Ladies’ and Cents'
Winter Underwear.

Don’* fail to take advantage of this opportuFor Two Day<* Only, Tonity.
Day and To-Morrow.

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.,

MELPOMENE.

INTRODUCED DT THE GENERAL NIRLIC.

—

Black Satin

CHRONOS.

Evidence!

SAUE

WE OFFER 1 DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT FOR C1SII ON

MELPOMENE.

Important

_dtf

and Saturday.
MILLETT, EVANS & CO.

Tree Decorations.

What hast thoujdone?

Street

Friday

Shopping Bags,

That one should cheat her of her toll, and live.

Those newspapers are wise who will not print
Matter at length, whereof a briefer hint
Or abstract were enough; and they are wiser
Who yield their space untojthe advertiser
And are repaid. And yet most wise of all
Are they whom Opportunity doth call
And they deny her not nor bid her wait,
Lest she, returning, prove an angry Fate.
Though men, for envy of thy brave deed done,
Say. advertising pays in the long run
Better than poems, yea than verse divine
Like this great tragedy of Lord Locrlne,
A royal sorrow crowned of kingly rhymes—
Chronos, believe them not. Go, Sun and Times,
Forgiven. Long'may my master, Algernon, live
A lord of song—and for song’s sake—forgive!

1EJ xchange
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MELPOMENE.
Art
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—

genial rays.”
Every bottle of Dr. R. C. Flower’s

its

contains one
Price, $1.00. For sale by

Brain and Nerve Pills

druggists.

NEW YEARS TRADE. WE ARE OFFERING
TWITCIELL' CB1IMI & CO’S
FOR CHRISTMAS WEEK,

Ground Fancv Spices.

The above grade of spices bear our firm name aud are ground absolutely pure. We puck in quarter pound tins, net weight, the following assortment: Jamaica Allspice, Saigon Cassia, Amboyna
Cloves, African Ginger, Cochin Ginger, Penang Nin e, Singapore Nutand Afrimegs, Singapore Black Pepper, Singapore While Pepper,
can

Cayenne.

For sale by W. L. Wilson Ac Co.; A, L. INillctt & Co.; J. F. Norton,
Corner Cumberland and Stone streets; G. II. INcRenney, 39 Pearl
street.; S. A. JNaddox, corner India and middle streets; J. t. Kicc,
Libby’s Corner; IN. Scanlon, 13 Washington street; John S. Fitz, corner Cumberland and Washington streets; m. V. Bed, 37 and 39 Free
street; Stevens & dwell, corner Park aud York streets; S. F. Hunt, 94
middle street; F. W. Shaw, corner Oxford and mayo streets; Sawyer
& liver, 574 Congress street; Small & Kicker, 149 Danforth street.
MW&FOw
nor22

It don't matter what other people advertise,
1 am the center of the world for

Boston, Mass.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
iisr

LADIES’ AND WREN’S CLOAKS!

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS
Prices Lower Than Ever.

YOUR CHOICE

Circulars,

FROM

A NOVEMBER ASSORTMENT OF

dcc23
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Clothing Committee will

Thursday
the clothing: clothing may be sent
Room alter
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Monday.

to

the Ward

__

I’ER ORDER.

DURING THIS WEEK AT JANUARY PRICES.

EASTMANSRO&t BANCROFT
dtl

„„

A

_

The Mutual Lite Insurance Co. of New York.
RICHARD A. MCCURDY, President.

GOLDEN

100

Holiday

OPPORTUNITY!

SLIDE !

AND AFTER

—

AFTERNOON and EVENING.
Arrangement nf Prire*.
l.otag a* Inn Like.

Slide

n«

Children, under
12, 15c, including use

Adults 25c;

CO.,

of

Toboggan.

Admission to Held.'either on toot or In teams, tree.
Electric Lights and a hundred Torches.
dtt

doc33dlw

Telephone 2101

PULLEN CROCKEIi k CO.

12th STOCKBRIDGE

Baukers and Brokers,

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Dee. 28.

JMeaabcr. .1 (he it. V. Hud
Private

Si,

The Famous Writer,

NYE

BILL
IX HIS

—

t'ORHKsrO.VDEYVS.

BOSTOIV,

CHARLES HEAD&CO.
Quotation* constantly displayed.
T. Puixrn,

dec!_

Lecture!

Humorous

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

Stanlry

—

hu.«r.

Wire to Nkw York and Boston

IVKW YORK

AT

—

NO.33 EXCHANGE STREET.

Prank C. Crocker.
‘wdtt

PORT LAID

now oa sale at Block
deo2vdlw
M. C. it. K. to all holding tickets.

Evening Tickets SO cents;
bridge’s Music Store.
Hall fare

on

CI«1HIKE3TH

ASSEMBLY

GRAND
—

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bask Building.

BY THE

—

Cumberland Rowing Association,
AT

—

—

MECHANICS’

HALL,

IVedarda, Evening, Dee. JB.

City, Connty and itailroad Bond*, and

Tickets adml'ting Gent and
Music by Chandler.

Lady, 60 cents.
dec22dlw

other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON

DEPOSITS
SsMrd.r kte.ia, (Third Pnpnlnri and
lalurda, .Matinee, Dae. (list.

jeiu

MURDOCK’S
The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
By the International Medical Congress

at Washington, II.
1887;
By the British Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, I). €., 1884;
do. at Richmond. Yu., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, \. Y., 1886;
do. at Deer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

Our LiquUl Food is free from, insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids (KXTBACTH
A Kit NOT), and shows the blood corpuscles. It
is adapteil to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make, for an adult, bg the use of one tablespoonful four times dally, eight per cent, new
blood weekly.

Oar Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston iu September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.
Daring the year ending Sept.
had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

The Roston Maritani

Opera Co.

In Gilbert & Sullivan's Comic Opera.

LIQUID FOOD.

1,1885,

we

1, 1886,

H. M. S. Pinafore.
CAST OF CHARACTERS:
The Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter, K. C. B„
Mr. Myron Clark
First Lord of the Admiralty,
Captain Corcoran, Commanding H. M. 8.
Mr. Lon F. Brine
Pinafore,
Ralph Uackstraw, Able Seaman, Mr. J.C. Bartlett
Dick Deadeye, Able Seaman,
Mr. J. K. Kerry
Bill Bobstay. Bo ‘swain’s Mate, Mr. H. L. Cornell
Bob Becket. Carpenter's Mate,
Mr. E. B. Hull

Josephine,

the

Miss Emma C. Tuttle

Mile Marie Zalln
Little Buttercup, a Portsmouth Bumboat
Miss Alice Carle,
Woman,
>US«

li«lU

3

9,

L/UU.1IU3I

U11LO, LJUI1VI3)

V»>

Chorus and Orchestra.

Special Scenery, New Costumes.
Matinee at 2.30.
Evening at 8.00
MB. LEON KEACII, Director.

Tickets, including reserved seats, 35 and 50 cts.
Admission 25 cts.
StuMatinee 25 and 95 cts.
dent's and Children’s tickers 15 and 25 cts.
Now
on sale at Stockbridge’s.
Half fare on M. C. B. B.
to all holding opera tickets. Course tickets to the
four pepulars $1.00, $1.20, 81.36.
dec2Bdlw

ALL SITTINGS

1, 1887,
Dec.

Captain's Daughter,

Hebe, Sir Joseph's First Cousin,

MADE

1,

TOTAL OPERATIONS
(U weather Is fair at the last of the week;
give a few for

we can

953,

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY
We are now having an average of 100
operations each month. No hospital in
London is doing auv more, and only two
as much.
We challenge any other hosa

record

tiial
Iqnid Food Is not used.

where

oar

From the fhet that no two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in tlavor. All brands are mude by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and the figure the tank. If richer, ft is
stronger In smell and tlavor, and will bear a greater reduction and you may change the tlavor as of-

The benefit of onr Free Surgical Hospital foi Woiren is being recognized in
ail parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladles suffering for the want of an operation 'known as capital case) from all sec-

tions,
Onr Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin tlisenses,i bey recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to our

Christmas.
We have thus far been able to keep up wllh our
work, notwithstanding the large <|uantlty we have
had to do, which still gives those who wish to sit
for presents

A Last Chance Before It is
LATE.

rTOO
...

-V

,

Photographer,
514 CONGRESS STREET.
dec 10

BEDS,

dtf

I

have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical
Cases.
The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are in dally attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients, auu assign bens.
we

EVERY BED FREE.

THIS is the top of the genuine “Pearl Top’
Lamp

MllRDOCE’3 LIQUID FOOD CO., BOSTON.

are

*

YV3&MU

Chimney, all others similar
imitations.

This

,, the

exact label

Bush’s Fluid Food.
The only raw food iu the world. Keep* in any
climate. Doe* not become putrid like mo«t
other meat extract*. I* retained by the most
irritable stomach. Create* new and vitalized
blood faater than any other preparation. 8u*tain* life for month* by injection. I* daily saving
life in case* of Phthi*i*, Typhoid and Relapsing
Fever, Diphtheria, Bright’* Disease, Neuralgia,
Pneumouia, Anemia, Mara.-mus, and all Diseases
of Children. Build* up the *ystem after severe
surgical operation*. 8oothe* and alleviate*
ulcerated and cancerou* couditious of the
stomach and rectum. I* the only nutrient that
permanently cure nervous prostration and
debility. Feeble infant* and children and their
exhausted mother* thrive wonderfully.
Con-

on

each one of the
Pearl Top

BOVININE

tain*

Presents

Free!

TO BE GIVEN TO ORB CRSTONIEBS JANRAItV 1st.

Assets 8118,000,000.

The lamest Life Company In the world, having *40,000.000 more monev than its most successfu
pays the largest dividends of any company
competitors. The oldest compauy in the United States. allItconditions.
in the world. After two years its policies are free from

JOHNSON,

....

OX

FOR STRENGTH USE

Misses’ Coats and
Newmarkets.

—

Chimeys.
The

dealer

may say

and

think he has

good,

as

but he has not.

Insist upon the exact label
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

will

Congress Street.

General A genls for Muine.

—

BANKERS.
32 Exchange Street.

nov30

Newmarkets,

dec 10

FITZPATRICK &

TAYLOR,
be at the Ward Room, Tuesday, Wednesday
MRS.
and
forenoons, until 11 o'clock, to lit

Ladies’ Wraps,
Plush Sacks,

Shawls f orChristmasPresents in great variety

FRANK B. CLARK,

BY

8ALJB

150 FREE
at Greatly Reduced
Prices—$10.00 to $60.00.

Fur Lined

Raglans,

C.O.O.

Done!

FOR

II. JR. PAYSOI &

Astrachan Sacks and

Established 1843.

R. C. Flower Medical Co.,

—

to show sueh

—

Mrs. M. P. Outt, No. 177 Shonnard St.,
Syracuse, N. Y., in writing for Nerve
“I
Pills and Liver Sanative, says :
called on a friend this morning, who
4
wants your medicines. She said, Mrs.
Outt, I want some of the medicine you
have taken; I think It has almost raised
you from death, and it certainly will help
me.’ She was so surprised to see me
walk into her house. It Is a longer distance than I have walked for more than a
year. No one but the good Father in
heaven knows how I have suffered for
two years, and how thankftil I am for the
from your
benefit I have [received
remedies. I feel that when I first began
to take them, I took the first step toward
I cannot express myself any
a cure.
better than to say it was like letting the
sun shine on a plant that was dying for

FOUR, FIVE AND

PER CENT.

SIX

AT THI

Saturday, Dec. ‘Jith.
New

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALF.

BROS. C. J. FARRINGTON,
decl4_dtf

Chronos, what strange delusion blindeth thee?
Hast thou believed to bind the mighty Sea,
Make her pay tilbute to the tyrant Times
And tune her lyre to sing a tragedy
Untbanked and not requited?. Nsy but she

MELPOMENE.
CHRONOS.

finely selected stock,
sisting of

very

CHBONOS.

PHCEBCS.
Is It a bargain?

Yet is there space in Times for song divine,
Even as a crystal goblet filled of wine
One light sweet roseleaf makes not overflow,
That on its rosy foam should float and shine.

a

What givesjthy fancy speech thus overbold?

all

I will buy thy poem.

offer

TURNER

Why else, meseems, the Sun would hardly climb,
Or Times have means to typify the time.

m.

READY

—

TBIBUNE.

hundred pills.

doue for.

can

Holiday Goods!

which make a very nice Christmas Present, and
which we are selling at R ock Bottom Prices

SALE WILL COMMENCE THIS MORNING.

ALL

TOBOGGAN

Securities Yielding

Bankrupt Stocks and Job Lots New
ECLIPSED!
CLOVES.

I

—

INVESTMENT

decs

KID

,

—

OF

IN

Jttt

DESIRABLE

eodtf

Best BargainsYet Offered

•

oetl

AN ELEBANT ASSORTMENT

and Franklin Streets.

Congress

Monday front 3 to 6 p.

Portland, Me.

186 Middle Street,

ounce.

Reichardt’s Satchct Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

Against the strength allied of Times and Sea—,
For whom the lightning shall bear embassy
On wings more swift than those which speed the
hours?
Howevsr, the affair is none of ours.
Yea, light it out among yourselves, but we
Laugh and we sharpen pencils while we laugh
That see occasion for a paragraph.

Christmas Matinee!

a

SWAN & BARRETT, Assembly Wednesday Evening.
BANKERS,
dec26_dtf

FHCEBUS.

Minion, thou

GILBERT’S

Bonds,

choice line of securities.

exqui-

35 cents per
‘
“
35

-

FKIUtY- Watt Phillips- Famous English
Melodrama. I.e«l in I.nndeu.
SATURDAY BT. Hama—Dickens’ Mas
terwork Drama, Ollrer Twirl, or l.enden hr
Night.
MATl’BDAY MATINKK—Flay to tie anllvUUvvU,

maturing; April I, 1888.
We offer in exchange,

JUWllUVt

thunder,
Sweeter than honey, their song breaks asunder,
And no word more of theirs is bold to start,
And silence binds their lips above and under.
Your pi Ice?

being
fragrance.

of the most

I am conquered; and this triumph |that was mine
Is fallen from out mine bands. Alas, Locrlne!

your figure.

Howhigh docs his

OVI 1

The thing I came to do.

What Is the price?

Come,

UUU

TRIBUNE.

CHEONOS.

A

SUI

site

Be more than any man may count, and live—
Before the Sun shall bring to light a line,
The Times will tell the story of Locrine.

PHCEBUB.

are

U1U

Yea, though the dolorous dollars that

Reptile contemporary!

winged words

The three last odors

Even as the
hand shall be
The many words which make the story sblue
V/*

Portland Water Co.

sea.

CHRONOS.
sea-sands in mine

CHRONOS.

These

wouidstacoop it from beneath the

CHBONOS.

Melpomene,
Tragic
Muse, handmaid to
Algernon, a poet.
Phcpbus, Editor of the A Tribune of the Peo-

Chronos, Editor of

now

.Riddle Hired.

the ll.rlt Deed in (he Weed.

Till K«D IV-Groat Romantic Flay. The
Dnke’a Mnnghier, or The Hunchback in Notre
Dame. Another version being The Duke's Motto,
and running at Nlblo’s Garden, N. Y„ the past
two months under the title ot “Lagardere.’’

ing November, 1887,

Caslimere Lily.

TRIBUNE.

But

er

Portland City Bonds, matur-

Wliite Heliotrope,

CHRONOS.

WKDNKISDCY-Thc Thrilling Emotional
Drama adapted from Mrs. M. K. Braddon’s greet
story, Aurora Floyd, entitled Twlre Married,

Rr.l KsIHte
dec2Qd2w

t.OOBHISI,

I.

»»•*-

The Tiehet .ef-l.eave-Mun.

WANTED.

And Is his story thine ideal of news?
At first I thought the poem to refuse.

I,fine..hire •

NIliHT-Ttie Oreat Union
MONDAY
Square Theatre Success, ‘’A C rlrbrulrd Cnee.”
TIK* DC Y-Tom Taylor’s Oreat Drama,

Dakota

Agcnr.lMO

of MR. C. A. SMITH,

Management

(TNKXCKI.I.KD BKPKHTDIHK.
Monday Matinee—Byron’s Romantic Flay, “The

Paid up capital 025O.OUO; « per eent debenture
bonds; principal and Interest payable In Boston;
call on or ad7 per cent guaranteed mortgages;

of 20 cents per ounce.

Jockey Club,

Under the

LOAN AND TRUST GO.

the extreme low

Wood

DRAMATIC CO.,

BA.VKKRH,:

Stoppered Bottles only
at

JohnS.Moulton’s

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
oct 8
_QU

dress

Thy nature is bourgeois and commonplace.

nearer.j

Represented:

Person*

Knights of Labor

There are abundant signs that the Knights
of Labor are disintegrating.
It is no wonder. Any organization wiio laws arc such
as to compel 60,000 men to strike to redress

One-Half Pint Glass

20. 30 and 50c.

WEEK—-ToT

panies prices.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

THBATBB.

Over half the entire house-30«. best FeserfJ*
seats in Paroquet ami Balcony. On the same jieiieral plan as tne Bennett <fc Moulton Opera Com-

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, due 1927.
We will receive Portland Water Co. 6s, due April 1,
1888, in eichange for the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal. Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.

_

Monday, Dec. 2b.
Commencing
XMAS MATINEE.

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stook,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.
—ALSO—

price

Is he alive to-day, this Lord Locrlne?

[It will be remembered that, on the occasion o
theleatof journalism by which the New York
Times secured lor Its columns the first appearance in this country of Mr. Swinburne’s tragedy,
Locriue—tbesPiiEss gave a somewhat extended
literary review of that superb poem, Now, upon
the receipt ot Locrine in book form (published In
New York by Messrs. Worthington & Co.; for
sale in Portland by McLellan. Mosher & Co.) the
Press takes pleasure In celebrating the victory
of the Times newspaper and its ally, the submarine cable. Tills tragedy, The Triumph of Times,
completes the trilogy to which belong Algernon

creditable

ing these non-union men at work on the pier
at Port Richmond. It is hard to conceive of a
much worse kind of slavery than these laborng men have voluntarily submitted themselves to.
They may be perfectly satisfied
with the wages and constant labor on their
part may be necessary for the support of
families dependent upon them.
Idleness
may bring to them in a few weeks hunger
and cold. Yet, they must, when ordered expouse somebody else’s quarrel, suffer themselves in consequence and inflict suffering on
their innocent families, because they have
identified themslves with an organization
which demands of them these sacrifices.

S

ONE ENTIRE

TRIBUNE.

MELPOMENE.

to strike
when their leaders say so, and strike they
must, if those leaders deem that necessary to
coerce the Heading Company into discharg-

TRIBUNE.

pUUTLARD

SPECIALTIES IN

Wherefore such competition for Locrlne?
Poetry comes high, aud hardly In thy line.

CHRONOS.

CHBONOB.

They have pledged themselves

O Sea! O fair green-girdled mother of mine,
Help me that I may have this play, Locrlne;
Else, weave the foam to veil the as a bride,
Turn back the unmeasured forces of thy tide,
Call \ylth thy thunder aloud to heaven’s great
thunder.
Bid thy swift billows break above and under
Wires of the lyre where lightnings play below,
And streams of song across the waters flow.

TRIBUNE.

nr THE AUTHOR OT ALGERNON

to listen to any overtures to prevent a
general strike was not the wisest or most

have very little interest in
the Quarrel at the bottom of the strike.
Probably a great mauy of them do not know
exactly why they are ordered to quit work.

CHRONOS.

Yet we must have it, nor regard the prfee,
Less for the need than for this deft device.

Tragedy.

A

or

course for the company to pursue.
Of course the great mass of the men who
will go out in obedience to the orders of the

RE ITC H AR D T

TRIBUNE.

Lo ye! behold how Phoebus is unwise',
The Muse shall bring upon him perfidies
And strange distress that now he doth not know,
Aud Chronos wreak Iris wrath with enterprise
Upon the rival that his power defies.
Yea, and the Sea Itself shall play it low
Down on hlui, ana he suffer loss and woe:
For the Sun speaks when stars are In the skies
But with the early bird the Times do go.

’

CHRONOS.

MELPOMENE.

A Creat Strike.

non-union

form?

an

Mugwump, or as I proclaimed myself durtbe last Presidential campaign, a Blaine Democrat. I am now more of a Blaine man than ever
I

BUSINESS, PROBABLY.
[New York Tribune.]
Hall is said to be “doing v«ry
Tammany
vvell with the Administration now in the
matter of patronage.” fs this politics or re-

Times.

A paragraph is going the rounds of the
state papers stating that nine ex-Governors
of Maine are now living, viz.:
Hannibal
Hamlin, 1858; Joshua L. Chamberlain, Sid-

the second

[Bangor Commercial.]
The old Maine homestead is a better place
to be in than a sod hut on a western prairie,
this winter.

Not SO.
Nay, for the Sun has bought and bought It low,
Thou art too late to purchase song of mine,
Speak not to me nor stay me—let roe go.

A.TWKMKNTW.

FIWANCUI,.

MIliCBBrAWKOCH.

Muss, I will pay thy price, aud buy Locrlne,
Mine be thy tragic manuscript.

CURRENT COMMENT.

PRESS.

MORRISON &

One hundred presents, Including

represented.

I

4

a

T-ady’s beautiful Gold Stem-Winding Watch,

a

Silver Set, Silver

Cake Basket, Castor, and other valuable articles of Jewelry and Stiver Ware, Oil Paintings, etc., etc.,
tall
too numerous to mention, will be given to customers who buy goods of us before the above date,
and register your name Iree. Lowest prices In the city for Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware.

PORTLAND, ME.

RKI.IABEE ACJKNTS WANTEU in towns and districts where the company is not now
decZOdUw

CO., Jewelers, 565 Congress St.

MORRISON &
No. 565
noVi'J

Congress Street,

CO., Jewelers,
■

no

dim

12

01.

contain*

strength of 10 lb*, of meat. If your druggist
doe* not keep it, we will send a 12 oa. jottle,
express paid, on receipt of One Dollar.
A. P. BUSH Si CO., Boston, Ma^s.

lYTERUTIOYAL RAILWAY OF NAME.
Tenders for Bridge

Superstructure.

the

octlO

eod6m

REMOVAL.
HENRY

8.

PAYSON

REMOVED FROM

3i 1-2

Under C. A. R. Hall.

medication whatever.

Exchange

St. to 191 Middle

St.,

CAM® BANK Bl'ILDIXfi.
novSS
dim*

a number of
Howe Truss
for
the above
Bridge Superstructure required
Railway In the State of Maine will be received
of
this
Ofllce
the
at
the
undersigned
by
Company
In the City of Sherbrooke, Province of Quebec, on
or before uuon of Wednesday, the 4th day of JanFull particulars with plan* and
uary. 1888.
Specifications may be seen ou and alter Wednesuay, the 21st of December, at the Engineer's Office of the said Company at U rcenville, Me„ at the
office of Messrs. Wilson * w oodard, solicitors
Bangor. Me., or at the Supertntendeut's office. In
the City of Sherbrooke, Quebec.

TENDERS
spans of

for the construction of
various

lengths

of

HUGH D. LUM8DKN,
u
Superlntenden. oi Construction.
Sherbrooke, F. Q., 14th December, 1887.

decll)

d2w

■*

PHKSS.

j'HK

MONDAY MORNING, DEC. 20.

Pfue. *268*60
Mol. heading
22
Hoods—
Shingles—
New 14 ft
£$251 X cedar... 8 6i.@3 76
Old
*20®$231 Clear cedar.31 >0@3 26
0082 60
Short do 8 ft $10®#12| X No 1....
ft
7
$8 j No 1 cedai. 1 26® 1 76
1 26® 1 60
Pop’r staves |12@$14 Spruce.
121
Spmce rough
OaK nua
| bpruce_ 2 00®2 16
Liae-Ceurst.
staves
#12 60@$14|
1 Ob
Lime v cask..
llorriase.
l 60
11
Cement.
Ainer'n t> lb
1
matches.
11
Knssia.
60
Manilla
gross
12Mi@13Vi I Star,
Manilla Bolt Hope 14 I Dlrigo. 89® 41

ON’T

...

THE

PRESS.

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
Exchange St.; Armstrong, F..& M. C. R. R. Depot; Hodgson, 96V4 Portland St.; John Cox, C<10
Congress 8t.; Costello, 7 Exchange St.; Lawson,
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 604 Congress St.; Peterson, 2 Exchange 81.; (Ioold, corner Congress and
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Congress St.; Ross, 193 Congress St.; Beardsworth,
87 India 8t.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:
Abbott. 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros.’
agents on all trains naming out of tlie cltv.
Auburn. Haskell & lteyuolds.
Augusta, J. K. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford. E. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. 1.. Dennison.
f umbel land Mills, K. 8. Raymond.
Damartscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
J. C. Gerry.
Fryeliurg,E.
H. Evans.
Fairfield,
Farmington. White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lcwlstou, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, ft. A. Thomas.
Norway, 8. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, S. C. Prince & Sou.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Wui.
II. Hyde.
Saccarappa, C. H. Kilby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Kprlngvale, C. H. Pierce.
Kkowhegan—Bfxby & Buck.
Thcniaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, A. B. Vlual.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watcrville, C. H. Hayes.
G.
70

••

If...S..41.

Uf

If

Dn.o.olt

WIT AND WISDOM.
First Areola man—\Yliat Is

opinion of

our

archy?

Second Areola man— It’s Just the thing.
base-hall player, and rub myself with it
night to take out the soreness.

an-

I’m

a

every

Sisal.HMi@12ysi

Copper—
14x48 coin
26 26
Urngi and Vyea.
14x46 planAcid Oxalic
I2@14
14
ished.
tart—
621
60®
Bolts.
Ammoula—
l
8 27
Y M sheath
17
carb. 16® 20
20
81 YM Bolts..
Ashes, pot.. ti'Vi.a
Bottoms....
Bats coaDla.. 66® 60
S0®32
>18
Beeswax. 30® 33 Ingot.
Blch uowders
51 Tin—
Straits. 37® *0
Borax. 10® 12
3
Brimstone.... 2%@
English. 37® 40
Cochineal
Char. I. C..6 75®6 26
40® 45
1. X. .8 00®8 6'i
3
Char.
Copperas.1V4®
Terne.6 26® 770
Cream tartar. 40® 42
25® 550
Ex. logwood.
17
Coke.5
12®
Gumarabic... 70@1 25 Antimony. 14® 15
Aloes cape.... 16® 26 Zinc.7 00®8 00
22
Camphor. 26® 28 Solder 44X44molasses.
Mvrrh. 60® 66
Opium.4 60®4 76 Porto Kico... 28® 40
Shellac. 26® 30 Barbadoes.... 28® 80
Indigo. 86® 1 00 Cienfuegos.... 24® 26
@2044
Iodine.4 25® 4 38 Bolling.
"2 00 Fancy Pouce..
38@40
Ipecac.
—

16®
54®

Nails.
20
40 Uask.2 15®'2
Naval Stores.
1053 361
75@3 001 Tar *> bbl. ...3 25®3
60®2 00l Coal Tar....3 25-3
26@2 601 Pitch (C Tar) 3 25® 3

Licorice, rt..

25
Lai ex.
Morphine.3
60
Oil bergamot.2
60
Cod liver.1
60
Lemon.2
Olive.1 25@1 75| Wil. Pitch....300.®3 25
PeuDt.3 (Hitt3 601 Kosln.3 00®4 00
Wmtergreen..2 2(itt2 30i Turpt’ne, gall 43® 60
Potass or’rnde 46® 68 Oakum. 8448944
Oil.
Chlorate. 20@ 22
®844
Iodide.3 10®3 25! Linseed. 61® 66
72! Boiled. 54® 69
Quicksilver...
66@70l Sperm.1 00® 1 16
Quinine.
tttrnuebarb.. 76®1 60i Whale. 50® 60
Kt suaae. 35® AO I Bank. 30® 3o
Saltpetre. 10® 1« Shore. 28® 33
33
®
Senna. 25® 30! Porgie.
Canary seed..
4® 4 V4 Lard. 60® 70
Cardamons. ..100®1 76 Castor.1 26® 1 30
Neatstoot. 90@1 00
Soda, bi-carb.3% @
3 Elaine. 62® 50
Sal.2 Mi®
Palais.
Sulpur.2Mi@8V4i
00
Sugar lead... 20® 22 Pure gro nd ld660®7
White wax... 66® 60 Pure dry lead6 tH > a i> 25
8 Eng Veu Bed.
Vitrol. blue..
3® 344
6@

Vanilla, beau.# 10®
The well known strengthenlnv prepertles ol Ikon, combined with other tonics and a
most perfect nervine, are found in Carter's lion
Fills, widen strengthen the nerves and body, and
improve the blood and complexion.
“Mamma,” said Flossie, “when I was a baby
did I come from heaven?”
“Yes, dear.”
“And will I go to heaven when I die?”
“I hope so.”
“Well,” said Flossie, admiring herself in the
mirror, “I guess they won’t know me when I get
back.”
Ueo. W. Earhart, Captain of Police, Baltimore,
Md., says:—"I have used Salvation Oil and found
it a most excellent remedy. I recommend it to
all.”
Yesterday I had a horrid cold. I used Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup, and to-day I am as well as
ever.

Ouch.

No 1..
No 3.

$16 Bed Lead
7® 744
I 4m. Zlnx.6 00@7 00
Bochelle Yellow....244
S3
Klee.
£30 Bice, *> lb.... 6448 7
120 Rangoon. 6448544

No 10.

8

...

ly replied:

“Why, Mr.-, you know I take
est in your farewell.”_

great inter-

a

A Household Remedy.—No family should
be without some remedy for the cure of affections
so universally prevalent as coughs, colds, sore
throat, whooping-cough and croup—some remedy,
too, which can be relied on as safe, sure and certain. Da. Wistak'b Balsam ok Wild Chebbits the article required.
Little girl (looklug at a one-legged mau)—Oh,
Where was he made?
Mother-Made in heaven, my dear.
Little girl—Why don’t he go back and get finished.
mamma!

Must not be confounded with common
cathartic or purgative pills. Carter’s Little Liver
Fills are entirely unlike them in every respect.
One trial will prove their superiority.
of breaking your neck in runIt'll keep tlllyouget there.”
"Keep nuthln’!” said Bill, all out of breath,
“it’s in one of these big ‘warranted strictly fireproof buildings. 1 want to get there in time to
see the walls tall in.”
“What’s the use
ning to a Are, Bill.

FIKAIiCliLTNO

COMMERCIAL.

STATE OF TRADE.
From Weekly Trade Review of K. G. Dun & Co.
Business throughout the country is active for the
BCHOUUi auu

lilivugll

V

UllbVUUUO

ul

ovtltv

pv*—

—

slow and credits are strained the reports are genBut uncertainty and
erally fairly satlf factory.
hesitation affect important branches of production and the industrial outlook does not improve.
Speculation has been less active and the general
level of prices, though higher than a week ago in
most speculative markets, has on the whole de
dined a little. These facts indicate activity in
trading rather than satisfactory relations of supply and demand.
The iron trade is unsettled, with sales of several
thousand tons of Birmingham pig here, while at
Philadelphia offers a dollar below the market are
noted. Sales of 40,000 tons steel rails have been
made during the week, and generally at terms
netting between *31 and $32. Bar iron Is weaker
and the tendency to shrinkage in demand appears
not
in crude but in manufactured forms of

only

iron and steel
Wool is not active and prices range 10 to IS per
cent, below those of May last, notwithstanding
the decrease in imports and home production,
which shows a curtailment of the manufacture.
Cottons are firm at recent advances and In good
demand for the season, print cloths having risen
to sya bid, but continued large supplies cause
raw cotton to recede an eighth.
The boot and shoe business is doing well, and it
noted that purchasers are already hurrying up
their orders, while the leather trade Improves
slightly, if at all.
It is an encouraging fact that singularly little
disturbance has yet appeared in regions where
real estate speculation was active, and payments
of interest on mortgage do not yet seem unusually delayed, even when crops have been short. A
Chicago agency, having $360,000 Interest due on
mortgages January 1, had already received more
than half the amount December 17. it is observed, too, that demands for money from the interior
diminish at Chicago, though that city is still drawing from New York, and the pressure for money
there does not abate.
There were 261 failures tu the United States,
and 29 in Canada, the past week, or a total of 280
with a total of 288 the previous
as compared
week; for the corresponding week last year the
figures were 2C3, being 231 in the United States
and 32 in Canada.
is

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Dec. 24, 1887.
to-day’s closing quotations of

The following

are

UiaiU) 4 1UIIDIVUOI

wv..

Crain.

Flour.

H Mid Coni.
68*69
Superhue auu
low grades.2 76®3 73 Corn, bag lots—70*71
lots.
,.67*“8
Meal,
bag
X Spring uuo
42*43
XX spring..4.15®4 36 Oats, car lots
44*45
Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
Wheats.' V* &6 601 Cotton seed,
oo
lots..24
car
60*25
Micli. straight
do bag...26 60*26 00
roller .4 50@4 76
clear do....4 25®4 60 Sack'dSr’u
car lots. .23 00*24 00
atone grolind4 26®4 36
do hag. .24 oo*2., oo
lit Louis sl'gt
roller.4 7fi®6 00 Mtudiings. 24 00*20 60
clear do.... 4 76t®4% do bag lots,25 00(*27 00
Provisions.
W Inter wneat
Patents.6 00®6 26 Pork—
Backs ...18 60*19 00
Fish.
Clear ....18 00*18 25
0(Ki. & qll—
Mess.16 00*18 60
,.*rge Shore 4Vg®4 25
Large Banks 7 da 4 oo Beet—
email.8uo®8 60 Kx Mess. 8 00* 8 60
9 00*9 25
Plate....
Pollock.2 26® 8 26
Haddock.1 60®2 OO Kx Plate. 9 60*10 00
Hake.1 76®2 00 LardTubs ^ p.-8 ®8%o
Herring
!>*.16i.nl8c Tierces.... 8 *8V«c
Scaled
h®l4 Pails.8 *9 c
rlo 1.
Hams t* lb 10% *11%
Mackerel t> bbl—
do ooveredll%*ll%
shore is.16 (J0®1800
Oil.
Shoie 2s. 14 oo® 16 00
Men. v6.ll oo®l8 00 Kerosene—
Kel.
Pet. 7
,.12
0u*1400
Po
Huge
Produce.
Pratt oAstT.tfbbl. 10%
Crauocme*—
Maine— 7 CO® 8 00 Uevoe’s Brilliant. luV«
Cape Cod a 0(1* 10 00 Llgenla. 8%
Pea Beans...2 B5®2 76
Medium....2 46a2 60 Centennial. 8%
Raisins.
German ma2 25® 2 40
yellow Kyes.2 oo®2 16 Muscatel- 2,25*8 36
poanoesbush 76c®90c;. .oudon Lay'r 2 50*3 00
mdura Lay
u*9%c
7%®8
8t Potatoes 4 00®6 00 Valencia.
Onions P> bbl 3 75 a 4 00
Sugar.
_

Turkeys.i4n17

f’U>.

20 Saleratus.

10 oz.

Iwanpowdrr-Hbol.
Blasting.3 60®4 00
Sporting.6 25®6 50
6
Drop shot
7
Buck.
—

(lay.

Pressed.$12®#

14

—

Clover.

8%®12%c

Chese.
Choice eating
Vermont_ lo *13%
Common
76
N.V.
10 *13%
lialdus2
tactory
60®2
Fancy
Mvupoiaietl *i Ibl 2 a. J 3c
Butter.
Creamery y m---24*20
Lemons.
Palermo.4 UO®4 6o ■zul Koge ver....23*26
Messina.4 00®4 60 Choice.19*20
Hood....17*18
Mabtgers....
8tore.16*16
Oranges.
Florin*. 3 60*426
Eggs.
26 a 26
6 0o®0 60 Pastern exT,”a
Valencia
3 OU®S 60
17,*;a2 0o

■.

I Cali Ik Western. 24*26

Messina *nu lie

Palermo t»t.x.3 Ot.Ko.3 60 I Limed.2u@21
l.rno.

«f renal.

sq..5$®?
4

on

8*8%
Pipe.7 *7 Vs
Pig.6 00*6 62

•Sheet.

Pilot Kup.
do

Ship.4WiS 6
Crackers *Hb-.6®6Vi
I

Cumber laud.. 6 00@6 60
®
AomUIa..

New

Leatker.
York-

Light. 21®
weight. 23®
Heavy. 23®
Mid

22
24
26
36
22
00

(0»7
33®
(ft# 00 Slaughter
«7 00 (loot) d'mgd. 21*
Ain caU. 90*1
(:•((««•
JLunaber.
Rio. roasted 23@26
South pine,80 00@40 00
Java do.... 28
r^32
UU

Chestnut.

Franklin.

Leliiuh.

Clear pine—
I'voitpragr.
Hhhd shooks and hd§—
Uppers.*56@f66
Mol. city...1 6t%l 76i Select.
Bug. city... 96® 1 06i Fine comn>on*86®*42
Bug. s’dshk 60® 701 Spruce. *13*414
P ne sugar—
Hemlock.*11**12
Box sliooks
® 45 Clapboards—
8 agar neadlng—
Spruce. X.. *28®*80
Spruce 36 tn 18® 201 Clear.*26**28
_

Pine

Hard pine

18®

30
20

Spices.

6@ 644

Cassia, pure.. 16® 17
Cloves. 33® 35
Ginger. 13® 16
Mace. 76® »0

89
26

76®

Nutmegs.

Pepper. 22®
Starch.

Straw.........J 8@$ 10 Laundry.,—

6

844 ®

Teas.

Iron.

Common. 2Vk@2l/i Soucnong. 18® 60
Nefined. 2Mi@2% Oolong. 20® 80
4
ltorway..
®4V41 do choice.. 35® 60
.12
Cast steel
@15! Japan. 26® 80
uo choice.. 36® 40
German steel 5 @7
Tabaeea.
3
Shoe steel
Best brands.. 60® 60
Sheet IronCommon_ 3%@4>4 Medium. 30® 40
Common. 25® 30
H.C. 4@4Mi
—

7iS;8'A

Galv.

Naturai

leaf..

70

60®

Foreign Exports.
FAJARDO. PR.
Brig Arcot—4200 sliooks 4,600 prs heads 260 tbs pitch 260 do tar 34,721ft
boards.
_

PORTLAND. Dec. 24,1887.
Received bj Maine Central Railroad—For Porif
miscellaneous
mercnanuise; for con43
cars
and
necting roads 78 cars miscellaneous mercbantise.
_

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a- Bakbbtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
163
Canal National Bank.10O 162
160

162
122
62
126
142
80
100
70

120
61
124
140

76
66
66

BONDS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1888 ,...103
Portland City 6s,Municip’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, It. R. aid 1007...123
Bath Ctlty 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City 6s It. R. aid various_101
Bangor City 6s. long R. R. aid—113
Bangor City 6s, one Mun.123
Belfast City 6s, R. It. aid. 104
And. A Ken. K. K. 6s, various.... 104
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896. 110
Leeds & Farmlng’tn R. R. 6s.110
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. R. Ccnsoi 7s—133
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s„..100
2d mtg Os..... 106
«
•

104
116
126
105
103
116

126
i03
105
112
112
123
135
108
101
107
112

8d mtg 6s... .111

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.1887.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Hale Si Norcross. 84k
Gould St Curry. 4 86

OpUlr.
kT/»r>wln

8

.1

A K

Union Con.4 60
Potosi.:. 5Vs
Yellow Jacket. 6V4
Best & Belcher. 6
Con.Cal. & Va. 19%
7y»
Savage.
Crown Point.7 60
Mexican..4 90
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Dec. 24.1887.—The following are today’s quotations oi Provisions. Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 17 60*18 00;short cuts 17 76*
is 26; backs 18 26*18 60; light backs 17 2o;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard-H)hoice at 8VtC 19 lb In tcs; 814*90 in 10Ibpails; 9*9y«c In 6-th palls.
flams at 10® 11c. according to size and cure;
pressed bams ll@llV4c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7“4 c t> ibjcountry do,at 7c.
Buuei— Western extra fresh made creamery at
29®aoc; do extra firsts at 26*2Bc; do firsts 23®
26c; New Yorkifall made creamery, extra at 2 ®
28c; Vermont extra entry 28®29c. do firsts 26®
The above quotations are receivers’ prices
27c.
for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c

higher.

Cheese—Northern choice at 12*12V4c; Ohio
choice ilV4*12c; Northern sage at 13*14c. Jobbing prices V4c higher.
Eggs—Eastern tresb 26*28 :some fancy higher;
do firsts 24®26c; extra vt and N H 27®z8c;
choice Canada 21*23c; good to fresh Western 23
iMiciilgau fresh 24*25«; Nova Scotia 24c;
obbiug price V4@lc higher.
Beaus—cuoice small N Y hand picked pea:at
2|66®2 60 t* bush; choice New York large baud
ed do 2 40*2 60; small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 76*2 85.
llay—Choice prime hay at 17 00*18 00; fairTo
good at 816 00*816 00; Eastern fine 812*816;
door to ordinary 810*814; East swale 10*811.
Kye straw, choice, 17 50*818 50, some fancy old
higher; oat straw 88*8 6o.
Potatoes—Houlton ltose 83@86c » bush ;do Hebrons 88® 90c; Aroostook Hose at 83c; do lie

S;24c

broils at

85®88c.

Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, Dec. 24, 1887.—Sugar—The market liaslbeen quiet during the past week, the
high prices asked by plauters curtailing operations. Quotations closed steady.
Centritugal 92 to 96 degrees polarization, in
lilids. bags and boxes, $3 00*3 37Y4 gold per
quintal.

the warehouses at Havana and
Matauzas, 10,500 boxes. 11,000 bags, and 340
the
week.
64 lilids
for
lilids;
receipts
and 10,600 bags; exports during the week, 44
boxes, 4,600 bags and 97 lilids, all to the United
Stocks

in

States.

lihd of sugar loading at
for the United States at 2 50 gold;
of sugar from ports on the north coast
(outside ports) for the United States at 82 50®

Freights quiet;

Havana
per hlid
2 76

gold.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
enoM

Ar at Liverpool 20tli. steamer Sarnia, Portland.
Sid fiu Manila Nov 12th. barque Hiram Emery,
Gorham, New York.
Ar at Esqulmault Dec 18, sch Walter L Rich,
Jordan, Provlncetown via Punta Arenas.
Ar at C'artbageua eth Inst, sch Jennie Hall,Hall,
Savauilla, to load for New York.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 22, sch Edw E Webster,
Harris, from Gloucester for San Francisco.
Ar at Aspinwall Dec 13. barque Edw O Clark,
Stahl, Baltimore.
Sid fm Surinam Dec 10th, brig Eugene Hale.
Harding, Boston.
Sid tin St Thomas Dec 14, sch A L Butler, Foster, Wilmington.
Ar at liemarara Dec 6, sch Lizzie Lane, Herrick, Fernandtna.
Sid fm Port Spain 2d Inst, barque Joe Reed, Edwards, Florida.

Memoranda.
Sch A Hayford. Warren, from New York for
Boston, was towed into Hyaunis 28d with loss of
rudder and leaking 2000 strokes per hour. The
captain reports having struck an obstruction ofl
Bass Light 22d, which he thinks is an old wreck,
in

about ten feet water.
Sch Nellie A Drury, with lumber,
23d with loss of sails,

Vineyard-Haven

arrived at

having

en-

countered severe weather.
Chatham, Dec 23—Sch Celina. from Baltimore
for Boston, stood In too near the beach this morning and grounded. A contract was made with tug
Jos Bertram to haul her off for 8400, but the schr
floated off before tug could get out a line, and proceeded under sail.
Domestic
OIM VDlVDIQD/l

Ports.

nu

10»>i

ahln

Palmvpfl

Miuut, Puget Sound; Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf,
Seattle.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 14th, ship Nancy Pendleton,

2d clear.*20**23
No 1.*16**16

Allow your Clothing,

washed in the old

GALVKSTON-Sld 18th, brig Lahalna, Allen,

Boston.
NEW

ORLEANS-Cld 21st, barque Chestlna
Redman, Watts. Boston.
Sid fm Port Eads 22d Inst, sch San Domingo, fm
Baltimore.

JACKSONVILLE-Sid 21st, sell St John, GilYork.
DARIEN—Cld 22d, barque Hancock, Guptill,

more, New

OPERA GLASSES.
»_i

ieDZB

fob

New York..Havre.Dec
La Bourfiogue..
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...Dec
Kliatea.New York..Hamburg:...Dec
Britanic.New York..Liverpool ...Jan
Finance.New York..Kio Janeiro..Dec
Alier .New York..Bremen.Dec
Finance.Now York.. liio Janeiro Dec
Valencia.New 1 ork..Laguayra. ..Dec
Cliy Alexandria..New York..Havana.Dec

Samaria.Boston.Liverpool... Dec
Manhattan .New York. Havana.Dec

Polynesian.Portland...Liverpool....Dec

Saratoga.New York..H vana.Dec
Fortunse.New Y’ork..Para.Dec
City of Chicago ..New York Liverpool ...Dec

Br

eoucxwuriuxy

Pe.geiiland.New Yors..Antwerp....Dec

Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool

JOHN*

LBUMENT

CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch L C Kaminski,
Woodbury, New York.
Cld 23d, barque Lizzie Cartor, Goodman, Baltimoie.

23d. sch Nellie T Morse, for New York.
Cld 23d, sch Uranus.
WILMINGTON. NC
Peters, Ponce.
BALTIMORE—Ar22d, schs J C 8mitli. Foss,
Charleston; Conecuh,Southard, Port Royal.
Ar 23d, sch T A Lambert. Hall, Boston.
Sid 23d. brig Harry Smith.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 23d, sells Falmouth,
Clark. Demarara; Ella M Storer, St Simons.
Cld 23d, schs Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Portland; J B Holden, Marston. Galveston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 23d, sch R D Spear,Farr.
Charleston.
Sid 21st, sch C W Locke, Willey. Fernandlna.
Ar 23d, sch John K Souther, Balano, Savannah;
Grace Bradley, McIntosh, Brunswick.
NEW YOKK-Ar 23d, ship Daul Barnes, Stover
Pisagua 114 days; schs S P Hitchcock, Blair, Fernandiua; Hattie May, Richardson, Georgetown.
Ar 24th, sch Geo Bird, Gray, Baracoa.
Cld 23d. barques Proteus, Peterson, Cork; Autonio Sala, t lerce, Havana; Miranda, Corbett, for
Sagua; sch Henry S WoodrufT.Hodgklns.St Johns
and Mayaguez; Julia S Bailey, Gould, Galveston.
Sid 22d, ship Robt Dixon,for Havre; sch Isaiah
K stetson, for Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, schs John H Cross,
Hawley. Savannah; Frank O Dame, Rogers, from
Sid

—

Host Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Knows.
CUBES
Diphtheria, Croup, Aathma, Bronchltis, Neuralgia, Bheumatism, Bleeding at the
oy

—

Lungs, Hoarseness, Influence. Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chromo Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatioa, Lame Back, Lameuees
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Ciroulars free

are saveo on

|

27
27
27
27
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
81
31
81
31

a

great bargain.
$3.75 buys an All Wool Put*

Pant worth $4,50.
$5.50 represents a lot of
Black and Brown Worsted
Overcoats, sizes 13 to 16,
worth $9.50.
nam

Sid 23d, sch Clias U Haskell, Sllsbee, for BaltiBRISTOL—Ar 21st, sch Geo Nevenger, Jordan,

York.

bok'

n

lor

SALEM-Ar 23d, sch Maggie Cummings, Doyle,
Machias.
Slu 23d. sch Enterprise, for Providence.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th. sens Lygonia,Boston
for Clark's Island; Katie Mitchell, do for Bath.
POKTSMOUTH-Ar 23d, sch Yr. ka, Falkinghaui, Amboy; Rattler, Hunt, New York.
Sid 22d, schs Lillian, Robinson, Belfast for Bos-

Maligam,

Whidden.

SHERIDAN’S CONDITION POWDER

Is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
Is worth a pound of any other kind. It is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth its weight in gold. Illustrated book by mall free. Sold everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents In stamps. 2X-lb. tin cans, $1: by
mail, $1.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for $5.00.
Dlt. 1. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boaton, Mass,
eod& w-nrm 1 y
angl2

Spring

Jlldtf

BOSTON

and wife, without Insituation of any kind; good

By

—

a

a man

STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

_20-1

gentleman
good
who
WANTEO—
give good references and who ha*
If suitA

WINTER

address,

ol

energy and perseverance; a good salary
able : paid weekly. Apply from 8.80 to 9.30 a. m.
aud from 12.3o to 2.3o and 6.30 to 8 p. m., to MIL
JOHN BROWN, 8 Toltnan Place.24-8
M1ELI.ANIOV.

til

in the window of Brown’s Shoe Store
for the finest display of Christmas
In Portland, one large lot choice Datterns
at just half price. BROWN’S, 461 Congress St.

LOOK

____21-1
big lot) lot of Christmas 811pj>ess
ANOTHER
Just arrived, at BROWN’S, entire lot selling
481
at
that
prices
surprises everybody. BROWN,
21-1
Congress St.

convinced that you

in, examine and
('1031
J
buy Christmas Slippers
cent,
than elsewhere.
tc

be

can

cheaper

per

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day eveDlng at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for
Worcester, New York, Xc.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston evday evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COYl.K. Manager.
novltt

ery week

place. BROWN’S. 481 Congress

at

Brown's 26
Itemember the
St.
21-1

situation as
stenagrapher. bookkeeper, cashier or copyist. Address J. M. J., Woodfords. Me.. Deerlng
3-4
Center Box.
a young

WANTED—by

lady

Liverpool
From Liverpool I
via Halifax. I

a

Portland for
Rockland.

New Bedford j

’Hunter,

Forelen Ports.
Hiogo Nov 26, snip Wm G Davis, Morse,
New York; John Currier, Dow, unc.
Sld fm Queenstown Dee 23, ship Thos M Keed,
Starkey, (from San Francisco) for Liverpool.
Sld fm Kosarlo prev to Nov 17th, barque Jessie
Macgrcgor, McFaddeu. Pernambuco.
At Buenos Ayres Nov 16t
ship Enos Soule,
Soule, from Tacoma; barques Shetland, Haskell,
York
from New
Auburudale, Wooster, from
;
I'.rtlana; John E Chase, Park, do; Coryphene.
from
New
Gross,
York; Virginia, Pettigrew, from

SICK =====
HEAD-ACHE.
NERVOUS——
HEAD-ACHE.
Both

Nov 23, barque Ethel, Thompson,

Pernambuco. •
Sld fm Moutevideo about Nov 16, ship Rutus E
Wood. Boyd, North America.
hid fm Aspinwatl Dec 13. barque Chas Loring,
ThestruD, Boston via Pensacola.
Sld fm Gonaives 7th inst. schs Dione, Raynes,
and M C Moseley, Torrey, Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes 12tn Inst, brig Mary Bartlett.
Thompson, Machias; sch Henry Crosby, Stubbs,

Congress

MANDRAKE is
Compounded

Sedative,

a

as

THURSDAY,
Dec. 15.
Parisian.
Dec. 28Dec. 8.
| Poly nesian.
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
(50, |85 and $75; intermediate, |30; steerage,
Nov. 24.

For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, SO State St., Bost"U; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or .or passage or freight to H.
ji A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

nov21dtf

F. VAN NOORDEN &

i, A

■ ima, ■

a

A

|y|Mnunftivc g-iLLo
•ifc

WILL
PERMANENTLY
CURE

<lflm

For Sale by all Druggists. Prioa 25 eta. per box;
i boxes for G5 eta.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
raoeipt of price. Dr. J. 11. Schenck & Bon, Philad’a.

ilampden, McLaughlln.|Machiasfor Boston.
Maggie Kllen, Littlejohn, Rockland for New

& Co.

Sedgwick—N Blake.
Parker. Deer Isle—N Blake.
Sch Frankliu Pierce, Holmes, So West Harbor—
N Blake.
SUNDAY. Dec. 25.
Arrived.
Brig Gipsy cueen, Chandler, Baltimore—coal to
Atwood Lead Co. vessel to W 8 Jordan & Co.

One large show ease, 9 feet
small ones, for sale cheap; also 1
JOHN S. FITZ, 18 Washington

MALE
long, and 3
meat block.

—

MALE—Firemen’s Rubber Boots, always open at top, step right into, no stopping
to pull on, just the thing to get into In a hurry;
also rubber hoots for stout, heavy men, with large
legs, no stopping to pull on. J. W. TURNER,
653 Congress corner Oak 8L22-1

GENTLEMEN’S NECKWEAR,
SI|LK

MUFFLERS,

MALE—Sleigh hacks and traver* run117 OXFORD ST.22-1
nets.

FOB

fifteen well furnished rooms; nice dining room;
feeding 250 dally, net weekly profit 60 dollars;
this is no humbug and to a smart man and wife
will prove Itself a bonanza. For further particulars address PUTNAM It CO., 11 Court 81.,

FOB
No.

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

SILK HANDKERCHIFS,

OB

MAI.E

MALE—A good family horse, sound and
a
good sleigh, harness and
one good cabinet organ.
phaeton
Apply to
F. W. STOCKMAN, W. L. WILSON lit CO. 21-1
also
FOBkind;
and

PA IBM fine

f

at

just

one-nan me

SALE

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,

Exchange street._21-1

SALE—The elegant S. G. Chlckerlng
and Ivers and Pond Pianos sold at extra inducements for the holidays: also the favorite
Palace Organs for sale by C. K. HAWES, 431
Congress St.20-1

SALE—1 second-band 12 horse power
one 14 horse power boiler with
pump. Inspirator and all fittings at a barBIDDEFORD
STOVE FOUNgain. Address,
ocStf
DRY, Biddeford. Me.

a

l.ndira, ar.id ro.mriir. and rouge., akin Sue
soap will give you healthy and rosy complex-

cess

ion.

HA! I You will laugh with delight If you use
HA! HA! i Skin-Success Soap. 26c. at Druggists
HA!

WANTED

WANTED.
take an office and represent a manufacturer; $60 per week; small capital reAddress, with stamp. MANUFACT
dec2 2dlwUREH, Box 70. West Acton, Mass.

A

UmbreUas !

man to

TO

LET—For the winter, furnished house, ten
Enquire at 776 CONGRESS ST.

rooms.

_23-1

we are

sell-

remedy

for

SOMERS BROS.,
Street,

Coughs,

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A CO.. Apothecaries.
25th Street and Fourth Avenue, rfevr \ork.
Price 10* 35 and 75 t'eoM.
For sale by all the beet Druggist*.

eod&wlynrm

mji2i

To Vessel Owners.

a

margin of 2 per cent,

and

or

telegraph

a

Specialty.

Port Clyde Marine Kailway has been thorTHE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
in readiness to
THE
oughly rebuilt, aud is
JOSEril CLEAll r. Manager,
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
now

dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
W. 0. 8TIMPSON, Jb.,
Address.
I'ort Clyde, Me.
declSdtf

24

Congress St., Boston,

from New York.

Washington

301

mrrel.
eod3m

International
—

ton

Building.

St.,

_20-1

—

AND A LX PARTS OP

—

Hrunnwick, N«yh ttcwtla. Priace K«l*
wards Islaad, aad f'ape Brelw.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Re:!road Wharf, foot of State street, every MON DA Y.
and THURSDAY at 5.00 r. it., for EAST POUT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Ti.rv. igh tickets issued and baggage checked :o
destination. tp-Fretght received upto 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fool
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.

ISL4NDN TKA.V1KRM.

Steamboat Co.

Harpswell

On and after September 19tb 1887. steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orv’s Island for Portland at 6.48 a. m.;
Bailey's Island 7.0<); Harpswell, 7.15; East End,
Great Cbebeague.7 45; Jenk's. 8.00; H pe Island 8.05; Ltttle Cbebeague, 8.20; lemg Island
8.40, arriving In Portland at 0.16 a. in.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr's Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager
seplOdtf
ANNUAL

.7IKKTI1NUIS.

Insurance Company.

HE stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the Company's office on Wednesday, the fourth day of
January. 1888, at 3 o'clock p. in., for the fo.low-

11

°fs?.U?o>choose

seven

directors for the

ensuing

year.

2d. To vote upon the expediency of closing the
concerns of the Corporation and dividing the capital among the stockholders, or of making any other change that the stockholders may see fit.
3d. To transact any other business that m*y lecome

Hy order
decl4

l>efore them.

of the President and Directors.
CHAS. F. FLAGG,Secy.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

POHTLANfD.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
First National Bank of Portland will be held
at their Banking Kooms on TUESDAY, the tenth
day of Janu&rv next, at to.30 o’clock a. in., for
the purpose of electing seven Directors lor the
ami ror me

transacting

oi

outer

LET—Fine front office, cenon Commercial Street; very
airy; flue view, tinted walls,call
sunny, light
hells, fuel, lights etc. furnished; also summer
awning; very desirable location for a salesman;
rent $160 per year. Enquire of RYAN & KELSEY, No. 243 Commercial St._14-2

ensuing year,

A gas, perfect drainage; rent low! 9. W
TBAXTKB, No. 3 Galt Block.3-4

Annual Meeting of the Stockholder* of
the Merchants’ National Bank of Portland,
for the choice of Directors (or the ensuing year,
and transaction of auy other business which may
legally be presented, will be held at the Bank on
TUESDAY, Jan. 10, 1SHS. at 10 o'clock a. in.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
rtnslOdtd
Dec. 10. 1SS7.

TO

OFFICE
trally located
and

A

Day—A Gold

Mine

For Agents. Grandest Mraey IHahlwa Ha«inrn ever offered.
A golden harvest for the next
Two mouths. *73 Per Mouth and expenses to
active men to sell our gonds. No capital reNo peddllug. Sample case of goods and
<1 oircd.
valuable Information and full particulars PKEE
AdNo humbug, we mean lust what we say.
dress at once. STANDARD SILVKKWAKK CO.
oct31eod*w2ra
Boston. Mass'

with first-class table

rooms

Portland & Rochester R. Ra
TRA'NS.

OF

ARRANGEMENT

and alter VItaSsr, Octeb-r 34, INST,
Passenger Trains will I .re »e P rtlandi
■Ter Worcester, Cllataa, Ayer Jaaciiea.
Nashua, Wiadbeat and K##ia# at T.JO
On

aa.
a. at. ana 1.00 y
Far Vlaacheetor, i aacerd, and polals North
at 1.00 #. ea.
Far BechesIrr.Nerlagvele, Alfred, Waleae
bera, and Bure Hirer hi 7.30 a. aa., 1.00
and (mixed) at 4.JO a. aa.
....
Fer Oarhaa at T.JO a. as., 1.00, J.OO,
as.
tt.3o, »i d (mixed) at 0.30
For Narcarayya, t aaibrrlaad Vlllia, Wfia
break Jaactiea and Weedferd’a at T.J4
and 10.00 a. aa., 1.00, J.OO, 8.30 ar.d
(mixed) *0..T0 #. aa.
her Fercti A taaa (Deerleg) lOOOa.aa.,
JiOO and 0.30 p. aa.
The I .OO p. aa. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jeacl. with Haatat Taearl Beaus tor
the West, and at Calea Deuel, Worcester, hi
Near Yerk srla Nerwich l ine, and all relt,
also with 3. Y.A 3.*. B* R
via

any

A

stprioedrld,

•Steamer Maryland Route”) for Pbilodrlphie,
Baltlaaere, Waekiagtea,and the steaik, and
with Bee lea A Alkaay B. B. for the Weel.
Close connection made at Weetkreek Jeac»
tiaa with through trains of Mains entral R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. HKLI.KN.Ticket Agent, Port,
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. w. PETERS Sunt.
0Ct22dtf

NAIATitTiATRAL RAILROAD
MONDAY, Ocl 34, INST,
Psuragrr Traiaa will leare

Oa aad after

F.rtlaod

ae

fellows:

l.ewiatea, 8.30

For

Astern eed
in.:
12.50 4.60 p.

ala

l.ewiatea

a. m.,
Braas-

wkk,T'«a.m., 12.66 til.16p.m. For Balk,
7.06 a. ML, 2.55 and 4.55 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m. Beck load and
Kan aad Lincoln B. B., 7.06 a m. and
12 66 D. m.. Braaswirk, Canliarr Siellewrll, aad 4 agnate. 7.06 Am., 12.66, 4 66
and tll.16 p. in. haraalngtaa via Aewle7.06
■aa, 12.60 J. m.; via Brunswick.
Vlennaenlh, Wlain. and 12.65 p. m*
a
Nerik
■ krep
HrndAeld, Oakland aad
Aaesa, 12.60 p. ID.. Weirrrillr aad Haw

began, via l.rwi.ton. 12.50, via Angnsln,
7.05 a. m., 12.56 snd tll.16 p. m., and WalerBelfast
ville Saturdays only 4.66 p. m.
12.60 and tll.16 p. m.
aa.l
Dexter,
12.60
p. m.; via
linn got via l.ewistea.
Aagastu, 7.06 A m., 13.66 And tll.16 p. m.
A m.,
B.
7.06
H.,
Hanger dr Piecemeals
Bar
aad
Kllrwailk
tll.16 p. m.
and
Nt.
m.
12.66
tll.16 and
p.
Harbor,
strahre
(Calaia), Aroostook Ceeaty,
the
Previeces,
aad
Nl. Joke. Halifax,
12.50, 12.86 and tll.16p. m
UTAH trains timed aa above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at
lUnUKbSS 91.91A1IVK.
minutes later where through tickets And
baggage checks mi) be obtained for principal
points East and West. tThe night express with
deeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morn,
Ing train from Watervllle, Augusta and Hath
8.46 A m.; Lewiston, 8.50 a m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.oi.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath. Augusta and Horkland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50p. m. Night Pullman at 1. to

eight

A m.

Limited Tickets, arst aa<l second clam, fas
all palais la Iks Provinces aa sale at res

daced

rates.^

TOCKKR, Oeneral Manager.
K E. BOOTH BY, Qen’l P*as. and Ticket Agt.
oct21dt*
Portlani.. Oct.20,1887.

LET—No. 2 Remington Typewriter, capiTHE
lu good condition. ApTO tals and small letters,
Canal Bank
Middle
ply to W. K. ULMER, 188

Canton 4.30, 2.16 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.80 a. ra., 12.16 p. m.
STACK «:4SNKCTi03l.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. ra. for Hebron
Academy; Bueklleld 3.60 p. m. for W, Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.j arriving at Peru
6.30; DIxBeld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Return In#, leave
Breitun’s M1IU, Livermore.
Mexico 8.00, DIxBeld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at PortL. 1- LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.06 p. m.
octBdtf
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

—

EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHNN.B„HALIFAX H. S
Now

38,

Nev.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.48 a. in.;
Idswiston 9.50: Mechanic Falls (mixed trata' 10.
60; arriving at W. Minot I1.18;;K. Hebron 11,30;
BuckOeld 12.00: K. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p.m.; LewistonitOO,
Mechanic Falls 3.15: arriving at W Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 8.40; BuckOeld 3.60; K. Sumner 4.04;
Hartford 4.12; 6auton 4.27; tillbertvllle 4.34 p.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

TO

on

PIERCE
dec 17

A.

EDWARD

SOMERS.

SOMERS.
eodtI

or

BOSTON & NEW YORK SJOCKS
on

VIA

SA1PDON, N. B. Agent,

uov2

n

business that may legally come before them
J. E. WENGKKN, Cashier.
deciodtd
Portland. Dec. 9,1887.

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL BANK.
THE

ClIBERLAAD JIAT10AAL BAAK.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
Bank of Portland,
the Cumberland Nattou
will be held at tb elr Banklio I loom, on TUBS
1
tne
tenth
of
DAY,
1,at 10 o'clock a.
January,
id the transacm„ for the choice of Director ;
tion of any other business tha. may legally come
WILLIAM H SOULE, Cashier.
before them.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1MS7.deciodtd

fiRASTTUJlft

RAILWAY IP C£SA»JI.

WINTER AKKANOEREim
On

after nOTMV.Ssr. *•, 1997,

aad

trains will

ran as

fallewa

t

DKPtariKM
а.

P«/Ankara and Lewlsisa, .80 and 8.46
m. and 12.46 and 5.20 p. m.
Par lisrham, 8.46 a. in. and 1.80 and 6.20 p,

m.
Par lisrham, Vlsairral and
A m. and I 30 p. m.
Par Starker, 1.80 p. m
Per Harkield aad Caatea,
1.30 p. m.
A HBIVAI.H.

Ckiraga,

8.48

8.46 a

and

m.

Pram l.rwlstea and Ankara, 8.48 A a..
12.15. 8.16, 5 45 and 6.46 p. m.
Pram lisrham, 8.46 Am.. Ik.16and6.46 p. m.
Pram Chicago aad .Vlealreal, 12.16 and

б. 46 p.

m.

Vrsa Ifurker, 12.16 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
parlor cars on day train between Portland and
dmtreal
TICKBT MPPICKi

35 Eiohange Si, and Qecot fool of Imta Strati
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetlon aud Danville Junction as follows: To Chlca#21.ou and $19.CM); Detroit, t'fi.75 and
16 00; Kansas City. $32.60 and 028.86; St.
anl $:i2.5c> and 028.00; St. Louis via. Detroit.
026.00 and #21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
aud #24.90; California, #82.60 and #63.75.

{o,

JOSEPH HICKSON, Oeneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR. G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Nov. 28. 1887.

Portland and

Ogdensbnrg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONT EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connection# wl
Canadian Pat-illc Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
('•■mrariu MONDAY, Oct. IO, ISW,
and until lurther notice. Passenger trains will
leave Portland as follows: Si 33 n.
f„r Brldgton. Frv.hurg, No.Con_;!way, Fabyau’s, Bethlehem. Lancas-«*-ter, White Held, Littleton Wells’ Kiser, Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke. St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdensbiirg and West.
3.13 p. ns. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
tciuiedlate stations.,with Stage connections for
No. Windham. Standish, Mmington. Sehago, Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Falls. Denmark. LoveQ,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrtsou and Waterford via Brldgton.
Trains Arrive in Portland.
10.33 a. tn, from Bartlett and way stations.
S.II3 p. nt. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
0HA8. H. FOYK. Q. T. A.
Oct.

7,1887QCt7dtf

Bass’ English Ale

THE

—A1CD—

GlilOE^
For

STOUT,

Sale in the Original Package by

Canal National Bank.

R. STANLEY & SON.

electiou of seven directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their hanking house
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of Jannary, 1888. at
11 o’clock a. in.

IMPORTERS,

rooms

U M XAKALLEl> I Is
lMSCOVEKY! | Recommended by physicians.
Palmer’* Mb iu-Mucir» positively cures Skin
diseases. Soup and Ointment, cleanse and I eal.

upwards.
Orders Uy mail

A UK W-

THE

LET—Attic

—I—
At druggiirt*,* Skim-Succens’
25c. & 75c. Ulrin-Suocetw Soap
26c. Palmer Chemical Co^M.Y.
said about Skin-Success Soap

Bought and sold

STEAMSHIP CO.
ltle>snkip<s«kTB ClfY” Md ‘CITY
OF NI A CON” every TI* l’ BSD % V, nt 3
P.R..(r»StVtVVAII PIKH.
PasgrrM Slreel, IIo.toa.
RICHARDSON A BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent. Central
St
O. G. PEARSON,
R. it.. 201 Washlnmo
Agent, S. F. Si W. R’v .11 Washington St.,

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
board at *3.76 per week; also pleasant
TO
TilECanal
National Rank, of Portland, for the
first and second floors at reasonably low prices.

is troubled with humors.

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

Colds & Asthma.

fair, healthy Skin,

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

gally

BMHD.

ANY MAH,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with
a

VIA

TOGreen street.
eral of them

$6

TO

Coughs,

of the brightest
Commercial street. No.

AMENTS WANTED.

$1,000.
Colds and Pulmonary complaints. Since its Introduction it has constantly won its way into public
favor, until now it is the universal decision that
ADAMSON'S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

on

first-class tenement of B rooms on
Also, for sale, 30 houses, sevnear new depot.
Enquire of J. C.
WOODMAN, 106% Exchange St._21-1
LET—A small rent of four rooms In the
western part of the city. Enquire at No. 40
EXCHANGE ST.20-1

In making your purchases for the Holidays buy that which will be
of value and service to the one who is the subject of your affection.
Now there is nothing so serviceable to a lady as a set of Furs or a nice
Silk Umbrella, and a warm pair of Kid Gloves would be valneable to a

No.459 Congress

Freight and Passenger Line,

Ocean

LET.

LET—A

GENTS’ KID GLOVES!

which

SAVANNAH

quired.

this is worth

introduced

23-1

180% Commercial street, over office of Geo. W.
True & Co. Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, 168
Commercial street.17—2

Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,
$5.00. Send for Circular and Testi-

CHEW FOREE’S

C. WAY & CO’S.

TO LET.—One

6 bottles for
monials.

For sale by Druggists end Dealers in Medicine
Send 15 cents for “100 emergencies and how to
treat
aug6eod 1 y
them.*1_

At

you to know that we shall sell
every article in stock this week at a dls
Manufacturers of Trunks
count of 10 per cent.
and Bags, the only manufacturers of Extcuslou
In
the
discount tells the story.
the
Hags
city,
BROAD’S, 122 Exchange St.20-1

OFFICE
and pleasantest

tism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
Manufactured by Dr. F. S. IIuTCHlNSok & Co.»

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf oa Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. R COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septgl-dtf
_General A yen

OR

a

inr.

For NEW YORK.

Ocean Steamship Co.

w

Anraairnrat-In ICffeet

Winter

IAIKE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

with Kheuin.v

present; price 60 cents.

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

Silk

DAVID TORRANCE ft CO„
nov4dtfFoot of India Street.

novl4dtf

those afflicted
tism & Neuralgia, to get their friends to
WANTED—All
Christinas
them Newell’s Mixture for

TO

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Care,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it is a sure cure for
Paralysis, Rheuma-

.Return. 60
Ret urn at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,
For freight or passage, apply ti.

Intermediate....30,

Fast

■

Kuuiford Palls & Buckfield Railroad.

UiUUl.>i...fUU, you, 9io..nciu(u

JT

FOR
engine, and
heated

LADIES' FIIBSI

Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Ce~
neral Debility with Loss of Appetite,

From Portland.
From Avonm’thj STEAMERS.
December 23.
December 3d. | Toronto
Bairs of Passage:

Bewail car heater stock bought
N. 8. GARDINER, Broker. No.

TNOH

^ Hallfax._

November 24.
November 3d.
Vancouver
December 3d.
November 17th. Sarnia
December 1st.
Oregon_December 24.
B B INTO I.N it B VIC K,~~(A von mi nitii Doc k.)

—

buy

declG

Liverpool.

FOR

and sold by
FOR
40

From Portland,

STEAMERS.

price,_aw

FORMAL!

JgW

We know that finer leaf and sweetening than Is
used in Foree's ltalubow does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Foree's RalnDow,
we w ill, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a 60-cent plug for examination.
A. X. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
noddSm
0C19

aa a

original

Dales:

BTviuna

MALE—Grocers’ Pung, first-class, built
bv Robinson, never used, for sale low. J. P.
LIBBY, IB Preble St._21-1

-Hardware business: satisfactory
For particulars address
reason for selling.
i>-4
A. N. GOODWIN A CO., Bridgton, Me.

Hotel,

Falmoutla

Under

Nailing

hand made Christmas Slto-

Congress

BROWN’S,

WANTED.

We have an elegant assortment of these articles
ing at reduced prices during the Holidays.

throughout New England

Brick house

TO LET

Deerlng street; hot and cold water
throughout; perfect drainage; possession given at
once.
Inquire of H. PEERING, 390 Commercial
street, or No. 2 Peering Place.21-1
lo

830pers in 461
every style and kind, just received, at
St., entire lot to be sold

The Clothier and Furnisher,

gentleman.

was

and Common

MALE—Near Park

Square
FOB
smartest boarding and lodging house in city;

Boston.21-1

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
R JaHH I

LIVKB POO I, NKHVHH.vta Londonderry)
From

a

_Portland.

_

1NN7-N

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

—

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland, via Muvllle and Halifax.

Foil

LARGE AND ELEGANT LINES DF ALL THE ABOVE GOODS.

CHOKING CATARRH.

More than twenty years ago it

1

MALE—Four 2d-hand Double Sleighs
nice order. Price$76.00, at Z. THOMPSON.JR., Union St. __22-1

Cardeuas.

Cleared.

Steamship YVIuthrop, Bragg. New York—J B
Coyle.
Brig Arcot, Cates, Fajardo, PR—Geo 8 Hunt

St._23

gress

new

—

street.__23-1

Underwear, &c„, &c.

Sooken.
Nov 13, lat 9 18 8. Ion 32 IS W, ship I. A Nickels, Nickels, from Philadelphia for Paoang.
Nov 16, lat 16 S, Ion 34 27 W. barque J G Pendleton. from New York for Talcahuauo.
Dec 23, oil Charleston, sch Angle L Green, from
Baltimore for Bull River.

Fine sleigh built by Zeuas
Thompson Jr.; used but Tittle; almost good
new
Enquire of B. F. HASKELL. 470 ConMALE

in
FOB

“od&w6mnrm-ce2wM

a

acnl 2

I

FOR

CHRISTMAS SALE

rfc

HEADACHE!

NOB MALE-Stable 30x30, 9 feet posts; must
be moved.
C. F. MATTOCKS, 81 Vs Ex24-1
change St.

as

-OF-

Rib

orders

FOR

BOSTON.

Dr-Schenck’s
II

male—Air Tight Weather Strips.
A Berry, 67 Cross street, are now
for their patent air tight weather
filling
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as It keeps out the cold In winter and
24-1
dust In summer. 67 CROSS ST.

Fok
Blatsdell

FO

CO.,

y4

proceeded.)
Cld at Sagua 16th, brig C B Packard, Vanslow,

WEAK, PAINFUL BACKS,

■

Harrison A''?ny»

DOMINION LINE.
ISN7-S

It M A I.E, at Saccarrappa Village, 120 house
lots Including 9 corner lots, all laid out and
arranged on streets; also 2 dwelling houses with
sebago water and good drainage; ad within seven
minutes walk from Post Office; price $6000; terms
easy. Apply to E. J. PENNELL, Saccarapfia. Me.
23-2

and

Gil ey. Newport News,
S'd Dec 1, barque Am Lloyds, Whitmore, New
York.
Ar at Port Spain Nov 29tb, barque Onnus, Randall. New York.
Sld Nov 24. brig Sullivan, Wright, Haytl.
Ar at Turks Island 8th inst, sch Wm Beazley.
Kavanaugh, New York for Port au Priuce. (and

Kidneys and Uterine Pains and Weak
relieved in ue minute by the
Cutirurn; Anti-Pain Plnstcr, the
first aud only pain-killing plaster. New,
The most perfect
instantaneous, infallible.
antidote to Pain, Inflammation and Weakness
ever compounded. Vastly superior to all other
plasters. At all druggists, 25 cents; five for
*1.00; or, postage free, of Potter Drug and
Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
M&Th&w2w
decl6

Preble Hou:;e.
<12w

in

Ar at Deraarara Nov 28, brig Screamer, Berry,
Boston, (and sld Dec 7 for Rum Cay.
Ar at St Thomas 10th, brig Mary T Kimball.

nesses,

Opposite

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shluglee. Sheet Metal Work
for Building*. Send tor Illustrated Circular.

Symptoms of a DisorSTOMACH AND LIVER.

Norfolk.

Have you awakened from a disturbed sleep with
all the horrible sensations of an assassin clutching
your throat and pressing the life-breath from your
Have you noticed the languor
tightened chest?
and debility that succeeds the effort to clear your
throat and head of this catarrhal matter? What a
depressing influence it exerts upon the mind,
clouding tile memory and filling the head with
pains and strange muses! How difficult it is to rid
the nasal passages, throat and lungs of this poisonous mucus all can testify who are aftilcted with
catarrh. How difficult to protect the system
against its further progress towards the lungs,
liver ami kidneys, all physicians will admit. It is
a terrible disease, and cries out for relief and cure.
The remarkable curative powers, whenlall other
remedies utterly fail, of Sankokd’h Radical
Cube, are attested by thousands who gratefully
recommend it to fellow-sufferers. No statement
Is made regarding it that cannot be substantiated
bv the most resnetcable and reliable references.
cacn packet contains one uouie oi me radical
Cure, one box of Catarrhal Solvent, and an
Improved Inhaler, with treatise aud directions, and Is sold by all druggists for *1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

Street.

dec!7

are

dered

At

Montreal.
Sld fm Bahia

482

Portland Nervier.
ariivve
I From Portland
siEA>,EK
| vlaHalUax.

^THURSDAY,

MALE.

FOB

ea

octal JH

aad

$20.

HELP.

FEMALE

1888.

Winter Arrangements.

1887s

Crorslng.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for rale at Pa,,la.d Niallea Tlckrl OBce and
at f nien T icket Oltlrr. 40 Kitkaagr Direct*
JAB. T. PCKBEK, (Jen’l Manager.
Boston.
P.MACS
A T. A.
FLANDKKH.uen.
D. J.
ifrt
...II 4 «ent

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

ALLA N^LINE.

Slippers
selling

2.00,

u.m.,
oerl, Halea,, l.jee 2.00, 9.00 a. ID.. 1.00, 8.00
p. m. A Bleaker, 9.00a.m.. 1.00, 8.00 p. m.
(Connects with Kail Lines for New York.
tConuects with Sound Lines for New York.
••West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro

mRETURNINO—Leave

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

RE

GC.JS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

ARRANIwRnKNTM.

THI riaST-C LAUB BTKA.W K118

can

NOVAL-We have removed to Nos. 209
and 271 Commercial and Nos 2, 4, 8 and 8
Sts.
Cross
SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY.

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F.CLARK,
CLOTHING.

Its sad Trip SIN.
and Room Included.
passage apply to
M. B. SAMPNOIt, Ageal,
TO I.sag Wharf. Bastaa.

or

MIDDLE STREET.21-1

at 74

__

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwelling*.

Dauversport.

JSTEWS.

Co.

Sch Rienzl, Chatto,
Sch David Brown.

freight

dally).

a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. Dlv. Pass.)
9.00
n.III., 1.00 p.m. Hiddeferd
1.00,8.00 p. m. P.ri.eaeatfc. (kewfcarr-

9.00

_

rate of

Freights for the West by the Penn. K. K., and
connecting lines, forwarded tree of com-

FIELD. Room 27, First National Bank Building.

At $22 OO we will sell you a
Lined Overcoat
fine Satin
worth S30.00.
At $14,50 you can secure an
AIIWool Blue Chinchilla Satin
Lined Overcoat worth $18,50;
see them,
$9.50 will buy a $13.50 Cray
All Wool Overcoat.
$3.24 buys a good Overcoat
worth $6.00.
Big bargains in Ulsters,
Youths’and Children’s Overcoats, Suits, &c.

in.

South by
mission.

to go to work as collector
be ready t« start at once, or
not later than Dec. 26, ’87. Apply CHAM. STAN-

Klizabetbport.

KIVER-Ar 21st, sch Georgie L Drake,
Goldtnwaite, Georgetown, DC.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 22d, schs Decatur Oakes, Baker, Providence for New York;
Forest City, Newport for do; Maggie Todd. New
Bedford for do; Emma Crosby, Campbell, Calais
fordo; Mary Augusta, Treworgy, Providence for
do; F A Pike, Norwood, Calais for Narraganset
Pier.
Sid 23d, schs Fannie A Gorham, Eben H King,
Telegraph, and O M Marreti.
V INEYARD-H AVEN-Ar 22d, schs C 8 Baylis,
Gallagher, fm Baltimore for Bath; Alice Archer,
Fletcher. Norfolk for do.
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 23d, brig Jennie Hulbert.
Norton. Philadelphia for Boston; schs Commerce.
Wade, Hoboken for do; J H Walnwright, fm Port
Join sou for Salem.
HYANN1S—Sid 22d, sch Maine, Shaw, Millbridge, NJ.
Ar 23d, sch A Hayford, from New York for
Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, barque Meguutlcook, Wallace, i aseagoula.
Cld 22d, sen Nellie S Pickering, Flowers, for
Charleston.
Sid 23d, schs William T Denrell, Helen Montague, Rebecca F Lamden, Nina Tilson, Warren
Adams, Fannie Sprague, Agnes I Grace, Ettie J
Simmons. Hamburg. Ada Barker, and others.
Sid 22d, barque Harriet S Jackson; schs Hamburg, Georgia, and others.
Ar 24th, steamer Novelty, from Baltimore, with
coal barge; sch John C Gregory, Klllen, Galveston; Alsatian, Stevens, Bath; Hannah D, Campbell. Westport; Radiant, Hardy, Rockport.
BEVERLY—Ar 22d, sch Maud, Diusmore. Ho

p.

can run a

24-1

$6.50 buys a good Suit,
worth $9.00; see them.
At $10.00 we shall sell a
Man’s Dark Mixed Suit worth
$13.50; can’t be beat.
$13.50 buys a Man’s Fine
Business Suit worth $16.50.

■jit la

at 12 m.
;; TfeBli Philadelphia,one-half
the
Insurance
ftrnirB'lfA'
**,. i^iJ^»«»salllog vessel.

24-1

Just

Overcoat.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Flue Street Wharf,

1

man

think of it.

TiMiiin and Frida*

onr>

From

WANTED—A
and solicitor:

DECEMBER 26.

Sch C M Gilmore, Hooner, Port Clyde.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to 0 8 Chase.
Sch Avis, (Br) McLean, St John. NB, for New
York.
Sch Ayr, (Br) Fowler, St John, NB, lor NYork.
Sch Blanche, (Br) from Windsor, NS, for New
York.
Sch C White, Kenney. Rockland for Portsmouth
Sch
Sch

or

who

man

T. BURROWS & CO.,

cumbrance,

quire

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON. MASS.

...Jail 12

SATURDAY', Dec. 24.
Arrived.
Steamer Woodbury, (U 8) Deane, eastward
Steamer Dallas, (US) Barr, cruising,
Brig George K Dale, Bartlett, New York—oil to
Kerosone Oil Co.
Sell A J Bentley, Rackett. New York via Boothbay, where she put lu wlih Jib and spanker damaged by collision. Oil to Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Geo M Adams, Standlsh, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sell Jerusha Baker, Chase, Maclilas.
Sch Sarah Util, Lane, Rockport—lime to CarlA

a

E.

CLARK’S WANTED

each Suit

From PHII AI1FI PHIA

Meals

KD—Miliband;
WANT
moulding machine and other wood-working
13

pleased and surprised they were with the
bargains,; nd no wonder, when $2, $3 and $5

j

BOSTON eierf WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

For

St,

Congress

dnlly,(9.00a.m.,}1.00.

ketk. 9.00

Passage #10.00.

HELP.

IKAI.K

very

The

more.

ORT OF PORTLAND

ton Bros

BUNDI.K,

Brought CROWDS and CROWDS of buyers. How

XJSB.

EXTEPHST-A-X.

m

Cum-

&c„ found, near Marine Hospital.
Buncle marked L. W. Sawyer. Apply to J.
E. BAXTER. 87 Peering St.20-1

Great Reduction Sale

INTERNAL

Baltimore.

...

BINE

431

USE.

on

WOODMAN.20-1

F. H.

machinery.
St., City.

IRA. F.

(.

v A

Finder will

berlaml St.

STEAMSHIP

EASTERN DIVISION.

Per Me.ua att2.OOa.rn.,
*8.00 p. m. Ito.i.u for Pertlaad 7.30, 9.00 a.
faee Blisa111., 12.30 p. m. (**7.00 p.m.
Hat e

yellow,

padlock
be rewarded by leaving at 372

TODD, the Jeweler’s,

ANODYNE

FOR

Setter

l.OAT—A

a

NAPKIN RINGS.

Under Odd Fellows' Hall'

D1BECT

Dog.
young
white stripe In face, had
DOU
with
when lost.
chain collar with small brass

them.

Portsmouth.

8 07
Hun rises. 7 15 HlIfh watHr I.
water
8 44
Hull seifl.4 07 U,Kn
851 |j A«
i... H ft 2 in
LouKtii <>i <l^y
Moon sets
8 22 l,eicw*'" <
7ft6iu

^

see

SILVER MEGS.

Kansas.New York. Liverpool ...Jan 3
CepliaJonla.Boston.Liverpool ....Jan 6
Santiago.New York..Cieufuegos..Jan 6
San Marcos.New York. Havana.Jan 7
Vancauver.Portland ...Liverpool ...Jail 7
Sariiialiau.l'ortlaud ...Liverpool.. ..Jan 1U

M1N1ATIJKK ALMANAC.

and

•JO_dtl

seal skin gauntlet glove, on Tuestith. The tluder will be suitably
by leaving it at Tills OFFICE. 20-1
one narrow

Sold Eveiywhere.

Great reduction la rates to Man Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brauuau Sts.

LOHT—A
day, Decrewarded

SILVERWARE.

JAMES PYLE, New York.

Boston; Philadelphia

FOUND—A

In Pearl and Morocco from $3 to $15.
Chain Charms, Queen Fob Chains,
and the Queen Cuff Holder.

Your Clothes are worn out more
by washing than wearing. It is to
your advantage to try Pearline.

Lady’s Watch with Chain attached.
The owner can have the same by proving
and
property
paying for advertising. Call at tJ3
NEWBURY STREET, betweeu 12 and 1 o’clock,
20-1
noon.

advertisement.^

0. m.
7.30, 8.40 a. m.,
ParltilRd 7.30. B.otf, A. ID 1.00.
in.
4.00 y. n. (5.00 p.
&*}*}*§
in.
8.00 p. m.. <• muectlug with 0.3a. i>.
PanliiuA) Mrartr* Urscii- rnmt
"
Hurt, Hiddrterd 7.30. 8.4<>,
Old Orckard, 7.30. 8.40,
•5 80 0 16 u. m.
m.
"•»«*
10.25 a. rn.iT2.40,3.30, *5.30, 8.15 P.
Berwick,Urea* Pall., »•»«* 7.30,BACa-m;,
"“
*«»*»'>
12.40,3.30, *6.30 p. m.
TT•»
.O
l.uwmirv, l,*wrll, 7.30, 8.40 M. B-. * *
K«diwiier WmrmU*««•»*
8.80 p. m.
m.
3.80
p.
Ha,. 8.40 a. ill., 12.40,
so.
ami Ceaeerd (ria Lawrence) 8.40a. m., (via
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Soar boro Crossing.
slVDtV TB.II3S
lo h.»i.a 1.00, 4.16 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scarboro Crossing.
fa*

Haalna

amJ South America and Mexico.

Federal street, a pocket book
containing a small sum of money, a ring, car
tickets and several other papers. The owner can
have the same by calling at Til IS OFFICE, proving property and paying for this

FOUND-On

GOLD RINGS OF ALL KINDS !

WESTERS DIVISION.
Par llo.iaa

__

For Japan and China*
CITY OF SYDNEY, sails Saturday, Dec. 31,
2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or geneiai Information
apply to or address the Geuer&l Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAJ1N A CO.,
113 Slat* Street, Car. Mraad Ml., Banian*

Compound

a sure relief
for coughs and
can
colds,
bought for 25 cents per bottle;
try It, and don't keep everybody awake all night
23-1
coughing. C. W A V A CO.

For Ladies and Oentlemeu.

LIN K FOK—

—

California, Japan, China, Central

Syrup

Way’s

—

COLD and SILVER.

1
AND MAINE R. R.
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S BOSTON
Oci. Jl, IM>.
la effect Maadar,

From New York, pier hot of Canal St., North
Elver, for Naa Cranciaca via The l-thiuu* af
Paaaaa,
CITY OF PAKA sails Saturday, Dec. 31. Noon.

That
FOUND
Lungwort is
ana
be

HAllr.tr'A»A' VEt-’frt E£!^ -<~
|tcPir.fieir^'^rTrf-^r~y^
WATCHES !

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.

from Portland.
Passed out 16th. Bhlp Olive 8 Southard, Walker, for San Francisco; 16th, barque 0 S Southard,
Davis, do.

—A dog with collar marked Sidney
the owner can have
Woodford's:
tne same by calling on EAT MALLEY, B3 York
24-1
street, and paying charges.

FOUND
Thurlow,

l^gg^ pOfpt\NO» ^\lfJEl»*c^3g

Paint, or Woodwork,

j

Scotch terrier ; the person sheltering
a great favor by leaving
same can be found at No. 142
24-1
STATE STREET.
the dog will confer
LOAT—A
word where the

^p^w»r*^oeoi«’'l^\
rWRrcHMAKER r Jewpler :

UAII.UOAD*.

MTEABEBN.

(.OAT AND FOUND.

FALL

^aliroad Receipts.

Oasco Nat. Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Jimioerland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76
National Traders’ Bauk.100
Ocean Insurance Co,.100
Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company. 00

FROM MERCHANTS' XSCHANOE.

laceu p It.. Y4

itraU. t>%
Chickens. ..10gl8
Seeds.
Fowls. 9(0.12
42
*82%
Geese.18.a 14 lied Top
Ducks.,.16.016 t imothy Seed 2 76*2%

Apples.

Saleralas.

£16

oz.

ltussla.13Mi@14

A young lady on Houston street had several
callers the same evening. One remained rather
late, and at length edging his chair toward her,
asked:
Miss —, I am sure you have an interest in my
welfare.”
She was yawning behind her hand, and got the
word tied in a knot on her tongue as she gracious-

metals.

BIWIUJUIIODB-

9UHCELLANE0C*.

Sch Yale, Simpson, Newport News—coal to Bos& Maine RR.
Sch Grace Webster, Jewett. New York—coal
Sch Sarah L Davis, Burgess, New York.
BELOW— Sch Spartel, and a small fleet lumber
loadad coasters.
ton

IVIasj,^

FOR.” FISK

FOWL.

FOR

MEAT,

GAME

AIDS DIGESTION LAND IMPROVES
CALLJF-.ORISflMPLD'BOTTLE

THE

SOUPstftr?*®

APPETITE

£

|

_^
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flto LET—Store Nos.
X of the finest stores

117,110 Middle St.,
in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted on three sides; almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of 11. E. THOMPSON, 164
Brackett St._24-4
LET—A
room with
Cumberland St.

To

one

very pleasant furnished front
bay window on first floor at 161
Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 tf

SALE IN PORTLAND BY

Geo. C. Shaw & Co., A. L. Millett & Co., M. A. Dillingham, Small f Kicker, Geo.
H. McKeuuey & Co., 8. F. Hunt, G. A. Guptlll, M. J. O’Connell, J. F. horton, John
W. Smith, John S. Fill, Jolm-ou & Lambert, Plummer Bros.,JF. W. Shaw, trauk
W. Buxton, C. W. Lombard A Co., James DeWoife & Co., H. UoodHide, J%C. FarMorrill &
rington, F. A. Billings, A. K. Winslow, Sullivan & Osgood, C. A. Chase,
OCt27

GORDON HOUSE, 30 Free

JEWELL &e**13'11
CO., Agen...

dec9td

GEO. C. PETERS.Cashier.

National Traders Rank.
shareholders of the National Traders
1
Bank, of Portland, are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will b« held at their banking
room on TUESDAY, the tenth day ol January
to choose live Directors
next, at 11 o'clock a. m
for the ensuing year and to act on any other business that may legally come before them
decOdtd
EDWAltP (iOULD, Cashier.
fit 11K

EAGLE SUGAR REFIHERT.
STEPHEN

$ookf Job

and

BERRY,

(fmd

No. 87 Plum Strutt.

Stockholders of the Eagle Sugar Refinery
are hereby notified that their annual meeting
for choice ol Directors, and action upon any other
business that <nay come before them, will be held
at the Refinery Office, Vote St.. Portland, Maine,
o
on TUESDAY, JamiarylO.
188^at 3 clock p.
m.
JOS. 1. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dec20

THE

410

Fore

Street.

nnva-t

**

DlO. rREEO, Glalrvoyant
and Botanic

Physician.

Medical Kootns 93 Frarklln St., Portland, Me.
itBKD treats all cbroulc <llseases that tlesh
Is heir to; al lenses that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic ami homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their esse to treat and cure
them. I And that about four-fifths of the cases
<ivcu up to die can t>e cured. Kxamlnations at a
distance by letter with their full nanic ami place
if resilience uad one 2 cent stamp and g’i.oo Kxumuatloo at the office, gl IX).
Consultation free.
Dttlce hours 9 a in. to 9 p. m.
seplAtf

DU,

Tills I* a 1:KR

ETSgaasstr to

^

MONDAY
>

PRESS.

TJiT]

DEC. 26.

MORNING,

VICINITY.

ORTLAND AND

AI»VmCTIMKMKIVT» TO-UAW

amusements.
Ollbert's Dancing Academy.
City Hull -l'luafore.
new advertisements.
Hallway Company.
Spokane & Falouse
Wanted" The Woman who was.
Atkinson
j1K t,°'
istmas.
Congress Hall—Chi Steers.
For Sale -Hereford
C. Cobb.
Attention—John Horse.
For sale—Work
F & O. H. it. Coupons.
Messenger’s Notice.

D°,11lse,fuf1!l*t'

stores at noon.

Wanted—Domestic.
Tenements to Let.

MBS.

Advice lo Mothers.

WINSLOW’S

BOOTH I NO BYKUF should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it prodnees natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, aud the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all palu, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Tweuty-flve cents a bottle.
FM&WAwly
janlO
A---USssjim

u.'Oi>u

nnonurn<1*llitr 111"

Yesterday the churches were prettily
dressed with holly, mistletoe and evergreen,
and in several cases there were some beautiful floral offerings. The music published in
Saturday’s Press was superbly rendered
and the churches were lilled with listeners.
Many of the churches gave Sunday school
evening concerts, which were highly enjoyable.
Today will be generally observed as Christ,
mas.
The wholesale stores will be closed all
day and the retail grocery and provision

-T

G. B. Slegert or his private use. Tlielr reputation Is such to day that they have become generally known as the best appetizing tonic. Beware
of counterfeits. Ask your grocer or druggist for
the genuine article, manufactured by Dr. J. G. B.
dec20eodAwlw
Siegert & Sous.

“5000 reward. Every testimonial we
publish of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is genuine.
We will pay a reward of five thousaud dollars for
evidence proving otherwise in a single case. F.
W. Kinsman & Co. Trial bottles 10 cents.
eod&wlw
dec20

The following dry and fancy goods] dealers
will close their places of business today:
Hines Brothers. Millett, Evan* & Co., Chamberlain & Homstead, Turner Brothers, J. M.
Dyer & Co., Eastman Brothers, X. John
Little & Co., E. A. Marrett, Horatio Staples,
Solomon Shine.
The usual holiday office hours will be observed at the post office, viz.: Cashier's office and general delivery, 8 to B a. m. and 1 to
2 p. m.; carrier’s deliveries at 8 a. ni. and 2
p. m.; collections at 7 a. m. and 6 p. m.; all
others omitted.
At Portland Theatre and Park Garden
t.hprp will ho nffprnnnn and fiveninc

nerform

ances.

The custom House, city offices, banks and
other public institutions will be closed.
The Press will appear as usual tomorrow
morning.
__

PERSONAL.
Mr. Franklin Sawyer is quite ill again.
Mr. A. J. Rich had an ill turn on Friday,
but has improved in health.
Mr. T. P. McGowan, of the Boston Pilot,
has returned home after a pleasant trip

South.
Mr. S. C. Perry, so long with Hons. N. &
H. B. Cleaves, has been made a partner in
There Is no one article in.the line of
that law firm.
medicines that gives so large a return for the
Mr. A. VV. Jackson, who kept a fruit store
money as a good porous strengthening plaster,
on Commercial street for many years, died
Belladonna
and
Weed
such' as Carter's Smart
Friday night, aged 56 years.
dec20d&wlw
Backache Plasters.
Mr. W. L. L. Gill received the congratulaHarpers Bazar—This beautiful weekly pubtions of his many friends, Friday, it being
lication isli welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
the occasion of his fiftieth birthday.
The number for the ensuing week has been re! j
Mr. John H. McDonough, a member oi
street.
484
Congress
ceived by N. G. Fessenden,
the Massachusetts House of Rspresentatives,
“Best cure for Cough and Colds Is the old Boston
is spending the Christmas holidays with his
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
Portland friends.
eod&wdms
qovi l
Mr. John Mitts, a former Portland resident
and a member of the P. L. I. “White Coats,”
DON’T
Ilis body will be
died in Boston Saturday.
let that cold of yours run on. You think It Is a
here for burial Tuesday.
brought
Into
Or
catarrh.
ruu
Into
It
But
may
light thing.
Rev. George B. Titus of Saco, was surpneumonia. Or consumption.
prised the other evening at the house of W.
Catarrh Is disgusting. Pneumonia is dangerous.
H. Burke in North Kennebunk, by a donaConsumption is death Itself.
His friends left him, among
The breathing apparatus must be be kept
tion party.
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive other things, a good-sized roll of greenbacks.
matter. Otherwise there is trouble ahead.
Dr. W. E. Baxter of Portland has taken
AU the diseases of these parts, head, nose,
and opened an office at the resiapartments
throat, bronchial tubes and lungs, can be delight- dence of Mrs. Dale, corner of Union and
Boschee's
use
of
the
cured
and
by
entirely
fully
The doctor inHigh streets, Bangor.
German Syrup. If you don’t know this already
tends to devote himself exclusively to the
tnousauds and thousands of people can tell you
diseasos of the eye, ear and throat, having
They have been cured by it, and “know how It Is
been assistant at the Manhattan Eye, Ear
themselves.” Bottle only 75 cents. Ask any
and Throat Hospital, New York city, and
druggist.
also under Dr. Holt, in the Maine Eye and
Ear Infirmary.
1860—1864
A correspondent at St. James, in Florida,
for
who
voted
this
of
Tne Republicans
city
writes the Bangor Commercial as follows, of
are
or
In
I860
Lincoln
requested
1864,
Abraham
“St. James City is
Maine men in Florida:
to meet at the Ward Room of Ward No. 3
one of the healthiest places iin Florida, per7.30
at
Dec.
29,
THURSDAY EVENING,
fectly free from malaria, and has a tropical
o'clock, to organize a Veteran Republican Club.
climate. The island is principally owned by
ORDER.
__

_
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BRIEF

New uniforms
School Cadets.

are

being made for the High

House.”

There were 34 arrests last week, of which
23 were for drunkenness.
Christmas
Saturday was a splendid day.
was

agreeable.

fair and

An attempt will be made to have a Ilirigo
eight in the field next season.
The Argonauts will remove to their new
quarters on Union street this week.

The revenue steamers Woodbury and Dallas were both in port Christmas eve.
Ingall Bros, will have a new engine put in
their establishment by Mr. J. A. Lidback.
Mr. M. G. Palmer who fell on the ice and

badly injured his wrist. Is able to bo out

again.

Senator Fi ye regrets that ho will be unable to attend the reunion of the Portland

Cadets.
The Cumberland Mills Paper Company
will have eight iron tanks from the Portland
uompuny.
It is Mr. A. D. Smith who

elegant Bartol
bunkport.

summer

will erect the
residence at Kenne-

The noon train on the Maine Central was
delayed two hours by the breaking of a

wheel Saturday.
Bosworth Reliel Corps will have a social
entertainment at G. A. II. hall ITuesday (tomorrow) eveniug.
The trains Saturday were all behind time
owing to the heavy freight and great number of passengers.
A meeting of the Feesli Air Fund will be
held at Mrs.McMullen’s on State street Tuesday morning at 11 o’clock.
Mr. Edward Libby fell from the roof of.
the new Union depot Friday afternoon and
cut a had gash in his chin.
A squad of the Blues attended the Bidde.
ford Light Infantry ball Friday night. The
occasion

was

enjoyed.
Baptists by payment of $250

much

The Maine
have again renewed for a year their free bed
in the Maine General Hospital.
We have received from Mr. Fred Brunei a
beautiful calendar issued by the New England Life Insurance Co. for 1888.
The passenger department of the Chicago
* Northestern ltailway Co., have issued a
very handsome calendar for 1888. The dogs
are

lifelike.

The express companies and post office employes had rather more to do this Christmas

than last. The teams and carriers worked
hard Saturday nnd Sunday.
Officer Frank Merrill got the Jumbo stick
He
of candy at Frost’s on Portland street.
guessed the nearest to Its weight. It was
was

four feet long and

weighed twenty-eight

pounds.

The case of Edward Gilbert, versus the
Grand Trunk, for alleged causing the death
of his child, has been transferred to the
United States Circuit Court, nnd damages
levied at $20,000.

Thomas Conley, who was caught by Mr.
Frank Floyd, breaking into W. H. Sargent’s
grocery store Friday night was brought before the Municipal Court Saturday, and
bound over in the sum of $500.
A very large and strong snow plow will
leave the Boston and Maine car shop at Turner’s Island, on Wednesday of this week. It
is what is known as a Haywood plow and is
eel.

_111.
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On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Bellows will
read the following selection from Browning’s
poems: Andrea del Sarto; The last Ride
Together; A Lover’s Quarrel; Before, and
After; A Patriot; Evelyn Hope; The Boy

and the Angel.
The Toronto is expected today and the

Polynesian

Maine capitalists, among whom are C. A.
Boardman and C. F. Todd of Calais. The
San Carlos Hotel here is under the management of Mr. Geo. H. Bemis, of the Mt. Kineo

Thursday. Captain
of the Allan Line, says the

will

sail

Smith, manager
steamers will go to Baltimore after this
week as no arrangement can be made with
the Grand Trunk.
During Saturday night and Sunday the
streets of the city were very quiet andundis-

At Gorham
urbed by Intoxicated persons.
corner, which was once the centre of disturbance, not an arrest was made [during Saturday night and Sunday, and the [place was as
quiet and orderly as any part of the city.
The Rev. Henry Blanchard will deliver a
lecture tomorrow (Tuesday) evening in the
vestry of the Congress square church on
“Herod and John the Baptist.” All persons
interested in the exposition of the New Testament from the Liberal Christian (Unita-

rian-Universalist) point
ly invited to attend.

of view, are cordial-

Frank A. Clarke’s Funeral.
The funeral of the late Frank A. Clarke
took place Saturday afternoon. The floral
tributes were beautiful. Rev. Dr. Fenn conducted tho services, while Ancient Landmark Lodge conducted the burial service.
The officers of Portlaud Commandery and
Mt. Vernon Royal Arch Chapter officiated as
pall-bearers. All the boot and shoe jobbing
houses were closed during the funeral.
Seriously Injured.
The Press, the other morning, mentioned
an accident that happened to Miss Charlotte
Thomas of this city. At tho time it was understood the accident was not serious but it
seems it was.
Yesterday, erysipelas set in
and the pliysiciau feared for the result. Miss
Thomas is at vVoodfords where she has remained since the accident occurred,

Christmas Presentations.

The Press carriers present Mr. Frank
Morton, the collector for the paper, an elegant edition of Scott’s Works, twenty-five
volumes.
Mr. W. M. Marks was presented by his
eniDloves witli an elegant umbrella.
The clerks of McLellan, Mosbcr & Co.,
presented Mr. McLellan a beautifnl um-

brella.

presented with
elegant gold headed umbrella by his or-

Mr. Charles Grimmer was
an

chestra.
Mr. Frank Stockman, of Wilson & Co.,
presented each one of his employes with a
fat turkey.
The waiters at the U. S. Hotel presented
the head waiter, Mr. Arthur Manchester, an
elegant easy chair.
Mr. John Colman, the head waiter of the
Falmouth, received a purse of 875, from the
guests of the house.
The waiters at the Preble House presented
Mr. James E. Butler, the head w aiter, a
beautiful easy chair.
Mr. J. H. Harris, janitor of the Butler
Grammar School, received a solid set of silver knives and forks from the teachers.
F. B. Clark, superintendent of Chestnut
St. Sunday School, was well remembered by
the school at the Christmas tree distribution.
A handsome gold watch, chain and seal
was given Mr. J. W. Clapp, head stevedore
for the Maine Steamship Company by the

employes.

Mr. A. H. Bailey, foreman of the confectioner’s department, at Goudy & Kent’s was
given a handsome chair by the men in his

department.
The employes of the Atkinson Furnishing
Company presented Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson,
manager, the handsome Rogers’ group “The
Eldest Daughter.”

Mrs. Leese’s arrangement of the Christmas tree and distribution of gifts to the little
ones at the Maine General Hospital was
fully appreciated by the recipient.
The owners and drivers of truck teams on

Commercial street gave Mr. John Casey,who
has been with the Portland Steam Packet
Company, 24 years, a purse of money.
Miss Harriet N. Warrep, who for many
years, has served so acceptably as housekeeper at the Preble, was the recipient of a
valuable gold watch, the generous gift of the
girls under her management. Mr. Bernard
J. Gallagher, one of the waiters, was remembered by his friends by the gift of an elegant
gold handled silk umbrella and a pair of gold
mounted opera glasses.
John Farwell Anderson.
Mr. John Farwell Anderson died in this
city at 10.40 o’clock yesterday morning, aged
fillyears. Mr. Anderson was a son of Hon.
John Anderson and a brother of Gen. S. J.
Anderson, collector of this port. He re-

excellent academic education, and,
when quite young was a member of the
North Eastern Boundary Commission as an
engineer. He had been engaged in many
ceived

an

Important engineering enterprises,*and as
Chief Engineer of the Portland & Ogdensburg, constructed that road. He has been
for a number of years one of the State Board
of Railroad Commissioners.
Mr. Anderson was most genial and agreeable, and we doubt if he ever made an enemy. He was a good husband and a kind
father, and

a

the minutm of

thoroughly equipped in
bis profession. His loss will

man

be sincerely mourned. He leaves a widow
and three daughters, Mrs. E. Greeley Spring
and Miss Fannie Anderson, of Portland, and
Mrs. C. W. Lord of Boston, Mass.
Mr. Anderson had been a sufferer for some
time past with heart disease. Once or twice
he had recovered sufficiently to get lout, and
then would bo visited with another attack.

of Leaders, Directors

Appointments

and Waiters.
At a

meeting of the Club in Reception Hall

Saturday morning, forty-live

persons were

enrolled as members.
Mrs. Henry Taylor, with an ample corps
of assistants, will be at the ward room in
Ward 3, Tuesday and Wednesday, and Thursday forenoon until 11 o'clock, for the distriIf those who have
bution of clothing.
clothing to give will kindly send to the ward
room after Monday, they will greatly oblige
Ladies who desire to bethe committee.
some “workers” will meet In Miss Wolhaupter’s school rooms, 148 Spring street, side entrance, Monday and Tuesday at 9 a. m. or 3
p.

m.

The table waiters will meet on Thursday
morning at 10 o’clock in Reception Hall. The
squad leaders meet at the same place at 10.30

o’clock In the forenoon.
The following table waiters have been apMamie Libby,
Vlvla Bennett
Grade Locke,
Mary Fletcher,
Lilia Bennett,
Charlie Webster,
Edwin Bryant,
Lewis Sterling,
Fred Hopkins,

A train was made up
damaged.
aud took the passengers to Boston an hour
later.

cars were

_____

The Morrill’s Corner Course.

The subject of Mr. Pennell’s lecture is “A
Trip to Mauritius.” It is illustrated by the
aid of Mr. C. B. Fuller and his calcium light,
with a large number of beautiful pictures of
this most

picturesque

ple found there.

island and of the peo-

The “Visit to the Sandwich Islands,” by
Mr. Henry M. Maling, is also an illustrated
lecture and will be a very enjoyable enter-

tainment.

the day. The music
sermon appropriate
was of its usual excellence.
A grand representation of the birth place
of the new born King at Bethlehem may be
The Rt. Rev,
seen at one of the side altars.
Bishop was present at vespers preaching an
eloquent sermon beiitting the occasion.

Harry Fogg.

Clarence Lane,
Bessie Rogers,
Nellie Smith,
Maud Coombs,
Mabel Stevens.

Myra Roberts,

Harold Donham,
Charles Clark,
Harry Frost,
Philip Winchester,
Belle Brown,
Marion E. Deering,
Grace Hilton,
Mabel Moore,
Nellie Clark,
Ethel Pierce,
Mabel Moody,
Hattie Marrfuer,
Nellie Prince,
Annie Hussey,
Hattie Thompson,
Hattie Sargent,
Maud Bradford,
Minnie Smith,
Grace Armstrong,
Bessie Allen,
Bertie Chase,
Gertrude Smith.
Ethel Russell,
Belle Peterson,
Florence Bunker,
Ada Chase,

Elliott Harris,
Fred Oliver,
Harry Clark,
Charles Reynolds,
Cornelia Hunt,
Janet Webb,
Grace Crockett,

Lamson,

Addle
Hattie Thurston,
Susie Cram,
Lizzie Hughes,
Cora Card,

Cora Alexander,
Annie Doughty,
Bessie Young,
Maud Archibald,
Alice Wormell,
Alice Ricker,
Nellie Sawyer,
Mabel Steele,
Nellie Smith.
Mollie Smith,
Addle Russell,
Marion Fiekett,
Mamie Latham.
Ida Chase,

Cobb and Anderson

pointed :
Alice Clark,
Fenton Tomlinson,
Willie Sawyer,
Charles Mo'rrison,
Edgar Weymouth,
Walter Oliver,
John Little,
Willie Lothrop,
Arthur Strout,
John Blair,
Harry Murran,
Maud Stetson,
Charlie Berry,
Maud Smith,
Bertie Wilson,
Nellie Lombard,
Kittle Fuller,
Gertrude
Florence Prince,
Hayes,
Alice Cummings,
Alice Lamb,
Sadie Appleby,
Minnie Pierce,
slice shermau,
Mand Miller,
Marion Fiekett,
Merton Lane,
Lida Chase,
Carrie Johnson,
Sadie Chute,
Nellie Marshall,
Grace Hall,
Margaret Kennedy,
Eddie
Hall.
May Robinson.
The following solicitors have beeD appointed to canvas for the dinner:
Miss Harriet B. Brown, Alice Coffin,
Lillie Edwards,
Grace Hughes.
Frank Beck,
Ted Bryant,
Minnie Fiekett,
Mariou Rounds,
Leontine Farrington.
Harry Murran,
Kdltli Gould,
John Sullivan,
Cora Whitehouse,
Birdie Chase,
Grace Pollard.
Alice Farrington,

George Edson,

The following are the refreshment committee :
Mrs. H. W. Robinson,
Mrs. J. E. Fallon,
Miss H. H. Randall,
Miss Carrie Carney,
Mrs. H. P. Lord.
Mrs. A. G. Dewey,
Miss Margaret Hiukley,
Miss Eleanor Hinkley,
Mrs. William Burnham, Mrs. J. A. Kendall,
Miss J. L. Crle,
Miss LeProhon,
Mrs. Weston Milliken, Mrs. H. S. Osgood,
Miss Nettie Merrill.
The refreshment room will be under tlie
charge of Mrs. L. C. Gilson, chairman, and
Misses Minnie Bryant and Mabel Gilson as
assistants. The secretary is Mrs. George
Moody, and the aids ar« Harry Josselyn,
Clayton Whipple and Phillip J. Deering,
Messrs. A. G. Dewey, W. C. G. JCarney and
John Mitchell will act as carvers.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
MOULTON’S DRAMATIC CO.
This afternoon and evening the Moulton
Dramatic Company will make their first appearance at Portland Theatre, where they
The plays
will play a week’s engagement.
will be the “Lancashire Lass” this afternoon, and “A Celebrated Case” tonight. The
company comes to us well sppken of by exchanges. They will present standard plays
at popular prices, as the Bennett & Moulton

Co. presented their operas here. That there
will be crowded audiences there can be little
doubt. Reserved seats can be secured during
tiie day.
TARK GARDEN.

This afternoon and evening Prof. Skinner,
tlie well known mesmerist and magician,
will appear at this house. The professor is
said to have great power as a mesmeris^
having perfect control over the members of
Uis audiences. He can make them do just
He is also very skillful at legeras he wills.
demain. ventriloquism, mind reading, etc.,
will
introduce
and
during the evening, the
great trunk mystery.
FINAFOKE.
Ever)body likes “Pinafore” when it is
well given and it will be produced Saturday
next in excellent style at City Hall by the
Maritana Opera Co. The names of the arinclude Miss Alice Carle, are a
Tickets should be
secured at once at Stockbridge’s.

called “The Old, Old Story,” consisting o
connected
recitations, interspersed with
A solo by
singing, was very enjoyable.
Miss Eva Findley was very pleasing. Among
other well rendered recitations may be mentioned readings by Mr. H. W. Waterman
and Mr. C. S. Wright as especially pleasing.
This people are justly proud of their choir,
which, under the leadership of Mr. Frank!
W. Shaw, and ably assisted by the skillfur
organist, Mrs. Samuel Thurston, is capable
of furnishing such excellent music as that
given yesteaday, at all the services.

guarantee of the singing.

BEFOBM

-spoke

and

=■

In this eity, Dec, 25. John Farwell Anderson,
aged 04 years,—sou ol the late Hon John Anderson.

Funeral service on Wednesday forenoon at 10
o'clock, at his late residence, No. 04 Free street.
Friends are kindly requested not to send flowers.
In tills city, Dec. 25, Eliza C., wife of Win. C.
Lord, aged 71 years h mouths.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
from rear of No. 41 cneslnut street. Friends and
relatives are Invited to attend.
In this city, Dec. 24. Mrs. Sarah M. Stowell,

[Funeral at New Gloucester on Tuesday afternoou at 2.30 o’clock.
Prayers at the residence of
Howard Gould, 41 Carlton street, at 11 A. M.
In Deerin Dec. 26, Fannie L., wife of John L.
Mclutire, aged 38 years <3 months.t
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her father's residence, No. 1126 Congress street.
Burial at convenience of the family.
In West Buxton, Dec. 10, John L. Davis, aged
81 years 3 mouths.
In Nohlehoro, Dec. 20, Isaac Hall, aged 76 yrs.
In Elliott, Dec. 19, Capt. James Tobey, aged
80 years.
In Naples, Dec. 18, Mrs. Madison Clark.
In Berwick. Bee. 9, Mrs. Mary J. Uersom, aged
years.

74

Consumption.

Croup.
Old Age.

Paralysis.

_

1

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the system is weak and debilitated, and the blood poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What is needed

is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier like
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements

of strength for the body, and vitality and richness
for the blood which sson bring back robust health.
After scarlet fever or pneumonia it is also of great

benefit.
“Alter recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good results from the first dose.
to go from the top of my head to the end of niv
toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a good thing.”
G. H. Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
‘•Upon our little girl, who ha? been sick with
Bcarlet fever, the use of Hood's Sarsapailla was
most marvellous, entirely removing the poison
from her blood-and restoring her th good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our liighet praige.”
E. G. Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.

Hood’s

100 Doses One

r

1

r

Pneumonia.
Typhoid fever..
Total.

\
“

A
£
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_

_

13-52-3
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ADACKEj

e_"iPositively Cured by
these little Fills.
They also relieve Bis-
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Mrs.
Trustees-Aryix'toSh?’M. G. Cummings, Mrs.
Sarah F. Alexander, Mrs. Maria F. Briggs,

WHAT IS THE “IN-

DEX,” DO YOU ASK?
DEFINES

WEBSTER

IT AS “THAT WHICH
rwm

■■

vw

»w

|

BEST KNOWN, HOW-

EVER, AS THE NAME
OF THE BEST FAMI-

We have one of the finest lines of Fan*
cy Work we have ever had, and would
invite the Ladies of Portland and vicinity to examine before going out of town
One lot of
to make tbeir purchases.
Creuel and Filioselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.

Mo. $ Elm Street.
octll

ana

DEMISING, WINSLOW & CO.,
P.rtload, Jin

keeping goods till

an

the time allowed

hereby given
for the payment of Taxes for the preseut
NOTICE
under h discount of 3
cent., will expire
that

is

per
SATURDAY, December 31st, aud G uer cent
H. It. WEBB,
charged after January 1st.
Collector of Deerlng.
decl3*tjanl

1 shall pay
tracting after this date.

on

my

Portland,

as

Dee.

21,1887.

DO

aware

I

am

am

COME AND MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS EARLY
1 have an elegant line of all classes of

Watches

and

ply

its losses

messenger’s Notice.
(Mice of the Sheriff of Cumberland County. State
of Maine. Cumberland ss., December 24tb, A. D.
that

on

the

a

MUST GO!

Insolvency

was

for said County of Cumberland, against the
of said
M. SANDERS SMALL, of Cape Elizabeth,
doing business under the namo of M. S. Small A Co.
of
adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
said Debtor, which petition was Hied on the
twenty fourth dav of December, A. D. 1887, to
which date iuterest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and tbe transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts anil choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holuen at Probate Court Room
in said Portland, on the sixteenth day of January, A. D. 1888, at ten o’clock lu the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberland.

So must a larger quantity
of goods than ever before
left our store in the same
Our ORDERS to every
Branch Store are to reduce
stock to the lowest possiblo
point, preparatory to taking stock. The question is

dec20&Jan2

_

P. & O. R. R.

Coupons.

promptly.

liberal

policies

Its

aflalrs

Its

tioned.

are

are

COE

in

carefully
aud Offiunques-

are

integrity

cers.

Is selling

a t.ood For Cap lor f 1.00.
Scotch Cap, 50 cents.

of the Maine Non-Forfei-

provisions
ture Law apply only to the policies issued by
THE
and under its workings extended
this
wise

Company,

of lapse.

for lu case

provided

Insurance Is

COE

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE IN-

THE

SUKANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the
fice, or to any of Its agents, we shall be

Horne Of-

glad to fur-

nish full information In regard to the Company
and its plans.

Is gelling all kind* of Ladles’ Furs,
very low, and guarantees to show
ns large variety as any. dealer.

mHK UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ot
I
Maine for their especial patronage, because
a HOME COMPANY, anti because of Its age,

It Is

surexperience, strong, financial cou'Uttou, large
plus. equitable and altractlve pi...is and conserva-

My stock of LA Dili.*’ «-OLO WATCHKM
is unusually line. They are fully warranted by
the manufacturers and my successor will see that
The beauty of the enthe warrant is made good.
graving and the time-keeping qualities of the
Watches cauuot be surpassed.

COE

management.

nlUKIITOBS.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maiue,
John E. DeWitt. Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fked. E. Kichards, Kockport, Me.
Geokok L. Debloib, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kobik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

will

COE
will sell

orrilTB*.

ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
PRANK LANG. Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

Ladies’ and Gents’

Rings

WILLIAMS,

SEN

One of the best assortments of Finger Rings to
be seen anywhere, including all the latest styles of
Diamonds and Precious Stones, also Plain, Oval,
Flat, and Engraved Hands, and Gents’ Seal Kings,
all at prices to defy competition.
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’s Gold, Queen, Vest and
F.ntenslon Chains, neat pattern, tine quality and
low prices.

Superintendent

at

A;ensiei. Easter

COE
will sell Boys’Winter Caps for 25Cts.
Men’s Winter Caps, same.

opai men

SINKINSON

JAMES

COE

Manager for City Agency, Portland.
esHltf

novo

Is selling

A

women who

A

INSURANCE AGENCY
—

to

a

old army sword and belt will return it to my
ATTENTION—The
fllce at once. JOHN C. COBB, 8iya Exchange

street,

Square,

city.__28-1

SALE-One yoke 6-year old Hereford
steers; girt 7 feet 8 inches and 7 feet 9 Inches;
weight 5896 lbs;extra beef. CHAS. POOLE, Yai1
muutl). Me.
__20

FOR

Mat,

A Parlor

Suit,
A Phoenix Folding Bed,
A Mirror,

the housework
for a small family, on Muntoy llilL Address,
stating wages aud where maybe seen, K„ Press
to do

WANTED—Domestic,

office-_20-1

FIRE mill MARINE

A flue line of the best Imported makes In fancy,
black and pearl mountings, with gold finished
trimmings. VVeare making a specialty of these
goods, and selling them at prices lower then ever
known before. Now is your lime to get a pair for
a lifetime.

Insurance Company,

SOLID SILVER and SILVER PLATED WARE, SILVER
THIMBLES, NAPKIN KINGS, FRUIT KNIVES, ETG.

AM9KT*.

Cadies’ nail Beal.' I»ressing Cases. In
Flush and Leather, useful and beautiful presents
at any time. It will pay you to come down on Midfor il 1 middle Nireel.
dle street to buy.

Inquire
LAMSON’S Jewelry Store.

It is next to the corner of Exchange street, near
rost umce.
uut ox town customers can tane
the cars at the depot and be landed at my door.
dec Id 4 w
Open every evening until Christmas.
tne

Desk,

Set,

or

Wood Top

E. B. ROBINSON & CO.

bills of her conM. U. XYLEK.
dec22dlw*

and Double

KiEHTN FOR

Stand,

Rest,
A Bed Lounge,
A Whatnot,
A Wardrobe,
An Extension Table,
Dining Chairs,
A Shaker Chair,
A Shaker Rocker,
A Mattress,
A Feather Bed,
A Spring,
Blankets,
Comfortables,
Draperies and Poles.

PIANOS !
Palace, Worcester Organ Co.
and Ft. Wayne

Kinds, Siz<»s and

Prices.
Call and see them at
Sales Rooms of

REPAIRING!

If you DO want any of
these articles NOW or later
on, it will pay you to purchase this week, even if you
have to store them, as we
are determined to sell every
one who enters our doors.
Our prices will do it.

EXCHANGE

ST.

$60,000

Old Orchard, Me., Water Go.

We offer the above

If

YOU

ARE

BREWSTER, CORK & ESTABROOK,
35

Congress
oct21

PORTLAND,

dtt

UNDERWEAR
50 dozen Ladies’ ail Wool Seamless Hose at 25c pair; worth 3Sc.
50 dozen Ladies’ Wool Hose at
19c pair.
50 dozen Children’s all Wool finished Hose at 20c und 25c pair.
50 dozen Vents' Camel’s Hair
worth 50c;
Socks at 25c puir;

ment.

thelBl’KDKTT ORGAN

TUNING TO ORDIUt.

dtf

SLEIGHS SLEIGHS
Built by JTIninc suite Prison and
other Maine and Western
Builders.

Boston.
etxlSm

SOc.

50 dozen Gents’ pure Camel's
Hair Shirts and Drawers at $1.00
each; marked down from $1.50.
25 dozen Gents’ Blue Kihbed
Shirts and Drawers at 03c; marked down from $1.00.
1 case of Ladies’ Vests, Lamb's
Wool und Silk finished, at 50c
each; worth 75c.
50 dozen Ladies' Scarlet Pants
»

at very low
e*. Don’t full to call for
A Sleigh or Kobe at
assortment

PLUM STREET.
dec23

__d6t
mi

4» cured without

H

■ lor ligature,

or

..I,

...I

.I......

WE WILL DO IT WELL*

yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

CD.,

PRINTERS,

NewYorkStore,
COR. CONGRESS AND BROWN STS.dtf

eodtf

AND

Opp.

the

Falmoutbu.Hotel.

HOLIDAY
at

Other

dly

«en28

GOODS

Popular Prices.

We have the largest stock of Baskets
and Work Stands to he fouud In the city.
Mantel and Hearth Brushes, l'lain and
Fancy Whisk Brooms. Frame and Clip*
Children’s Sleighs, Snow
per Sleds,
Shovels, Bird Cages, Wood and Wire
Plant Stands, tap Boards, Folding Tables. and Choice Popping Corn for the
Christmas Trees.

Points

have been notified in writlug, as required
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section
112, by Moses Hunt, Westbrook, Me., that ids
Deposit Book No. 34,422 is lost and that he
desires a duplicate Book Issued to Idm.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpbeus G. Rogers, Treasurer.
Portland, Me., Dec. 17.1887.
dlawMSw
declO

WE

West!

The following dates are announced for tlie Union
Ticket Office Excursions to California aud other
Western Points:
Jin. ttth, •Aid, Feb. I llh
‘J7lh, .Tlurch I'Jib. *20th. Only excursions at
rates name.I through to Pacific coast in lirst-class
cant.
Pur price and further particulars, call or
send for circular to

Union
40

Ticket

Office,

EXCHANCE STREET,

dec21

Portland,

HI.

.Tie.

Book, Card
AND-

Job Printer
97

t-2

KXIHAXUK,

Lxchange St., Portland, Me.

FIXE JOB PRINTIXM A

FARM FOR SALE.
homestead of the late

use of knife
detention from

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Thomas

Captain
THKcommodious
Morse. Id Gray. Malue; house
pud modbarn and out
all In
buildings,

ern;

good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Malue Central K. U. (Italian; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
all exce'leut
between wood, pasture aud tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay aud farm crops;
or
stock
or
farm,
country place for a man
dairy
doing business In the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
K. K. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston. Auburn and Portland, and all polata
east and west.
For particulars and terms inquire of
ABA
or

n

«'l WH TI AN, Auburu, .Tie.,

aug22eodAwtf

the premlsee.

eod2w*

MARKS

5*It INTERN’

dec 12

new

PKBt*.. XAI.I.V lOXOltTKO

SAYINGS BANK BOOK LOST.

All diseases of the
W* I I ^ m Rectum successfully treated
®
*»«•• «• ’>'•
I I Inna N#Hlrii>iinl Nt.,Auburn,Me. rTlIIE copartnership existing between us under
X the name ot Lawrence & Huston, is this day
Cure guaranteed. At U. 8. Hotel, Portland,Room
18,every Saturdayfroin t» a. m to 4 p. m. Refer- dissolved by mutual consent.
H. L. LAWRENCE,
ences given. Consultation free, bend for pamph
JOHN HUSTON,
let. 10 years experience. Hundreds cured,
eodtf ;
dec24dSt*
No. Windham. Dec. 23,1887.
sepu

LlJby

.....

SHINE’S

JVE WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

SPECIALTY.

All order, by mall or telephone promptly attended to.
uovlleodtf

LADIES!
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everywhere. Price Itfr. a package—10 colors.
They
have no equal for Streugth, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or uon-fadIng yualitles. They do not crock or smut. For
sale by D. W. Heseltlne A Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, Drug1st, 787 Cougress, corner Grove street; K. W.
tevens, Druggist, corner Congress ami Parris
streets; Fred. A. 'Turner, Druggist, eorner Conand Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Irueglst, corner Middle aud Franklin streets; l*.
P. llorr. Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212
street; Cook, Bverett & Pemiell; John W. 1 erklns
A Co.; H. II. Hay A Son, and A. W Smith Drug
W. W
gist, 107 Portland St., Portland. Malue.
A Co., 21 Market Square, and Wood
Whipple
Jlylleodly
forth! Corner, Deerlug, Me.

§

fress

FOR SALE.

the

or

IkW...

from $1.50.
lOO odd Whirls and Drawers for
Ladle*, Dent*, and Children, at
29c eni'h; less limn half price, In
order to close the broken lots.

CHRISTMAS GOODS NOW OPEN.

—

Large
(trit

Vents’ Canada Gray
at 37c pair; worth

Heavy Hose

—

and examine those oa exhibition.

The sole agency |of this world renowned Instru-

L W business.

dec20

St.,

THINKINC

OK HAVING A

I,ife Size Crayon
Colored Picture

PIANO!

hk ■ ■

Active

accrued

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS!

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART,

an

and

recommend them for iarcMmeut.

FROM $20 TO $150 EACH.

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,

at 1041

intercut, aud after careful examination

feb9

jyl5

,

-AND-

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Me.

M. U.-Ask for

COMPANY

HOSIERY

slightly imperfect.

nml InlArA«t. hataMa in RnMtnn.

PRACTICAL

No. 3 Free Street Block, Fontana.

House Furnishing

SINKING FUND

H. THURSTON &

SAMUEL THURSTON,

ATKINSON

<13 w

Prim*innl

—

Bichaugc Siren.

dlw

—

123

dec 10

Agent,

OJT

UNION STREET.
dec22

!

J

6 PER CENT BONDS,

Z. THOMPSON, JR.,

ORGANS !
TUNING

I

Due 1907.

Of all

—

20 dozen

SLEIGHS

Linde*
man, Jewett & Prescott

AND

Insurance
Be
Fund. 1,183,526.18
All other Claims
25,747.50 »*,303.004.39

FIRST MORTGAS

Hardman,

Steinway,

.rsi’ECUL paiitneis with
£35000 to $50000 wanted ill the blew York
selling agency of a New England corporation with
established and profitable business; absolute
Address P. O. Box 2806,
safety guaranteed.
dec23eod2w
Boston, Mass,

Single

Special Sale !

paid up.81,000,000.00
Outstanding Losses.
155,820.64

NO. 31

eudtf

Uec7

Capital 8tock all

PRENTISS LORINC,

Hatter,

197 MIDDLE ST.

sit7oll.9l3.a4

LltBII.ITIB.

J. N. DUNHAM, President,
ANDREW J. WKIOHT, Treasurer,
SANFORD J. HALL. Secretary,
CHAS. A. BIRNIE, Ass’t Sec y.

SLEI6HS!
Both

The

Loans secured by K. R. and; Bank
Stocks. 26900.00
Accrued lntecst, Rents, and other
Dues
!...9] ,542.93

079,N'*0.9*
Surplus over all liabilities.
Surplus as regards Policy Holders.«,079,S*0.99

SLEIGHS!

NCCCRNSORN TO

Sideboard,

sells Trunks, Bags, Shawl Straps, Silk
Umbrellas, Soft and Stiff Bats
very low.

Maw.

Bonds and Stocks ownedby Co..83,207,390.00
lteal Estate owned by the Co.90,353.00
Cash on hand, in banks, and lu hands
of agents, lu course of transmission. .200.670.31
Loans on Mortgage of Real Estate.kU3.S50.00

A

An Office

Mpria|| Arid,

MALE—Cheap, a heavy workhorse; also
? a new milch Jersey cow. Apply to I>. r.
20-1
l'ALMEK, West Falmouth, Me.

WOODWARD
& SUMER,

COE

ANNUAL STATEMENT, JANUARY 1, *87.

—

J.NOR

Hanging Lamp,
A Stand Lamp,
A Shaving Stand,
A Lounge,
A Reclining Chair,
A Clock,
A Tea, Breakfast or Dinner Set,
A Writing Desk,
A Roll Top Desk,

•f

CAPITAL, ONE MILLION COLLARS.

CONtiBEXN

Stand,
A Fancy Chair,

OFEBA GLAMKEN.

Christinas: Skating
and Dancing afternoon, ami evening Fancy
Dress Party. Congress street cars.25-11
BALI.

will sell a Horse Blanket for 70 cents.

SPRINGFIELD

whom I lent my

to

COE

—

31 1*2 Exchange Street.

OWEN,
will return the same there before Tuesday night;
no questions asked.20 1
man

OF

rum lira),

take

WANTED—The
pocket book from the hosiery counter at
MOORE & CO’S store Saturday evening

Kyg,

An Art

was seen

Buck

I

_;26-1

Range,
A Parlor Stove,
A Carpet,

Genuine
Plymouth
Glores for 75 cents.

French and American Clocks.

TO

A

Good Fur Robe for $3.50.

a

J.

COUPONS

DO YOU WANT

good Fur Coat for $14.00.

a

see

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

due January I. 1888. on 1st mortat
gage bonds of P. & O. R. It. Co. will lie paid
First National Bank, Portland._dec24dlw
ANTED A MAN OF TEMPERATE AND
moral habits, seeking employmeu, to represent au old established house in his own section.
Salary, if suited, 8100 per month. References exacted. 8uft. Manufacturing House, 30 Reade
dec26dlawM4w
St., N. Y.
LET—Three good tenements of six rooms,
with Sebago water in each, all In nice order,
situated In rear of 227 Danfcth street; also three
rents of three rooms each; price 14.00 to $9.00 per
month. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
block.

than

lias
plans.
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors
aud ability
whose

from which you can choose

dlt

dec26

more

pays
alter three years.
IT contestable

Jewelry

tive

35 Congress Street,
BOSTON.

representatives more
R^LARS?

BIX MILLION DOLover IIIKEK HUNIN SURPLUS
standards ol Maine
conservative
the
calculated by
and Massachusetts.
has

ESTABROOK,

it

their

IN ASSETS, and
IT LARSto-day
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

to

BREWSTER, COBB

or

than TWENTY-TWO MILLION

West alter Christmas, and previously
going to give you bargains.

going

HERE AND

that this Company has paid to

you
AREpolicy-holders

177 Middle St.

southerly direction seventyto Palouse City, ou the Palouse River,

vency
estate

Notice.
persons are hereby notified not to sell any
goods or give any credit to Mrs. Laura Tyler
no

LAMSON’S,

comyou realize that this old and sterling
pany is a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws o( Maine?

a

is to

year,

ALLaccount,

Cheney), in

WINTER IS

OF PORTLAND, HIE 1

foreclosure

without

twenty-fourth
give notice,
THIS
day of December. A. D. 1887, Warrant In
Issued out of the Court of Insol-

Taxes

DEERINC.

IN.

bondholders

1887.

eodOin

on

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

mi es
traversing the most productive section ot the “Pacountry and bringing to the main Hue a
heavy tonnage, principally of grain. The country
is comparatively well setted, and the south-bound
tonnage of coal (from the Cascade Division) and
geueral merchandise is large, at remunerative rates to the railway company. Palouse City
is au important milling and lumber point.
For price of bonds and further particulars ap-

takHolThe
ing
inventory.
iday trade has made sad
havoc in many Barlor Suits
and we will seUtlie remaining pieces at figures that
will cause consternation in
the ranks. But they
than

dtl

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and in tue
quickest possible time.

Discount

Union Mutual

HOLIDAYS

(). w. tl.lAS
411

o-o-o-o-o

OF TH*

—

(Attention of Investors is particularly called to
this provision.)
The Spokane and Palouse Kailway, an important branch of the Northern Pacific, extends from
the main line at Marshall, Washington Territory
three

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

octlO_

Are You Faiiarwithl Plans

FOd THE

of

EMBROIDERY

Commercial Slrcft,

V. «. HtlI.IV.
marl 4

louse”

LY SOAP MADE.
“eel 4
4thptf

__

Veterans at the Soldiers’ Home are often
battle about
known by the name of the
which tthey talk the most. For instance:
be
Hero is a man that was at Cold Harbor;
Hello, Cold Harbor,
will be addressed,
etc.,
“Hello.
Gettysburg,
and Gettysburg,
until every battle of the war has a living
monument in some of these old heroes.

prupertyof the

A Foot

iect remedy lor Dfeziness, Nausea, Drowsiness,Bad Taste iu the

Mouth, Coated Tongue,
p a i n in the Side, &o.
iawWBKSiaa
They regulate the BowI,.;, and prevent Coustiand easiest to take.
smallest
n and Piles. The

Hattie C. Berry.

Living Monuments.
[Kennebec Reporter.]

discounting

10 Percent.

An Umbrella

Indigestion andToo
Hearty Bating. A per-

r*fcSa*®«
gig
p-y

elected:
N. a.—I. Orlando Smith.
V. G.—Mrs. Isaballa 8. Woodbury.
K. S.-Mrs. l.izzie B. Spaulding.
F. 8.—Mr. T. Frank Jones.

prefer

Table,

troBg

j3£S| | v toll
.jgft nSil Q

slit

Ivy Lodge D. of R.
The election of Ivy Lodge, No. 5, Daughters of Rebekah.took placeSiturday evening,
at Odd Fellows llall, and these officers were

We

A Marble

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

\

prices.

A

|

i

The bonds are issued at the rate of sixteen
thousand dollars to the mile of completed road,
and are listed at the New York Stuck Exchange.
Bonds to meet the requirements of the sinking
fuud may be called by lot each year, beginning in
1898, at 1U5 and accrued interest, provided that
they cannot be purchased in the open market at
that price. Bonds purchased or redeemed by operation of the sinking fund shall be cancelled.
All tile stock of the Hpokane and Palouse Bail
way Company is held in trust by the Farmers’
Loan and Trust Company, to be delivered to the
Northern Pacific Kailway Company only after
that company has faithfully performed every part
of its contract and the bonds (principal and interest) have been paid. Should the Northern Pacific
Company fall to keep any part of Its contract, the
stock will revert to the Spokane and 1‘ulouse Railway Company, be voted try the bondholders and
Thus the road would become the
ounied try them.

the consumer and ourselves
That we are able and willing to make great sacriiices
will be seen by examining
our stock and getting the

A Chamber

Dollar^

r

\

~

Sarsaparilia

Sold by all druggists. $1 j six for 85. Prepared by
C. I. HOOD, & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

1

1-1

of

requires united effort

A Hail

1

}
_

Diphtheria

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

J
_

t«i o.

After

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.

A

W

DEATHS

iu

Auctioneer* and Commission Merchants

THIS GUARANTEE IS STAMPED ON EACH BOND.

*

.",.1

City Marshal's Office, t
Portland, Not. 7, 1887. i
REWARD of twenty-live dollars will be paid
for Information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or church in
EZRA HAWKES,
thlscitv
novsdlf
City Marshal.

The road Is leased (or 999 yeari to the Northern
Pacific Kallroad company,'and the leasee, os part of
the rental, agrees to pay the Interest on the bonds
and their principal by semi-annual instalments
(or the sinking fund sufficient to redeem the
bonds at or before maturity.

time.

In Oxford, Dec. lb, Walter Holden and Emma
Ward.
In Boland, Dec. 14, Moses Bailey and Miss Mary
Griffin.
Iu Sanford, Dec. 17, Berton Day of Sanford and
Miss Alice M. Anderson of Warren.i
In Jay, Dec. II, Arthur W. Batue and Georgie
E. Whitman.

The Alms House Property.
Telegram thinks the Alms
House property should be sold, and the poor
farm placed elsewhere. The writer says the
farm contains 1,909,082 square feet of land
eligible for building purposes, worth at least

Diseases.
Bilious fever.
Cancer.

Soap again

Iu Norway, Dec. 21. Henry D. Cole of Greenwood and Jennie M. Houghton of Norway.

A writer in the

,-WARDS-1 2 3 4 6 c 7 Total.

over and Index
attention.

tVIARRIACES.

those held in other cities.

The Death Rato.

our

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

$2.5.00 REWARD.

DATED MAY 1,1886, DUE MAY 1, 1986.
INTERETT MAY 1 AND NOV. 1, PAYABLE IN NEW YORK.

To

Reduce the Surplus

some

Christmas is

occupies

the meeting.
It is to be hoped that all of our citizens
who are interested in the great struggle for
Irish nationality will co-operate with the
members of these societies in making the
coming meeting as large and as enthusiastic

could be retained for tthe poor farm, and
8285,000 would be left towards the reduction
of the city debt. The houses ;built on this
property would give the city an income in
taxes on'a valuation of one million dollars
Our people would stay at homo and we would
have 50,000 instead of 38,000 population.

have been

would

enormous.

interesting

in a very

stantly increasing.

arrangements for

of land for streets, there would be; left 261
city lots, containing 1,306,602 feet yielding at
25 cts. per foot, 8334,170. Of this sum 800,000

trade

—

RAILWAY COMPANY
FIRST MORTKAUE HINHINU FUND
SIX HER CENT UOLD RONDS,

MEETING.

An increased inand Gulliver.
terest lias of late been manifest in the meetings of the Club, and the membership is con-

Meeting.
A public reception will be tendered the
accredited envoys of the Irish Nation, Arthur O’Connor, M. P. and Sir Thomas Esmonde, M. P., at City Hall about January
11th, under the auspices of the various Irish
American Societies of this city.
The Grattan Literary Association, Irish
American Belief Association, Divisions of
the Ancient Order of Hibernians and the
Portland Montgomery Guards, will appoint
committees during the coming week to make

ammint.

(NORTHERN PACIFIC)

Bradley

Rule

nronor

SPOKANE* PALOUSE

breaks have been made, and
but for the timely arrival
of our reserve, our loss—of

Brief
telling points.
speeches were made by President Phillips
and Messrs. Fancy, Colton,
Millett, Me.
Donald, Towle, Chandler, Crook, Skillins,

NOTES.

_A 11/mrlnrr tha

CLUB

length

at

way, 'making

“Bill Nye” will be the next .attraction in
Mr. Stockbridge
the Stockbridge course.
has good seats on sale.
Gnmmer's orchestra will play at North
Anson January 2d, for the Odd fellow’s concert and ball.
Bartley McCallum is meeting with great
success West.
Mrs.
Fellows, Mrs. Morrison, Messrs.
Thurston and Shaw, will sing at the Ivanhoe Lodge entertainment, Jan. 17th.

as

sufficiently
for
assault,
another
large
serious
although many

Mr. George H. Lefavor presided over the
meeting of the Reform Club last evening

tists who

Home

triobv Misses Hardy,

: a

Duffett and Anderson; and a quartette by
Misses Cobb and Gerrisli, and Messrs. Shaw
and Waterman, were all well given.
In the evening there was a Sabbath school
concert, participated in by members of the
school, assisted by the choir. An exercise

Walter Uuifey.
The following squad leaders have been ap-

Our stock is

to

10. The theme of the sermon was the joy of
the wise men.
In the afternoon, the choir rendered a
cantata, called ’’Time Pictures,” to a large
Solos by
and highly delighted audience.
Miss Anna Cobb,, Miss Lena Anderson, Mr.
Frank W. Shaw and Mr. Alex M. Mcnisli;
duets by the Misses Andorson and Misses

causes:

Accident on the Boston & Maine.
The Boston & Maine train No. 70 which
left this city Saturday and was due in Haverhill at noon met with an accident near the
Essex street crossing in that city. The engine struck the end of a frog, and passed
safely along, but the tender, baggage, smok'
ing, Pullman car and one passenger car beThe train crashed over the
came derailed.
sleepers 15 rods before finally stopping
shaking up and badly frightening the pas-,
sengers. No one was injured. Most of the

Dominic’s.
The Christmas services at St. Dominic s
were carried out in a most impressive manhis
ner, the Very Rev. Father Murphy and
assistaut, the Rev. Father Reardon, officiating. Father Murphy preached a beautiful

The services at this church yesterday,were
In the morning,
all in accord with the day.
Rev. Mr. Wright, the pastor, preached an interesting sermon, using as a text. Matt. 2:

sudden.
The funeral will take

10 a. in., from his late residence, No. 94 Free
street.

The music under the direcand Sekinger.
tion of Mr Quiniby and his efficient choir
In the afternoon
was most praiseworthy.
the Rt. Rev. Bishop saug pontifical vespers,
lie was assisted by the above named priests
and the Very Rev. Father Murphy of St.

ST. LAWRENCE STREET CHURCH.

Louie Goudy,
Eleauor Cram.
Grace Todd,
Clara Percy,
Lizzie Parley,
Frauk Beck,
Freelon Bolster,
James Ayer,
Dan Waterhouse,
Herbert Delano,
Lewis O’Brien,
Maud Bletheu,
Alice Douglass,
Edith Cross,
Cora Webber,
Emma Mangurn,

The whole number of deaths in the city foi
following
last week was 14, from the

at

high mass preached and bestowed the papal
benediction. He was assisted by ttie Rev.
Fathers iHealy, S. J. Llneban, O’Callaghan

pointed :

For the past fortnight he has been very ill,
but his deatu, when it came yesterday, was

place Wednesday,

CATHOLIC CHURCHES,
At the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception the services were very largely attended and of their usual solemnity. The
Rt. ltev. Bishop Healy participated at the
AT THE

AUCTIOW MAI-KW-

hnibamk._

CITY ADTUTHUHin

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS CLUB.

Christmas.

EVERY WEEK M ALL LISES.
For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent. Boston & Maine It. it.. Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
bouth.
dec20dtf

“Boul
a

Hotel,”
For
(*E0.

bargain.

address

Norway, Me

*

Norway,

at

particulars,
L. BEAL,
Uec24d2w

